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1 SUMMARY  

1.1 Summary - English 

This Final Report covers the whole project implementation period between the 01.11.2017 and 

31.08.2019 with a focus on the project development during 2019 and the overall results.  

The project had spent 22 months to work on the following project goals:  

 Vocational training and practical postgraduate training programs for relevant professional 

groups are piloted for implementing sustainable forest management  

 The officially approved Improved FMP and Monitoring Methodology as well as the 

Management Guidelines are used as integrated part in vocational training and practical 

postgraduate training programs. 

The background for this assignment are two main challenges of the Serbian forestry sector, 

identified by the Serbian Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Water Management (MAFWM)  

at the start of the cooperation between the Serbian and German Federal Ministry of Food and 

Agriculture (BMEL) in 2014. According to the MAFWM political changes in the region and country 

have led to a situation in which the Serbian forestry is still confronted with poor framework 

conditions. These conditions make it difficult to implement a modern forest management 

system reflecting the new developments. The challenges in this area have been attributed to 

two key themes: 

 Theme 1:  Forest management planning, monitoring and management practices and  

 Theme 2: Vocational training and practical postgraduate training programs for relevant 

professional groups, which will be addressed in this assignment. 

One additional, third theme is part of the solution to overcome deficits addressed in theme 1 

and 2: Know-how transfer via long-term partnerships between Serbian and German institutions 

on the topic. 

After the inception phase in November and December 2017 the work in all five Fields of Activity 

started. Several delays occurred during the project implementation. Some were caused by 

delays in the experts’ inputs, some by the planned contract amendments and some by the delay 

of the Serbian project contribution in 2018. Moreover decision making processes among the 

Serbian partners in relation to central topics like the question of the Training Center or the Dual 

Education approach took more time and efforts the originally planned.  

However, at the end of the project in August 2019, nearly 100% of the planned results could be 

achieved successfully in all of the five Fields of Activity.   

FoA 1: Final elaboration and formal approval of the innovative FMP and Monitoring 

Methodology and the Management Guidelines:  As important milestone for FoA1 a set of final 

drafted documents defining the improved FMP and Monitoring Methodology could been 

delivered to the Forest Directorate and to the PWG on 01.12.2018. As The FMP Manuals, related 

technical guidelines and the Management Guidelines have been introduced and actively used 

during the training courses, there was an additional feedback from the side of the future trainer 

selected among experienced forest engineers. The manuals and guidelines had been improved 

by the expert team and PWG once again and delivered to the DoF in May 2019. After 2 feedback 
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loops the final draft documents had been handed over to DoF for the final adoption by MAFWM. 

The bylaw and manuals are now mainly published as legal base for FMP and tree marking on the 

website of the DoF. 

FoA 2: Development and implementation of a licensing procedure for forest engineers by the 

forestry chamber: Activities supporting the forestry chamber (FCH) had been started with high 

priority beginning of 2018. The Chamber, its office and the FCH commission were very engaged 

as the support of the project was seen as a big support to complete functioning of the FCH. In 

July 2018 already a concept of life-long-learning for the forestry sector has been drafted and 

discussed for all three professional groups: Forest engineers, Forest Technicians and Forest 

Worker (Tasks FoA 2.5, FoA 3.1.3 and FoA 4.2.4). The general feedback was very positive in 

August-September 2018. However, the ideas of the experts and the PWG were not fully 

accepted inside of all partner institutions. Moreover, questions and concerns came up mostly 

related with  

 the proposal to re-build the FCH as central professional association for the forestry sector 

including Technicians and open for future Forest Workers.  

 the practical implications and difficulties to initiate a dual education concept and if so, 

favoring the Technicians first or the Forest Worker     

During 2019 the work on the tasks 2.1 Support restructuring process of FCH and 2.2 Standard 

operation procedures for FCH were blocked by the missing decision on the role of the FCH and 

the membership of all professional groups. These questions were influencing the number of 

members and therewith the potential revenues, the organizational size and finally the whole 

legal frame. In June 2019 the Serbian partners with high majority concluded:  

 For all three professional groups the FCH will be the Training Center.  

 Technicians and Forest Workers will not be member of the FCH.  

 All three groups will be served by the FCH for practical vocational training in form of 

Trainee periods, the organization of exams and certifications/licensing.  

 FCH will be responsible for the postgraduate training course program for all professional 

groups. 

From that moment on the work on proposals to revise the forest law, bylaws and the FCH statute 

had been further developed (FoA 2.1 and 2.2). Tasks FoA 2.4 Support first licensing and the FoA 

2.6 Feasibility test: Training & licensing could be implemented as planned.  

FoA 3: Improvement of the vocational training of forest technicians: FoA 3 bundled the 

development and organization of postgraduate training and improvements in the curriculum for 

forest technicians. The activities have been started in time in April 2018. During 2019, many 

tasks related with the piloting of postgraduate training courses could be developed as planned. 

During 2 Round Table Workshops on Dual Education in 12/2018 and 01/2019 including Ministry 

of Education, Technical Schools and service companies helped to solve many organizational and 

legal concerns for the dual education approach.  

Main decisions of the Serbian partners could been gained in June 2019 and the following results 

for the Forest Technicians could be achieved: 

 Forest Technicians are not member of the FCH.  

 The FCH is in charge for 
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- a systematic Trainee Period of 12 months. The concept describes it as a combined 

system of a) training on the job and b) a centrally organized training courses.  

- a license exam Forest Technicians will pass at the end of the Trainee Period. The License 

includes the obligation to maintain it via Postgraduate Training (as for Engineers).   

 Technicians are institutionally involved in setting up of the training course catalogue.  

 Proposals are developed for changes of the forest law, a new bylaw for Forest Technicians 

and the statute of the FCH (see also FoA 2). 

 For Technicians as for Forest Workers a dual education system following the new Serbian 

"law on dual education" has been targeted and agreed among the project partners. The 

expert team developed a proposal for a curriculum for the technical schools.  

 Instead of a certification the term licensing was taken over for Forest Technicians as well. 

The license is related with the obligation to maintain it via regular postgraduate training 

courses.  

Beside training courses on the new Management Guidelines a postgraduate training on 

“Improved Harvesting Operations“ was developed as joined course for Forest Technicians and 

Forest Worker. It had been prepared during a field trip of a team of „Super Trainer“ to Weilburg 

04/2019 and Trainers were trained at Goč 05/2019.  

FoA 4: Improvement of basic professional knowledge of forest workers: The development of a 

vocational training for forest workers and the establishment of a postgraduate training has been 

started in time in May 2018. As it was an early conclusion that the technical schools are the 

institutions, where the vocational training of forest workers shall be placed – as it has been back 

in the 1980th – the PWG decided for a parallel development of FoA 3 and FoA 4. The work on the 

definition of the Training Center (FoA 4.2.1), the respective legal frame (FoA 4.2.2) took more 

time and effort as planned and was influenced by the question of the future membership of the 

Forest Worker in the FCH.  

The expert team developed a dual education curriculum of 3 years and discussed it with the 

PWG and later intensively with the technical schools (FoA 4.2.3). As for the role of the FCH and 

the vocational training and postgraduate training of the Forest Technicians in June 2019 the 

following results for the Forest Workers could be finally approved by the Serbian partners: 

 Forest Worker will not be member of the FCH.  

 The FCH is in charge for organizing the Postgraduate Training program for Forest Worker.  

 A qualification on-the-job is part of the training course program organized by the FCH. A set 

of basic training courses from the catalogue of courses for forest workers can be combined 

and completed by an examination organized by the FCH. The examination consists of 2 

parts: Theoretical knowledge of various techniques and practical work. The commission is 

setup by the Technical Schools and certified Trainers. The chamber issues certificates for 

the trained Forest Worker as for the dual educated pupils. 

 The Forest Workers are institutionally involved in setting up of the training course 

catalogue. 

 Proposals for changes of the forest law regarding the postgraduate training of Forest 

Worker have been developed. Proposals are made for changes in the statute of the FCH 

(see also FoA 2). 
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 The expert team developed a proposal for a curriculum for the technical schools. Together 

with the Technical Schools a dual curriculum has been drafted based on the German 

concept and the new Serbian legal frame. 

 Postgraduate training is also an obligation of certified Forest Worker. They are enrolled at 

the FCH and have to maintain their qualification – as all other professional groups – by 

maintaining the certificate via a postgraduate training program. A first catalogue of training 

courses has been developed.  

A joined course for Forest Technicians and Forest Worker has been developed: „Improved 

Harvesting Operations“. A group of 8 very experienced Forest Workers, Forest Technicians and 

Forest Engineers could be trained at HessenForst - Weilburg using the facilities and training 

techniques in Hessen in 04/2019 (see also FoA 3.5.1). This group of “Super Trainer” implemented 

the following ToT in Serbia with support of the expert teams (05/2019). 

Activities FoA 5: Promotion of long-term partnerships between Serbian and German 

institutions on the topic: A joint declaration of intent on cooperation in the field of Forestry had 

been already signed in 2015 between the Federal Ministry of Food and Agriculture of the Federal 

Republic of Germany (BMEL) and the Ministry of Agriculture and Environmental Protection of 

the Republic of Serbia (now MAFWM). Facing the catastrophic flood damages in Serbia in 2014 

the former German Minister Schmidt visited Belgrade that time. Following that visit both 

countries have expressed their intention to establish a partnership cooperation in the field of 

forestry due to the long-standing bilateral cooperation between the two countries in the field 

of the sustainable management of natural resources, the environment and climate protection. 

Important steps to deepen the German-Serbian partnerships have already been made in the 

first cooperation project (2015-2017). The vision in this second project was to develop a 

platform for bilateral exchange between the two countries. Identified and addressed as first-

hand partner for a long-term partnership have been HessenForst, its Training Center in Weilburg 

and the “Deutsche Forstverein” as partner for the FCH. All discussions with the representatives 

of HessenForst and the Hessian Ministry had been very positive. A clear willingness to extend 

the good relation have been expressed. As key issue remains a project like financing by third 

party funding, where the EU IPA fund and the Twinning scheme have been identified as most 

promising option. To show the willingness of both sides a Memorandum of Understanding by 

HessenForst from the German side and the Chamber of Forest Engineers (FCH) from the Serbian 

side shall be signed during September 2019.  
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This second Serbian-German cooperation project had a second time successfully initiated a 

coordinated action in the Serbian Forest Sector based on self-identified Themes  

 Theme 1:  Forest management planning, monitoring and management practices and  

 Theme 2: Vocational training and practical postgraduate training programs for relevant 

professional groups, which will be addressed in this assignment. 

and organized it’s development in mainly four „Fields of Activity“. It opened the input of German 

expertise, education and training models, regulations, training materials, tools and direct 

exchange of experiences. It allowed an organized and regular involvement of all relevant 

institutions of the forest sector represented by high ranked experts in the PWG, the Serbian SC 

and a group of national and international experts. The project was able to boost the cooperation 

between practice and education. It fostered the cooperation and work in interdisciplinary teams 

with a clear set of objectives. 

The project was clearly contributing to an “ecological, economic and socially sustainable forest 

management in Serbia”. Concrete, it fostered the following politically relevant national and 

international goals: 

 Introduction of a multifunctional forest management model into the national system to 

improve the ecosystem services of the forest; 

 Climate change mitigation by reducing greenhouse gas emissions from forest 

management; 

 Biodiversity conservation through the creation of near-natural forests; 

 Enhancing Serbian-German cooperation in the field of forest and wood management.  

 

1.2 Summary – German 

Dieser Abschlussbericht umfasst den gesamten Projektumsetzungszeitraum zwischen dem 

01.11.2017 und dem 31.08.2019 mit Schwerpunkt auf der Projektentwicklung im Jahr 2019 und 

den Gesamtergebnissen.  

Das Projekt hat 22 Monate lang an der Umsetzung der folgenden Projektziele gearbeitet:  

 Eine praxisnahe Berufsausbildung und Weiterbildungsprogramme für relevante 

Berufsgruppen sind zur Umsetzung einer nachhaltigen Waldbewirtschaftung 

pilotprojektartig durchgeführt.  

 Die offiziell beschlossenen verbesserte Forstplanungs- und Monitoring-Methodik sowie die 

Wald-Management Richtlinien werden in Programmen der Berufsausbildung und der 

praktischen Weiterbildung eingesetzt. 

Hintergrund für dies Projekt sind zwei wesentliche Herausforderungen für den serbischen 

Forstsektors, die das serbische Ministerium für Land- und Forstwirtschaft und Wasserwirtschaft 

(MAFWM) zu Beginn der Zusammenarbeit zwischen dem serbischen und dem deutschen 

Bundesministerium für Ernährung und Landwirtschaft (BMEL) im Jahr 2014 identifiziert hat. 

Nach Angaben der MAFWM haben politische Veränderungen in der Region und im Land dazu 

geführt, dass die serbische Forstwirtschaft immer noch mit schlechten Rahmenbedingungen 

konfrontiert ist. Diese Bedingungen erschweren es, ein modernes Forstmanagementsystem 
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einzuführen, das den aktuellen Wissens- und Technologie-Entwicklungen entspricht. Die 

Herausforderungen in diesem Bereich wurden auf zwei Schlüsselthemen zurückgeführt: 

Thema 1: Forst-Managementplanung, Monitoring und die Bewirtschaftungspraxis und  

Thema 2: Berufsausbildung und praktische Weiterbildungsprogramme für alle Berufsgruppen, 

die in diesem Projekt adressiert wurden. 

Ein weiteres, drittes Thema ist Teil der Lösung zur Überwindung der in den Themen 1 und 2 

angesprochenen Defizite: Know-how-Transfer durch langfristige Partnerschaften zwischen 

serbischen und deutschen Institutionen zu diesem Thema. 

Nach der Auftaktphase im November und Dezember 2017 begannen die Arbeiten in allen fünf 

Handlungsfeldern. Bei der Projektdurchführung kam es zu mehreren Verzögerungen. Einige 

wurden durch Verspätungen beim Einsatz der nationalen Experten verursacht, weitere durch 

anvisierten Vertragsänderungen/-erweiterungen und wieder andere durch die Verzögerung des 

serbischen Projektbeitrags im Jahr 2018. Darüber hinaus erforderten Entscheidungsprozesse 

innerhalb der serbischen Partner in Bezug auf zentrale Themen wie die Frage nach dem 

Trainingszentrum oder dem Dualen Bildungsansatz mehr Zeit und Aktivitäten als ursprünglich 

geplant.  

Am Ende des Projekts im August 2019 konnten jedoch in allen fünf Handlungsfeldern fast 100% 

der geplanten Ergebnisse erfolgreich erreicht werden.   

FoA 1: Endgültige Ausarbeitung und formelle Genehmigung der innovativen FMP- und 

Monitoring-Methode und der Management-Richtlinien:  Als wichtiger Meilenstein für FoA1 

konnte am 01.12.2018 eine Reihe von Dokumenten, die die verbesserte FMP- und Monitoring-

Methodik beschreiben, an das Forest Directorate (DoF) und die PWG übergeben werden. Da das 

FMP-Manual, die neu formulierten technischen Richtlinien und die Management-Richtlinien 

während der Schulungen vorgestellt und aktiv angewendet wurden, ergab sich es ein 

zusätzliches Feedback hierzu von Seiten der zukünftigen Trainer, die unter erfahrenen 

Forstingenieuren ausgewählt worden waren. Die Manuals und Richtlinien wurden vom 

Expertenteam und der PWG noch einmal verbessert und im Mai 2019 an das Forest Directorate 

übergeben. Nach 2 Feedbackschleifen wurden die endgültigen Dokumente dem Ministerium 

(MAFWM) zur endgültigen Annahme übergeben. Die neue Rechtsverordnung zur Forstplanung 

und die Management-Richtlinien wurden nun zu großen Teilen als neue Rechtsgrundlage für 

FMP und das Auszeichnen von Einschlagsoperationen auf der Website des Forest Directorates 

veröffentlicht. 

FoA 2: Entwicklung und Durchführung eines Lizenzverfahrens für Forstingenieure durch die 

serbische Forstkammer: Die Aktivitäten zur Unterstützung der Forstkammer (FCH) wurden 

Anfang 2018 mit hoher Priorität aufgenommen. Die Kammer, ihr Büro und die für die FoA2 

eingesetzte FCH-Kommission arbeiteten sehr engagiert im Projekt. Das Projekt wurde als eine 

große Unterstützung für das vollständige Etablieren und Funktionieren der FCH 

wahrgenommen. Bereits im Juli 2018 war für alle drei Berufsgruppen ein Konzept für ein „Life-

Long-Learning“ im Forstsektor erarbeitet und diskutiert worden, dies für Forstingenieure, 

Forsttechniker und Waldarbeiter (Aufgaben FoA 2.5, FoA 3.1.3 und FoA 4.2.4). Das Feedback 

darauf war im August-September 2018 sehr positiv. Die konzept-Ideen der Experten und der 

PWG wurden jedoch innerhalb der serbischen Partnerinstitutionen nicht vollständig akzeptiert. 

Darüber hinaus wurden Fragen und Bedenken vor allem im Zusammenhang mit folgenden 

Themen aufgeworfen:  
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 Vorschlag, die FCH als zentralen Berufsverband für die Forstwirtschaft aufzubauen und 

damit Forsttechniker und die zukünftigen Waldarbeiter zu öffnen.  

 die praktischen Auswirkungen und Schwierigkeiten bei der Initiierung des Konzepts einer 

dualen Ausbildung und im Falle eines Gelingens, die Frage, ob zuerst die duale Ausbildung 

der Forsttechniker oder die der Waldarbeiter entwickelt werden sollte.     

Im Jahr 2019 wurde die Arbeiten an den Aufgaben 2.1 Unterstützung des 

Restrukturierungsprozesses der FCH und 2.2 SOPs für die FCH durch fehlende Entscheidungen 

zur Rolle der FCH und die Mitgliedschaft der Berufsgruppen zeitweise gestoppt. Diese Fragen 

beeinflussen die Mitgliederzahl und damit die Umsatzpotenziale der FCH, die Größe der Kammer 

als Organisation und schließlich den gesamten rechtlichen Rahmen. Im Juni 2019 beschlossen 

die serbischen Partner mit hoher Mehrheit die folgenden Strukturen:  

 Für alle drei Berufsgruppen wird die Forstkammer das Trainingszentrum sein.  

 Techniker und Waldarbeiter werden nicht als Mitglieder der Kammer zugelassen.  

 Alle drei Gruppen werden von der Forstkammer für die praktische Ausbildung in Form von 

Trainee-Zeiten, die Organisation der anschließenden Abschluss-Examen und die 

Zertifizierungen/Lizensierung betreut.  

 Die Forstkammer ist verantwortlich für die verpflichtenden Weiterbildungsprogramme aller 

Berufsgruppen im Forstsektor. 

Von diesem Zeitpunkt an konnte die Arbeit an den Vorschlägen zur Überarbeitungen des 

gesetzlichen Rahmens (Waldgesetz, Rechtsverordnungen zu Aus- und Weiterbildung und der 

Kammersatzung weitergeführt werden (FoA 2.1 und 2.2). Aufgabe FoA 2.4 Unterstützung der 

Erstlizenzierung und des FoA 2.6 Machbarkeitstests: Training & Lizenzierung konnten wie 

geplant durchgeführt werden.  

FoA 3: Verbesserung der Berufsausbildung von Forsttechnikern: FoA 3 umfasste die 

Entwicklung und Organisation einer Weiterbildung und die praxisnahe Verbesserung des 

Lehrplans für Forsttechniker. Die Aktivitäten wurden plangemäß im April 2018 aufgenommen. 

Im Jahr 2019 wurden das Weiterbildungsprogramm und die pilotartige Umsetzung in 

Trainingskursen wie geplant weiter entwickelt. Zwei Roundtable-Workshops zum Thema Duale 

Ausbildung (12/2018 und 01/2019), an denen das Bildungsministerium, die Technical-Schools 

und forstliche Dienstleistungsunternehmen (als wichtige Arbeitgeber der zukünftigen 

Forstwirte) beteiligt waren, trugen dazu bei, weitere organisatorische und rechtliche Probleme 

im Zusammenhang mit dem dualen Ausbildungsansatz zu lösen.  

Die wichtigsten Entscheidungen der serbischen Partner konnten im Juni 2019 erzielt werden. 

Damit wurden die folgenden Ergebnisse für die Forsttechniker erreicht: 

 Forsttechniker sind nicht Mitglied der FCH.  

 Die Forstkammer hat die Verantwortung für  

- Eine systematische Trainee-Zeit von 12 Monaten. Das Konzept beschreibt diese als ein 

kombiniertes System aus einem a) Training on-the-job und b) zentral organisierten 

Ausbildungs-Kursen.  

- Eine Lizenzprüfung für Forsttechniker zu bestehen am Ende der Ausbildungszeit. Die 

Lizenz beinhaltet die Verpflichtung diese regelmäßig über Weiterbildungskurse 

aufrechtzuerhalten (wie die Regelungen für die Forst-Ingenieure).   
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 Die Forsttechniker sind institutionell an der Erstellung der Weiterbildungs-Kataloge 

beteiligt.  

 Entsprechend wurden Vorschläge für Änderungen des Forstgesetzes, eine neue Satzung für 

die praktische Aus- und Weiterbildung der Forsttechniker und die Satzung der Kammer 

wurden erarbeitet (siehe auch FoA 2). 

 Für Techniker wie für Forstwirte wird ein duales Ausbildungssystem nach dem neuen 

serbischen "Gesetz über die duale Ausbildung" angestrebt und dies wurde zwischen den 

Projektpartnern vereinbart. Das Expertenteam entwickelte einen Vorschlag für ein duales 

Curriculum für die Technicals Schools.  

 Anstelle einer Zertifizierung für Forsttechniker wurde auch für diese der Begriff 

Lizenzierung übernommen. Die Lizenz ist ebenfalls mit der Verpflichtung verbunden, sie 

durch regelmäßige Weiterbildungskurse aufrechtzuerhalten.  

Neben der Schulung in den neuen Management-Richtlinien wurde für Forsttechniker und 

Forstwirte gemeinsam ein Trainingskurs zum Thema "Verbesserter Holzernte-Operationen" 

entwickelt. Dieser wurde während einer Exkursion eines Teams von "Super Trainern" nach 

Weilburg 04/2019 vorbereitet und die ersten Trainer wurden in Goč im Mai 2019 ausgebildet.  

FoA 4: Verbesserung der grundlegenden beruflichen Kenntnisse von Waldarbeitern / 

Forstwirten: Die Entwicklung einer Berufsausbildung für Waldarbeitern zu Forstwirten und die 

Einrichtung einer Weiterbildung wurde planmäßig im Mai 2018 begonnen. Da es sich bei den 

Technicals Schools in Serbien um die Institutionen handelt, in denen eine Berufsausbildung von 

Waldarbeitern - wie bereits in den 1980er Jahren - platziert werden soll, hat die PWG eine 

Parallelentwicklung der beiden Fields of Activity FoA 3 und FoA 4 beschlossen: Die Arbeiten zur 

Definition des Training Zentrums (FoA 4.2.1) und die Anpassung des Rechtsrahmens (FoA 

4.2.2.2) haben mehr Zeit und Inputs gekostet als geplant und wurden von der lange offenen 

Frage einer zukünftigen Mitgliedschaft der Forstwirte in der Forstkammer beeinflusst.  

Das Expertenteam entwickelte einen dualen Lehrplan von 3 Jahren und diskutierte ihn mit der 

PWG und später intensiv mit den Technical Schools (FoA 4.2.3). Wie für die Forsttechniker wurde 

die Rolle der Forstkammer und die Berufsausbildung und das Weiterbildungssystem für 

Forstwirte im Juni 2019 von den serbischen Partnern abschließend wie folgt entschieden: 

 Waldarbeiter werden nicht Mitglied der Forstkammer sein.  

 Die Forstkammer ist für die Organisation des Weiterbildungsprogramms für Waldarbeiter 

zuständig.  

 Eine Qualifizierung on-the-Job wird Teil des von der Forstkammer organisierten 

Trainingsprogramms. Eine Reihe von Basis-Kursen aus dem Kurskatalog für Forstwirte wird 

kombiniert und durch eine von der Forstkammer organisierte Prüfung zu einem formalen 

Abschluss ergänzt. Die Prüfung besteht aus 2 Teilen: Theoretische Kenntnisse verschiedener 

Techniken und Arbeitsverfahren sowie aus praktischen Arbeitskenntnissen. Das Examen 

wird von den Technical Schools und zertifizierten Trainern abgenommen. Die Forstkammer 

stellt Zertifikate für die jetzt arbeitenden weitergebildeten Forstwirte sowie zukünftig für 

die dual ausgebildeten Forstwirt-Schüler aus. 

 Die Forstwirte sind institutionell an der Definition der Weiterbildungskataloge beteiligt. 
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 Entsprechend wurden Vorschläge für Änderungen des Forstgesetzes und zur Qualifizierung 

sowie Weiterbildung von Waldarbeitern entwickelt. Ebenso entstanden Vorschläge für 

notwendigen Änderungen der Satzung der Forstkammer (siehe auch FoA 2). 

 Das Expertenteam entwickelte einen Vorschlag für ein Curriculum für die Technical Schools. 

Gemeinsam mit den Schulen wurde ein duales Curriculum auf der Grundlage desdeutschen 

dualen Ausbildungs-Konzepts und des neuen serbischen Rechtsrahmens erarbeitet. 

 Die Weiterbildung ist ebenfalls eine Verpflichtung für zertifizierte Forstwirte. Sie sind an der 

Forstkammer registriert und müssen ihre Qualifikation - wie alle anderen Berufsgruppen 

auch - durch die Aufrechterhaltung des Zertifikats über das Besuchen von 

Weiterbildungskursen aufrechterhalten. Ein erster Katalog von Trainingskursen wurde 

entwickelt.  

Für Forstwirte und Forsttechniker wurde ein gemeinsamer Weiterbildungskurs entwickelt zum 

Thema: "Verbesserte Holzernte-Operationen". Eine Gruppe von acht sehr erfahrenen 

Waldarbeitern, Forsttechnikern und Forstingenieuren konnte bei HessenForst im April 2019 im 

Trainingszentrum Weilburg trainiert werden – wobei die dortigen Einrichtungen und 

Trainingstechniken genutzt wurden (siehe auch FoA 3.5.1). Diese Gruppe von "Super-Trainern" 

führte das nachfolgend geplante Training of Trainers in Serbien mit Unterstützung des 

Expertenteams durch (05/2019). 

FoA 5: Förderung langfristiger Partnerschaften zwischen serbischen und deutschen 

Institutionen zu diesem Thema: Bereits 2015 wurde zwischen dem Bundesministerium für 

Ernährung und Landwirtschaft der Bundesrepublik Deutschland (BMEL) und dem Ministerium 

für Landwirtschaft und Umweltschutz der Republik Serbien (heute MAFWM) eine gemeinsame 

Absichtserklärung zur Zusammenarbeit im Bereich der Forstwirtschaft unterzeichnet. 

Angesichts der katastrophalen Hochwasserschäden in Serbien im Jahr 2014 hatte der damalige 

Bundesminister Schmidt Serbien besucht. Im Anschluss an diesen Besuch haben beide Länder 

ihre Absicht bekundet, aufgrund der langjährigen bilateralen Zusammenarbeit zwischen den 

beiden Ländern auf dem Gebiet der nachhaltigen Bewirtschaftung natürlicher Ressourcen, der 

Umwelt und des Klimaschutzes eine partnerschaftliche Zusammenarbeit im Bereich der 

Forstwirtschaft zu begründen. Im ersten Kooperationsprojekt (2015-2017) wurden bereits 

wichtige Schritte zur Vertiefung dieser deutsch-serbischen Partnerschaft unternommen. Die 

Vision für dies zweite Projekt war es, eine Plattform für den bilateralen Austausch zwischen den 

beiden Ländern zu entwickeln. Als naheliegender potenzieller Partner für diese langfristige 

Partnerschaft konnte HessenForst, sein Trainingszentrum in Weilburg und der "Deutsche 

Forstverein" als Partner für die Forstkammer identifiziert werden. Alle Gespräche mit den 

Vertretern von HessenForst und dem Hessischen Ministerium waren sehr positiv. Es wurde die 

klare Bereitschaft zum Ausdruck gebracht, die bereits guten Beziehungen aus den beiden 

Kooperationsprojekten mit Serbien auszubauen. Kernproblem bleibt wie die Finanzierung durch 

Drittmittel gelöst werden kann. Hierfür wurde der EU-IPA-Fonds und das EU Twinning-

Programm als vielversprechendste Option diskutiert und geprüft. Um die Bereitschaft beider 

Seiten formal aufzeigen zu können, soll im September 2019 ein Memorandum of Understanding 

zwischen HessenForst von deutscher Seite und der Forstkammer (FCH) von serbischer Seite 

unterzeichnet werden.  
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Dieses zweite serbisch-deutsche Kooperationsprojekt konnte zum zweiten Mal erfolgreich 

koordinierte Aktivitäten im serbischen Forstsektor auf der Grundlage von selbst definierten, 

folgenden Themen initiieren  

 Thema 1: Planung, Überwachung und Bewirtschaftung der Wälder und  

 Thema 2: Berufsausbildung und praktische Weiterbildungsprogramme für relevante 

Berufsgruppen, die in diesem Auftrag behandelt werden. 

und organisiert seine Entwicklung in hauptsächlich vier "Tätigkeitsfeldern". Es eröffnete den 

Input von deutschem Fachwissen, Bildungsmodellen, Vorschriften, Trainingsmaterialien, 

Werkzeugen und direktem Erfahrungsaustausch. Es ermöglichte eine organisierte und 

regelmäßige Beteiligung aller relevanten Institutionen des Forstsektors, die durch hochrangige 

Experten in der PWG, dem serbischen SC und einer Gruppe nationaler und internationaler 

Experten vertreten waren. Das Projekt konnte die Zusammenarbeit zwischen Praxis und Bildung 

stärken. Sie förderte die Zusammenarbeit und die Arbeit in interdisziplinären Teams mit klaren 

Zielvorgaben. 

Das Projekt trug eindeutig zu einem "ökologischen, ökonomischen und sozial nachhaltigen 

Wald-Management in Serbien" bei. Konkret förderte sie die folgenden politisch relevanten 

nationalen und internationalen Ziele: 

 Einführung eines multifunktionalen Forstwirtschaftsmodells in das nationale System zur 

Verbesserung der Ökosystemleistungen des Waldes; 

 Minderung des Klimawandels durch Reduzierung der Treibhausgasemissionen aus der 

Forstwirtschaft; 

 Schutz der Biodiversität durch die Schaffung von naturnahen Wäldern; 

 Verbesserung der serbisch-deutschen Zusammenarbeit im Bereich der Wald- und 

Holzwirtschaft. 

 

 

1.3 Summary – Serbian 

Završni izveštaj pokriva ceo implementacioni period od  01.11.2017 do 31.08.2019 sa posebnim 

osvrtom na razvoj projekta tokom 2019 godine ali uključujući i sve rezultate do sada na projektu. 

Projekat je trajao 22 meseca i bio je fokusiran na sledeće projektne ciljeve: 

 Obrazovanje i praktičan program obuke nakon završenog formalnog obrazovanja. Ovaj 

program je  napravljen tokom pilot obuke za relevantne profesionalne grupe radi praktične 

implementacije održivog gazdovanja šumama 

 Zvanično usvojeni unapredjeni koncept PGŠ kao i koncept uputstava za gazdovanje šumama 

su korišćeni kao integralni deo programa stručnog usavršavanja nakon završenog formalnog 

obrazovanja u sektoru šumarstva Srbije 

Osnov za ove projektne zadatke su dva glavna izazova u sektoru šumarstva Srbije koji su  

identifikovani od strane Ministarstva poljoprivrede, šumarstva i vodoprivrede Srbije (MPŠV) na 

početku medjusobne saradnje izmedju srpskog i nemačkog Ministrastva poljoprivrede i ishrane 

(BMEL) tokom 2014 godine. Prema izjavama MPŠV političke promene  u regionu i zemlji doveli 
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su do situacije u kojem sektor šumarstva Srbije još uvek suočava sa lošim okvirnim uslovima. Ti 

uslovi onemogućavaju implementaciju modernih sistema gazdovanja šumama u novom 

okruženju. Izazovi se mogu svrstati u sledeće dve teme:  

 Tema 1:  Planiranje Gazdovanja Šumama, praksa i monitoring praktičnih intervencija  

 Tema 2: Obrazovanje i program praktične obuke nakon završenog formalnog obrazovanja 

za sve relevantne profesionalne grupe u sektoru šumarstva  

Jedna dodatna tema je deo rešenja sa ciljem prevazilaženja nedostataka navedenih u temi 1 i 2 

i može se formulisati na sledeći način: Prenos znanja kroz dugoročno partnerstvo izmedju srpskih 

i nemačkih institucija koje su zadužene za ove teme. 

Nakon početne faze u novembru i decembru 2017 godine na projektu se počelo sa   

implementacijom svih 5 polja aktivnosti na projektu. Nekoliko kašnjenja se desilo tokom 

implementacije projekta. Neka od njih su uzrokovana kašnjenjem inputa od strane eksperata, 

neka usled projektnog amadmana na osnovni ugovor, a neka usled kašnjenja dogovorenih 

doprinosa od srpske strane za 2018 godinu. Usled kašnjenja kod donošenja važnih odluka od 

starne srpskih učesnika na projektu, na primer kod donošenja odluka o izboru trening centra ili 

odluke o dualnom sistemu obrazovanja, uvek je više vremena trebalo za ove odluke nego što je 

planirano projektom.  

Medjutim na kraju projekta tokom avgusta 2019 godine skoro 100% projektnih rezultata je 

ostvareno uspešno u svih 5 polja aktivnosti.  

Polje Unapredjenja 1: Konačna ocena i formalno usvajanje inovativnog koncepta FMP-a i 

Uputstava za gazdovanje šumama:  Kao važnu postavku rezultata za FoA1, set finalnih nacrta 

nekoliko dokumenata unapredjenog sistema PGŠ-a i Uputstava za gazdovanje šumama je 

isporučen UzŠ i projektnoj radnoj grupi dana 01.12.2018.  PGŠ manual  i tehnička uputstva koja 

se naslanjaju na PGŠ manual ali i uputstva za gazdovanje šumama su uvedena i aktivno korišćena 

tokom svih treninga organizovanih od strane projekta. Dobijene su korisne povratne informacije 

od strane treninranih budućih trenera koji su izabrani unutar grupe šumarskih inženjera sa 

dugogodišnjim iskustvom. Uputstva i smernice su dodatno unapredjene na osnovu povratnih 

informacija iz prakse te su tako unapredjene verzije tih dokumenta ponovo isporučeni tokom 

maja 2019 UzŠ na dalje postupanje. Nakon druge serije sastanaka sa ljudima iz prakse finalni 

nacrti novih dokumentata su predate UzŠ na dalje konačno postupanje. Pravilnik i manuali su 

publikovani i služe kao pravni osnov za doznaku stabala. Svi dokumenti kreirano tokom trajanja 

projekta se nalaze se na veb stranici UzŠ. 

FoA 2: Razvoj i implementacija procedure licenciranja šumarskih inženjera od strane KIŠ-a:  

Aktivnosti na podršci razvoju komore (KIŠ) su počeli sa visokim prioritetom tokom 2018 godine. 

Komora i njena kancelarija kao i komisija unutar KIŠ-a su aktivno bile angažovane na ovom poslu.  

Projekat veoma pozitivno ocenjuje njihovo angažovanje na implementaciji projektnih 

aktivnosti.U julu 2018 godine koncept celoživotnog učenja za sektor šumarstva je postojao u 

nacrtu. Ovaj nacrt je nekoliko puta bio diskutovan tokom 2018 sa sve tri profesionalne grupe u 

sektoru šumarstva: Šumarski inženjeri, Šumarski tehničari i Šumarski radnici (Zadaci PoU 2.5, 

PoU 3.1.3 i PoU 4.2.4). Povratne informacije tokom avgusta i septembra 2018 godine su bila 

pozitivna. Početna ideja eksperata i projektne radne grupe nije naišla na najbolji mogući prijem 

kod svi partnerskih institucija. Osnovna pitanja su se uglavom odnosila na sledeće izazove:  
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 Predlog za preuredjenjem KIŠ-a kao centralnog koordinacionog tela za sve profesionalne 

grupe u sektoru šumarstva.  Predlog unutar projektne radne grupe je da KIŠ postane 

centralno stručno udruženje za sector šumarstva za sve kategorije, Šumarski inženjeri, 

Šumarski tehničari i daljoj daljoj pespektivi šumski radnici,  

 Praktična implikacija i poteškoća u slučaju da se dualni kocept neće skoro pokrenuti,  podrška 

uvodjenju dulanog Sistema za šumske radnike i tehničare.  

Tokom 2019 godine rad na zadacima 2.1 “podrška restruktuiranju KIŠ-a i 2.2 standardne 

operacione procedure za KIŠ su bile blokirane usled ne postizanja odluke o ulozi KIŠ-a i članstva 

svih profesionalnih grupa. Ova pitanja imaju uticaja na ukupan broj čanova i time potecijalne 

prihode ,organizacionu strukturu in a kraju celokupni pravni sistem. Za sve tri profesionalne 

grupe KIŠ će biti trening centar za celoživotno učenje.Tokom juna 2019 godine partneri iz Srbije 

su sa velikom većinom odlučili sledeće:  

Tehničari i šumski radnici neće biti članovi komore  

 Sve tri profesionalne grupe će biti podpomognute od strane KIŠ-a da im se ogranizuje obuka 

u formi pripravničkog staža, ispita i izdavanja certifikata i licenci.  

 KIŠ će biti odgovoran za treninge nakon završenog formalnog obrazovanja za sve tri 

kategorije u sektoru šumarstva. 

Od tada počinje intezivan rad vezan za reviziju zakona i podzakonskih akata i statute KIŠ-a. (PoU 

2.1 i 2.2). Zadaci unutar PoU 2.4 podrška prvom licenciranju i unutar 2.6 studija izvodljivosti: 

Obuka i licenciranje se mogu implementirati kao što je planirano. 

FoA 3: Unapredjenje Sistema obrazovanja za šumarske tehničare: FoA 3 povezuje razvoj i 

organizaciju obuke nakon završenog formalnog obrazovanja i unapredjenje kurikuluma za 

šumarske tehničare. Aktivnosti su počele na vreme utokom aprila 2018 godine. Tokom 2019 

godine veliki broj zadataka vezanih za pripremu pilot kurseva nakon završetka formalnog 

obrazovanja je uradjen prema planu aktivnosti za 2019 godinu. Tokom drugog okruglog stola 

vezanog za Dualni sistem obrazovanja održanog tokom decembra 2018 i januara 2019 godine sa 

predstavnicima Ministrstva nauke i obrazovanja, srednjih šumarskih škola i privatnih kompanija 

koje pružaju usluge u sektoru šumarstva raspravljane su organizacione i pravni problemi u 

slučaju uvodjenja nastavnih programa po dualnom sistemu obrazovanja. 

Glavni donosioci odluka unutar srpskih partnera na projektu su uspeli tokom juna 2019 godine 

da ostvare sledeće rezultate koji su vezani za unapredjenje znanja šumarskih tehničara:  

 Šumarski tehničari nisu formalin članovi KIŠ-a. 

 KIŠ je zadužena za  

- Sprovodjenje Jedinstvenog i sistematskog pripravničkog staža u trajanju od 12 meseci. 

Koncept pripravničkog staža se sastoji iz  a) obuke na poslu budućeg potencijalnog 

poslodavca b) i centralno kroz zajedničke kurseve obuke 

- Završni ispit polaznik polaže na kraju pripravničkog staža. Održavanje licencce se 

obezbedjuje obaveznim učešćem na programu obuka nakon završenog formalnog 

obrazovanja (kao i za šumarske inženjere)  

 Šumarski tehničari su institucijalno uključeni u izradu kataloga kurseva u okviru program 

obuke nakon završenog formalnog obrazovanja.  
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 Izradjeni su predlozi promene zakona o šumama, predlog izmena pravilnika koji se odnosi na 

šumarske tehničare kao i izmene statute KIŠ-a (vidi takodje PoU 2). 

 Predlog koncepta za uvodjenje dualnog Sistema obrazovanja za šumrske tehničare i za 

šumske radnike je pripremljen i dogovorena za svim projektnim partnerima. Predlog novog 

koncepta je u skladu sa novim srpskim zakonom o dualnom obrazovanju. Ekspertski tim na 

projektu je pripremio predlog kurikuluma za oba profila za dalje postupanje  

 Umesto termina  izdavanja certifikata za šumarske tehničare je kao i za inženjere uveden 

termin licenciranje. Ovaj promena u terminološkom smislu implicira obavezu redovnog 

održavanja licence kroz program kurseva obuke nakon završenog formalnog obrazovanja.  

Pored sprovedenih kurseva iz oblasti uputstva za gazdovanje pojedinom gazdinskim tipovima, 

kursevi iz oblasti “bezbednog i efikasnog rada u seči i izradi drvnih sortimenata” su zajednički 

organizovani za šumarske tehničare i šumarske radnike. Ovaj zajednički trening je razvijen tokom 

stručne posete Wajlburgu u aprilu 2019 godine i obuke za buduće trenere na Goču tokom maja  

2019 godine.   

FoA 4: Unapredjenje osnovnih profesionalnih znanja šumarskih radnika: Izrada sistema 

obrazovanja i programa obuke nakon završenog formalnog obrazovanja je počela na vreme, 

odnosno tokom maja 2018 godine. Kao što je na početku zaključeno srednje šumarske škole 

trebaju biti  institucije zadužene za formalno obrazovanje šumarskih radnika kao što je bilo i 

tokom 80-tih. Na osnovu ovih predpostavki projektana radna grupa je donela odluku za paraleni 

razvoj na  polju aktivnosti 3 i polju aktivnosti 4. Rad na donošenju odluke vezane za razvoj trening 

centra (polje aktivnost 4.2.1), izrada predloga odgovarajućeg pravnog okvira trajalo je mnogo  

duže nego što je planirano (polje aktivnosti 4.2.2). Pitanje članstva šumskih radnika u KIŠ-u je 

oduzelo najviše vremena u odnosu na planirano trajanje ove projektne aktivnosti.  

Ekspertski tim je pripremio predlog kurikuluma za šumske radnike po dualnom sistemu 

obrazovanja u trajanju od 3 godine. O ovom predlogu je intezvno diskutovano sa srednjim 

šumarskim školama i projektnom radnom grupom (polje unapredjenja 4.2.3). U odnosu na ulogu 

KIŠ-a  za obrazovanje i stručno usavršavanje šumarskih tehničara tokom juna 2019 godine su 

donešene sledeće odluke od strane srpskih partnera, a vezane za šumarske radnike:  

 Šumarski radnici neće biti formlni članovi KIŠ-a 

 KIŠ je zadužena za izradu programa stručne obuke nakon formalnog završetka obrazovanja 

šumarskih radnika 

 KIŠ je zadužen za izradu programa kurseva za šumske radnike bez formalnog obrazovanja ali 

koji već rade u praksi. Set kurseva iz programa obuke nakon završetka formalnog obrazovanja 

za šumarske radnike može se kombinovati i završiti u organizaciji KIŠ-a. Ispit se sastoji iz dva 

dela: teoretskog znanja različitih tehnilka rada i praktičnog rada. Komisija za ispit se sastoji iz 

predstavnika srednjih škola i certifikovanih trenenra. Komora izdaje certificate za treninrane 

šumske radnike kao i za djake koji su završili trogodišnju školu po dulanom sistemu za 

kvalifikovanog šumskog radnika 

 Šumski radnici su institucionalno uključeni u izradu kataloga kurseva. 

 Predlog izmene zakona za program obuke nakon završenog formalnog obrazovanja za 

šumske radnike su pripremljene. Predlog izmena statute KIŠ-a je pripremljen za materiju koja 

reguliše šumske radnike (vidi polje unaredjenja 2). 
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 Ekspertski tim je razvio predlog kurikuluma za ovaj profil za srednje škole. Zajedno sa 

srednjim školama kurikulum po dualnom sistemu je uradjen koristeći pozitivna iskustva iz 

Nemačke , a u skladu sa domaćim zakonom o dulanom obrazovanju. 

 Obaveza certifikovanih šumskih radnika je učešće na kursevima obuke nakon zaveršenog 

formalnog obrazovanja. Oni su takodje pridruženi KIŠ-u kao osnov za održavanje svojih 

kvalifikacija kao i ostali profesionalne grupe u sektoru šumarstva. Održavanje certifikata se 

obezbedjuje učešćem na programu stručnog usavršavanja. Prvi katalog kurseva za stručno 

usavršavanje je razvijen od strane ekspertkog tima na projektu.  

Zajednički kurs pod nazivom  “Bezbedan i efeikasan rad u seči i izradi drvnih sortimenata”  za 

šumarske tehničare i šumske radnike je razvijen od strane ekspertskog tima projekta. Grupa od 

8 iskusnih šumskih radnika , šumrskih tehničara i šumarskih inženjera je trenirana u okviru 

trening centra JP Hesenske šume u Wejlburgu tokom aprila 2019 godine  (vidi polje unapredjenja 

3.5.1). Ova grupa “ super trenera” je implementirala trening za trenere na Goču tokom maja 

2019 godine uz pomoć članova ekspertskog tima.  

Activities FoA 5: Promocija dugoročnog partnerstva izmedju srpskih i nemačkih institucija 

Zajednička deklaracija o namerama za  saradnju u oblasti šumarstva je već potpisana 2015 

godine izmedju federalnog Ministarstva za poljoprivredu i ishranu Nemačke (BMEL) i 

Ministarstva poljoprivrede šumarstva i vodoprivrede Srbije (MPŠV). Tokom razornih poplava u 

Srbiji 2014 godine bivši Nemački Ministar Šmit je posetio Beograd. Nakon te posete obe zemlje 

su izrazile nameru da ustanove partnersku saradnju u obalsti šumarstva usled dugročne stalne 

saradnje izmedju dve zemlje u oblasti upravljanja prirodnim resursima, zaštiti životne sredine i 

zaštiti klime. Važan korak u produbljivanju saradnje izmedju Nemačke i Srbije je je već napravljen 

tokom prvog zajedničkog projekta implementiranog od 2015 do 2017 godine.  Vizija drugog 

zajedničkog projekta je bila da se razvije paltforma za bilateralnu razmenu izmedju dve zemlje. 

JP Hessen Forst i njegov trening centar u Wajlburgu kao i Nemačko šumarsko društvo su izabrani 

kao prvi partneri KIŠ-u u okviru predložene dugoročne saradnje izmedju dve zemlje. Svi razgovori 

sa predstavnicima JP Hesen Forst-a i hesenskog ministarstva zaduženog za šumarstvo su 

ocenjeni kao veoma pozitivni.  Namera da se medjusobna saradnja proširi je jasno naglašena. 

Osnovno pitanje je ostalo otvoreno oko načina finansiranja od strane trećih institucija i 

jdentifikovane su organizacija kao što su EU IPA ili Twinning  šema kao najadekvatniji izvori 

finanasiranja. Kako bi pokazali spremnost za saradnju obe strane , JP Hesenske Šume i KIŠ su 

pripremili Memorandum od Razumevanju koji bi trebao biti potpisan tokom setembra 2019 

godine.  

Drugi projekat srpsko nemačke saradnje je takodje uspešno iniciran i sproveden kao rezultat 
identifikacije problema od strane nacionalnih učesnika. Sledeće teme su izabrane: 
 Tema 1:  Planiranje gazdovanja šumama, monitoring i implementacija najboljih praksi u 

gazdovanju šumama  

 Tema 2: Obrazovanje i stručno usavršavanje nakon završenog formalnog obrazovanja za 

relevantne profesionalne grupe koje će biti razradjeni u ovoj temi i organizovani u okviru 4 

“polja unapredjenja”  

Ovim pristupom je otvoren prostor za ekspertize od strane eksperata sa iskustvima iz Nemačke. 

To je podrazumevalo direktan prenos iskustava i znanja iz oblasti edukacije , trening modela, 

pravnih aspekata, trening materijala, alata i direktnih razmena iskustava. Projekat je omogućio 

redovno učešće i pristup svih relevantnih institucija iz sektora šumarstva kroz instituciju 
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Projektne Radne Grupe (PRG), Nadzornog organa projekta i kroz grupe nacionalnih i 

medjunarodnih eksperata. Projekat je uspeo da osnaži saradnju izmedju prakse i obrazovanja 

kadrova. Projekat je povećao saradnju izmedju interdisciplinarnih timova sa jasnim setom 

ciljeva. 

Projekat je jasno doprineo “ ekološkoj , ekonomskoj, socijalnoj održivost gazdovanja šumama u 

Srbiji”. Projekat je konkretno podržao ostvarivanje sledećih političkih ciljeva na nacionalnom i 

medjunarodnom nivou: 

 Uvodjenje multifunkcionalnog sistema gazdovanja šumama u nacionalni sistem sa ciljem 

unapredjenja ekosistemskih usluga u sektoru šumarstva 

 Ubalžavanje klimatskih promena usled redukciju emisije gasova staklene bašte kroz 

adekvatno gazdovanje šumama; 

 Zaštita biodiverziteta kroz stvaranje prirodi bliskih šuma  

 Unapredjenje srpsko – nemačke saradnje u polju šumarstva i drvne industrije  
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2 PARTICULAR DEVELOPMENTS IN RELATION TO 

IMPLEMENTING BODY AND THE FRAMEWORK 

CONDITIONS 

In this chapter, the developments in relation to implementing body and the framework 

conditions for the project implementation period between 08.11.2017 and 31.08.2019 are 

reported.  

During the project the contractual frame and time plan has been changed and adapted several 

times mostly related with an adaptation of the project-planning matrix as well. The following 

table lists the project amendments and adaptations related with them.  

Date of 
request 

Amendments Explanation Approval Documents 
adapted 

30.12.2017 1 - Requests for 
adaptation of the 
project structure 

The following cost neutral adaptations were 
made: 

– Extension of 4 months. The project lasts 
until 31.08.2019.  

– More balanced allocation of days 
between international and national 
experts and additional three more 
national STE for the FoA 1.  

– Establishment of 2 national backstoppers. 

21.02.2018 PPM; Price sheet; Time 
and budget plan 

28.06.2018 

Final 
proposal 
handed in 
04.10.2018 

2 - Amendment 
offered by the 
BMEL/GFA 

New activities as additional workshops, 2 
more field trips to Germany and additional 
inputs of the NSTE and ISET were planned.  

07.11.2018 PPM; Price sheet; Time 
plan and budget plan 
(have been followed 
from September 2018 
on). 

27.11.2018 3 – Amendment to 
adjust budgets at 
the end of 2018 

Request for budget adjustments at the end 
of the year 2018 including budget-
adaptation compensating for budget losses 
in 2017 and requests for re-scheduling of 
some training courses from 2018 to 2019. 

22.01.2019 Price sheet 

 

 

2.1 Organizational integration of the project, performance of the 

operating implementing body and partner 

During the project implementation between 08.11.2017 and 31.08.2019 the organizational 

integration of the project, the performance of the operating implementing body and partner 

have not changed substantially. The chapter repeats and summarizes findings from all three 

interim reports and highlights news from 2019.  

Inception phase 

The Contractor had started to implement the project on completion of the contract on 

08.11.2017. The first interim report from 31.12.2017 describes the inception phase. The PWG 

had been established beginning of December and is functioning. The inception phase ended 

December 2017 with the Kick-Off meeting on 14.12.2017 and the establishment of the Steering 
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Committee (SC) on a first Meeting 14.12.2017. The Serbian members of the Steering Committee 

have been established as project management board for the PMT – the so-called Serbian 

Steering Committee.  

Cost neutral project adaptation 

A request for an adaptation of the project structure sent to BMEL / GFA on 30.12.2017, which 

has been positively answered finally by the BMEL / GFA on 21.02.2018. The following cost 

neutral adaptations were made: 

 Extension of 4 months. The project lasts until 31.08.2019.  

 More balanced allocation of days between international and national experts and 

additional three more national STE for the FoA 1.  

 Establishment of 2 national back stoppers.  

Project structures and functioning 

The project related activities have been started based on the new activity and time plan 

beginning of January 2018. At the second PWG meeting 18.01.2018 the PWG agreed to split up 

into thematic Commissions or sub-PWGs (see interim report 06/2018). In each Commission, one 

Field of Activity was covered.  

The commissions cooperated well with the related teams of national and international experts 

responsible for the FoA 1 – 4. The full PWG was meeting in a few workshops where several FoA 

have been addressed, for example, when the question of the FCH as central coordinator of 

postgraduate training and professional organization for all 3 professional groups in the forestry 

sector (engineers, technicians and forest worker) had been presented and discussed. 

Executive Board of the FCH: As soon as the future role of the FCH as Training Center was 

obvious, it was necessary to involve the Executive Board in the work of the PWG as well as in 

the meetings of the Serbian SC. Any impact of project outcomes relevant to the chamber was 

requiring the chamber executive board’s approval for implementation. Thus, members of the 

executive board were more and more involved.  

Forest Service Companies: As forest service companies have no professional body representing 

them, it was first not clear how to integrate them in the PWG. As they play a central role for the 

development of the vocational training and postgraduate training of Forest Worker, a 

representative group of 10 bigger companies has been identified by Srbijašume and 

Vojvodinašume. They have been involved in the 2 so-called Round Table Workshops on Dual 

Education in 12/2018 and 01/2019.  

Serbian Steering Committee (Serbian SC) 

The Serbian members of the Steering Committee have formed a kind of national project 

management board for the PMT. They have been regularly informed about the project progress 

during 2018 in nearly 2-month intervals, either by email, by a short individual meetings with 

each partner separately or via a joint meeting. Meeting was held on 18.05.2018 with a special 

emphasis to get a feedback from the partners on the management director level on important 

questions raised in each FoA and individual meetings followed during 08/2018 and in 05/2019. 

As in both cases director level decision are asked from the partners, the Executive Board of the 

FCH had been invited as well. 
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Steering Committee (SC) 

The first meeting of the Steering Committee (SC) took place directly after the Kick-Off Meeting 

14.12.2017. The second meeting took place nearly one year later on the 06.12.2018. Beside the 

discussion of the actual project status, the consequences of the third project amendment from 

04.10.2018 have been in the focus that time. The PMT had finally presented a set of questions 

covering the FoA 1-4, where the PMT needed to get a feedback, a decision and support from the 

SC (see interim report from 12/2018).      

The last and final SC Meeting was integrated in the Final PWG Workshop organized at Goć on 

26.-27.06.2019.  

Project integration 

The project was well integrated and the thematic sub-PWG or commissions are functioning 

supported by the expert teams.   

The huge in-kind contribution from the side of both State Forest Enterprises and the Directorate 

of Forests – especially supporting the activities of FoA1 during the last 6 months - showed the 

good project integration and wide acceptance.   

The contact to the Ministry of Education – department for dual education – was excellent and 

the support led to an active support and presentation of the law on dual education during a first 

round-table workshop on dual education in the forestry sector in December 2018 (FoA 3 & 4). 

To highlight the project impact and integration: In spring 2019 the FCH – with support of the 

project – handed in a second application for funding of postgraduate training courses for all 

three professional groups. The base for the application has been the draft catalogues of 

proposed postgraduate training courses developed in the project. The regular application at the 

forest fund of DoF secures the financial means to fulfill the role as training center and is 

described in the business plan for the FCH.     

Contacts to partner projects 

Contacts with the partner projects are ongoing, meanwhile the GEF project ”Contribution of 

Sustainable Forest Management to a Low Emission and Resilient Development” has started. The 

PMT is actively involved as STE in the project allowing to further support the implementation of 

the results of the FoA1 in Serbia. 

The GIZ project “Reform of Vocational Education and Training (VET) in Serbia” has been 

informed about the activities related with the establishment of dual education systems. 

The PMT was keeping contact with the German embassy and informed about the project. 

Results of FoA 1 will be taken over and further developed in the GEF project ”Contribution of 

Sustainable Forest Management to a Low Emission and Resilient Development” started end of 

2017 as well but will have time until 2022 to further improve forest management and 

management planning in Serbia. 
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2.2 Important changes to framework conditions and their impact on 

project implementation 

Important changes to framework conditions and their impact on project implementation have 

been reported in all three interim reports before. The chapter repeats and summarizes findings 

from all three interim reports and highlights news from 2019. 

Financial contribution of the MAFWM – application of the FCH for support on 

training measures 

In June 2018 – 5 months later than planned – the FCH applied for a budget to finance support 

to training measures and the option to extend the training program for 2018 and 2019. The 

project application of the FCH finally had been accepted in September 2018. Not earlier than 

09/2018 the FCH could finally hire the Forest Faculty to support the establishment of well 

documented training sites in a format of “Model Stands” including “Marteloscope” plots 

between September and November 2018. As the activity 1.4. Training of Trainers was relying on 

the completion of all activities under FoA 1 it had been rescheduled to Mid of October 2018 for 

the improved FMP method.   

Request for a project amendment offered by the BMEL/GFA  

At 28.06.2018 the BMEL/GFA asked for a proposal to amend the project activities in 2018 in a 

useful and effective way. It offered options to extend and intensify project activities in 2018.  

The list of proposed activities was in general positively answered on 15.08.2018. The PMT has 

been asked to prepare a request for a project amendment, finally handed in 04.10.2018. It was 

considering several facts i) the above mentioned request of the GFA/BMEL from 28.06.2018, ii) 

the support project of the FCH financing additional training measures and iii) the analysis of the 

project progress as presented in the second interim report 06/2018, where we had stated a 

delay in the FoA 1.  

All three topics had consequences for the project continuation and led to the requested project 

modification. A new activity and time plan and adaptations in the related budget plan and 

related inputs of the STEs was largely accepted by the BMEL on 07.11.2018. The project was 

following the proposed activity and time plan and budget plan before the final approval, from 

September 2018 on. 

Additional request for a project amendment end of 2018 

This request from 27.11.2018 needs to be seen in the context with the budget adjustments at 

the end of the year 2018. Several reasons were leading to propose this amendment as budget-

adaptation compensating for budget losses in 2017, requests for cost neutral budget-transfers 

towards 2019 justified by re-scheduling of some training courses from 2018 to 2019 and 

problems with travel cost in Serbia. We had proposed to balance the overspending cost neutral.  

This last request was fully based on the time and budget plan as approved by the BMEL on 

07.11.2018. Because some activities could not be implemented in 2018, we have proposed an 

additional cost-neutral budget transfer to 2019 (see chapter 4). The amendment has been 

approved as requested on 22.01.2019.  
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Project evaluation close to its finalization in June 2019 

The evaluator Dr. Andreas Ottitsch – familiar already with the first BMEL project – was visiting 

the project between 24.06.2019 and 04.07.2019. The PMT was accompanying the evaluator. He 

participated in the Final PWG Workshop and the related final SC Meeting on 26.06. - 27.06.2019. 

 

3 ANALYSIS OF PROJECT PROGRESS 

After the inception phase in 2017 the work in all different Fields of Activity started in 2018 

following the revised time-plan handed in with the first request for an adaptation of the project 

structure approved on 21.02.2018. This new time plan was valid during the first 7 months and 

could been hold for most activities (see interim report 06/2018). However, the delay of 3 to 4 

months in the activities in FoA 1 related with the preparation of the training in the improved 

FMP methodology and the Management Guidelines led to an update in the activity and time 

plan in July 2018 (Contract amendment proposal from 29.06.2018, see chapter 2.2).  

From September 2018 on and during 2019 the project implementation was following the activity 

and time plan as developed for the contract amendment from 04.10.2018.   

In the following sections the final achievements for each Field of Activity and the related tasks 

has been summarized. As described in detail in all interim reports, several delays occurred during 

the project implementation. Some were caused by delays in the experts’ inputs, some by the 

contract amendments and some by the delay of the Serbian project contribution in 2018. 

Moreover decision making processes among the Serbian partners in relation to central topics 

like the question of the Training Center or the Dual Education approach took more time and 

efforts the originally planned. However, at the end of the project in August 2019, most of the 

planned results could be achieved successfully.   

 

FoA 1: Final elaboration and formal approval of the innovative FMP and Monitoring 

Methodology and the Management Guidelines 

The team of national experts B. Sljukic, R. Kaurin and Dr. Z. Bakovic got support by the ISTE Dr. 

Kohnle for the Training of trainers course of the new Management Guidelines and the task FoA 

1.5 Experts Feedback (part 2). Dr. Kohnle has already supported the concept for the “Manual for 

management practice” during the first BMEL project. 

Details on the status of the planned activities can be found in chapter 6.1.2 and in more detail 

in chapter 6.6.1. 

As important milestone for FoA1 a set of final drafted documents defining the improved FMP 

and Monitoring Methodology could be delivered to the Forest Directorate and to the PWG on 

01.12.2018. DoF asked for changes and improvements during 01/2019 and 02/2019. As The FMP 

Manuals, related technical guidelines and the Management Guidelines have been introduced 

and actively used during the training courses, there was an additional feedback from the side of 

the future trainer selected among experienced forest engineers. The manuals and guidelines 

had been improved by the expert team and PWG once again and delivered to the DoF in May 

2019. The FoA 1.5 Expert Feedback workshop analyzed the comments received from the “call 

for public comments” by DoF handed in until 01.06.2019. This last round of negotiations before 
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final approval has been performed on 10.07.2019. Documents had been revised and handed 

over to DoF for the final adoption by MAFWM and revision made based second feedback in July 

2019. The bylaw and manuals are now mainly published as legal base for FMP and tree marking 

on the website of the DoF (https://upravazasume.gov.rs/sumarstvo/dokumenti-i-propisi-

sumarstvo/). 

 

FoA 2: Development and implementation of a licensing procedure for forest 

engineers by the forestry chamber 

Activities supporting the forestry chamber (FCH) had been started with high priority beginning 

of 2018. The Chamber, its office and the FCH commission were very engaged as the support of 

the project was seen as a big support to complete functioning of the FCH. In July 2018 already a 

concept of life-long-learning for the forestry sector has been drafted and discussed for all three 

professional groups: Forest engineers, Forest Technicians and Forest Worker (Tasks FoA 2.5, FoA 

3.1.3 and FoA 4.2.4). The proposal had been developed by PWG together with the teams of 

national and international experts. It was further introduced to a wider circle of stakeholders in 

the forestry sector during a survey in August-September 2018. The general feedback was very 

positive. However, the ideas of the experts and the PWG were not fully accepted inside of all 

partner institutions. Moreover, questions and concerns came up mostly related with  

 the proposal to re-build the FCH as central professional association for the forestry sector 

including Technicians and open for future Forest Workers.  

 the practical implications and difficulties to initiate a dual education concept and if so, 

favoring the Technicians first or the Forest Worker     

During the 2 Round Table Workshops on Dual Education in 12/2018 and 01 /2019, including 

Ministry of Education, Technical Schools and the forest service companies many organizational 

and legal concerns for the dual education approach could be solved.  

During 2019 the work on the tasks 2.1 Support restructuring process of FCH and 2.2 Standard 

operation procedures for FCH were blocked by the missing decision on the role of the FCH and 

the membership of all professional groups. These questions were influencing the number of 

members and therewith the potential revenues, the organizational size and finally the whole 

legal frame. In result, on 10.05.2019 the PWG and the PMT had invited the members of the SC 

and the executive board of FCH to reflect, discuss and conclude on a number of open issues 

important for the direction of further conceptual work in the project and especially related to 

the FCH. The expectation was that the PWG, the SC and the executive board of the FCH come to 

a mutual agreement and – as high-level boards in the Serbian forest sector - can take over joint 

responsibility for the decisions to be made. As outcome, the partners asked for more time to 

discuss the open issues internally in their respective organization.  

In June 2019 the Serbian partners with high majority concluded:  

 For all three professional groups the FCH will be the Training Center.  

 Technicians and Forest Workers will NOT be member of the FCH.  

 All three groups will be served by the FCH for practical vocational training in form of 

Trainee periods, the organization of exams and certifications/licensing.  

https://upravazasume.gov.rs/sumarstvo/dokumenti-i-propisi-sumarstvo/
https://upravazasume.gov.rs/sumarstvo/dokumenti-i-propisi-sumarstvo/
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 FCH will be responsible for the postgraduate training course program for all professional 

groups. 

Only from that moment on the work on proposals to revise the forest law, bylaws and the FCH 

statute could be further developed (FoA 2.1 and 2.2).  

Tasks FoA 2.4 Support first licensing and the FoA 2.6 Feasibility test: Training & licensing could 

be implemented as planned. A bottleneck for the organizational and logistical power of the FCH 

was, that the office staff, envisaged for January 2019, could only start in April 2019. The installed 

office manager was very much needed to step up with the needs to proposals to revise the forest 

law, bylaws and the FCH statute (FoA 2.1, 2.2) during the last 3 months. 

Details on the activities and results can be found in chapter 6.1.2 and in more detail in chapter 

6.6.1. 

 

FoA 3: Improvement of the vocational training of forest technicians 

FoA 3 bundled the development and organization of postgraduate training and improvements 

in the curriculum for forest technicians. The activities had been started in time in April 2018 with 

the first inputs of the national expert Vladimir Vasic in a team with the international experts 

from HessenForst Uwe Huber and Has-Karl Lang.  

During 2019, many tasks related with the piloting of postgraduate training courses could be 

developed as planned.  

The question of a Training Center (FoA 3.1), a legal base for the life-long-learning concept (FoA 

3.1.3; 3.3) and the Dual Education Curriculum took more time and effort. It was already 

described under FoA 2 above.  

The 2 Round Table Workshops on Dual Education in 12/2018 and 01/2019 including Ministry of 

Education, Technical Schools and service companies helped to solve many organizational and 

legal concerns for the dual education approach.  

Nevertheless, new concerns and questions came up mainly from the side of the Technical 

Schools regarding the dual education and it was excellent to meet teachers from both schools 

during the field trip to Weilburg in 02/2019, where there was space for discussion, especially 

with the experts from HessenForst.  

Main decisions could been made in June and the following results for the Forest Technicians 

could be achieved: 

 Forest Technicians are not member of the FCH.  

 The FCH is in charge for 

- a systematic Trainee Period of 12 months. The concept describes it as a combined 

system of a) training on the job and b) a centrally organized training courses.  

- a license exam Forest Technicians will pass at the end of the Trainee Period. The License 

includes the obligation to maintain it via Postgraduate Training (as for Engineers).   

 Technicians are institutionally involved in setting up of the training course catalogue.  

 Proposals are developed for changes of the forest law, a new bylaw for Forest Technicians 

and the statute of the FCH (see also FoA 2). 
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 For Technicians as for Forest Workers a dual education system following the new Serbian 

"law on dual education" has been targeted and agreed among the project partners. The 

expert team developed a proposal for a curriculum for the technical schools.  

 Instead of a certification the term licensing was taken over for Forest Technicians as well. 

The license is related with the obligation to maintain it via regular postgraduate training 

courses.  

 A postgraduate training on “Improved Harvesting operations“ was planned as joined course 

for Forest Technicians and Forest Worker, had been prepared during a field trip of a team 

of „Super Trainer“ to Weilburg 04/2019 and Trainers were trained at Goč 05/2019.  

Details on the status of the planned activities can be found in chapter 6.1.2 and in more detail 

in chapter 6.6.1. 

 

FoA 4: Improvement of basic professional knowledge of forest workers 

The development of a vocational training for forest workers and the establishment of a 

postgraduate training had been started in time in May 2018. As it was an early conclusion that 

the technical schools are the institutions, where the vocational training of forest workers shall 

be placed – as it has been back in the 1980th – the PWG decided for a parallel development of 

FoA 3 and FoA 4. The expert team for FoA 4 Milan Opsenica and Florian Lohberger have received 

support from Martin Stein (master craftsman of forest work) for the FoA 4.5 Developing of 

training material, the FoA 4.6.1.A “Super Trainer” field trip to Weilburg and the FoA 4.6.1 

Training of trainers.  

As for the Forest Technicians the work on all tasks related with the pilots of Postgraduate 

Training course could be developed as planned (FoA 4.5. and 4.6). 

The work on the definition of the Training Center (FoA 4.2.1), the respective legal frame (FoA 

4.2.2) took more time and effort as planned and was influenced by the question of the future 

membership of the Forest Worker in the FCH.  

The expert team developed a dual education curriculum of 3 years and discussed it with the 

PWG and later intensively with the technical schools (FoA 4.2.3). One main concern of the 

technical schools was that the new curriculum leads to a competition to the education as Forest 

Technicians. A second concern was that the new profile as trained Forest Worker is not attractive 

enough to gain enough applicants. They have been afraid that the bad reputation of forest 

workers in general cannot been changed. All partners agreed that the role of the service 

companies as long term partners need to be strengthened and only this allows improving the 

working conditions for Forest Workers. Several open issues and concerns could been tackled 

and solved during the 2 Round Table Workshops on Dual Education (12/2018 and 01/2019) and 

the field trip of the Technical Schools to HessenForst (02/2019). However, it was not possible to 

achieve a common sense between the two biggest employers, Vojvodinašume and Srbijašume, 

to initiate the curriculum development by signing a Letter of Intent to the Ministry of Education 

and with it confirming responsibility to offer 15 positions for dual education. Vojvodinašume 

decided to promote the dual education of Technicians at the Technical School in Sremska 

Mitrovića and to force the development of a qualification on-the-job for Forest Worker instead 

to invest in new staff. The initiative of the project to get Srbijašume, a group of forest service 

companies and the Technical School in Kraljevo to sign a letter of intent for a first group of 15 
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pupils to be dual educated as Forest Worker, could not been achieved in the frame of the 

project. However, it is most likely that this first step to initiate the dual education of Forest 

Worker will happen during autumn 2019. 

Following results for the Forest Workers could be achieved: 

 Forest Worker will not be member of the FCH.  

 FCH is in charge for organizing the Postgraduate Training program for Forest Worker.  

 A qualification on-the-job is part of the training course program organized by the FCH. A set 

of basic training courses from the catalogue of courses for forest workers can be combined 

and completed by an examination organized by the FCH. The examination consists of 2 

parts: Theoretical knowledge of various techniques and practical work. The commission is 

setup by the Technical Schools and certified Trainers. The chamber issues certificates for 

the trained Forest Worker as for the dual educated pupils. 

 The Forest Workers are institutionally involved in setting up of the training course 

catalogue. 

 Proposals for changes of the forest law regarding the postgraduate training of Forest 

Worker have been developed. Proposals are made for changes in the statute of the FCH 

(see also FoA 2). 

 The expert team developed a proposal for a curriculum for the technical schools. Together 

with the Technical Schools a dual curriculum has been drafted based on the German 

concept and Serbian legal frame. 

 Postgraduate training is also an obligation of certified Forest Worker. They are enrolled at 

the FCH and have to maintain their qualification – as all other professional groups – by 

maintaining the certificate via a postgraduate training program. A first catalogue of training 

courses has been developed.  

 A joined course for Forest Technicians and Forest Worker has been developed: „Improved 

Harvesting Operations“. A group of 8 very experienced Forest Workers, Forest Technicians 

and Forest Engineers could be trained at HessenForst - Weilburg using the facilities and 

training techniques in Hessen in 04/2019 (see also FoA 3.5.1). This group of “Super Trainer” 

implemented the following ToT in Serbia with support of the expert teams (05/2019). 

Details on the status of the planned activities can be found in chapter 6.1.2 and in more detail 

in chapter 6.6.1. 

 

Activities FoA 5: Promotion of long-term partnerships between Serbian and German 

institutions on the topic 

A joint declaration of intent on cooperation in the field of Forestry had been signed in early 2015 

between the Federal Ministry of Food and Agriculture of the Federal Republic of Germany 

(BMEL) and the Ministry of Agriculture and Environmental Protection of the Republic of Serbia 

(now MAFWM). Facing the catastrophic flood damages in Serbia in 2014 the former German 

Minister Schmidt visited Serbia that time. Following that visit both countries have expressed 

their intention to establish a partnership cooperation in the field of forestry due to the long-

standing bilateral cooperation between the two countries in the field of the sustainable 
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management of natural resources, the environment and climate protection as well as the very 

close, friendly relations.  

The objective was to enable Serbian forestry to sustainably implement the best approaches for 

the conservation and sustainable use of forests and to the further development of forest 

resources. Both sides agreed to promote a professional exchange of knowledge transfer 

between Germany and Serbia.  

Important steps to implement and deepen the German-Serbian partnership in the forestry 

sector have been made in the frame of the two consecutive Serbian-German cooperation 

projects funded by the German BMEL and implemented by Hessenforst and UNIQUE forestry 

and land use, Freiburg between 2015 and 2019. One of the long-term objectives of both co-

operation projects was to develop a platform for bilateral exchange between the two countries 

in the forestry sector.  

The vision in the second BMEL funded project is to develop a platform for bilateral exchange 

between the two countries. The first four fields of activities of this project will provide a sound 

basis for this undertaking, but it is crucial to secure the sustainability of these achievements for 

the future.  

As first and closest option to install a long-term partnership UNIQUE-HessenForst has proposed 

the Training Center Weilburg and in relation HessenForst - not only as a supporting partner for 

this assignment, but also as a longer-term cooperation partners to Serbian training institutions.  

Identified and addressed as first-hand partner for a long-term partnership have been 

HessenForst and the Weilburg-Training Center and “Deutsche Forstverein” as partner for the 

FCH. All discussions with the representatives of HessenForst (Mr. Gerst) and the Ministry (Mr. 

Wilke) have been very positive. A clear willingness to extend the good relation have been 

expressed. Options for a long-term partnership forming a potential “Third-phase-Serbia-project” 

have been discussed. Discussed outline of a long-term partnership:  

- 5 years partnership project  

- Regular field visits in both countries  

- German support for the new trainee education (Engineers and Forest Technicians)  

- Education of trainers  

- Provision of more training material for implementing new dual-education curricula at 

technical schools  

- Regular exchange of staff. 

As key issue remains financing: How can Serbian and German partners provide sufficient 

financial resources to maintain partnership and cooperation? 

To show the willingness of both sides it was agreed to prepare and sign a MoA by HessenForst 

from the German side and the MAFWM and the FCH from the Serbian side during September 

2019. As without financial funding both sides do not see a realistic chance for a lively long-term 

partnership source for funding had been retrieved.   

Details on the status of the planned activities can be found in chapter 6.1.2 and in more detail 
in chapter 6.6.1.  
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3.1 Project objective analysis 

Project goals are:  

 Vocational training and practical postgraduate training programs for relevant 

professional groups are piloted for implementing sustainable forest management  

 The officially approved Improved FMP and Monitoring Methodology as well as the 

Management Guidelines are used as integrated part in vocational training and practical 

postgraduate training programs. 

Evaluation of achievement of goal1: A – In line with the plan 

Detailed goal analysis: 

Indic

ator 

Target value 

according to PPM  

Actual value Reason for 

deviation  

1 Approved 
postgraduate 
training programs 
/ concepts for 
different target 
groups 
(engineers, 
technicians, 
forest workers) 

Completed. A life-long-learning concept is developed and 
approved for Forest engineers, Forest Technicians and 
Forest Worker. Essential new elements are a systematic 
Traineeship for Engineers and Technicians resulting as 
combination of courses and training on the job guided by 
instructors. Postgraduate training courses for all groups 
are a future obligation to maintain a professional license 
(Engineers, Technicians) or a certificate (Forest Worker). A 
catalogue of training courses for all groups was handed 
over to the FCH, which is approved as training center for 
all groups.    

All planned training course for trainers as well led by the 
new trainers planned could be implemented. One course 
had to be moved to 09/2019. Additional courses for the 
new FMP methodology could be financed and organized 
by the FCH via funding from forest fund of DoF. 

The operationalization by changes of the legal frame and 
changes in the actual curricula of Technical Schools or 
statute of the FCH could not been expected. 

--- 

2 FCH awarded 
licenses for 
members 
(engineers) 

 

Completed. The essential "Expert Commission" for license 
exams and issuing of licenses was installed and license 
exams for forest engineers are constantly performed 
since 2018. The existing bylaw could be used for a kind of 
“transitional license” for engineers working in the sector 
for years.  

A proposal for the future standard procedure for the 
license exam following the trainee period is developed as 
a proposal for an improved bylaw based on the new life-
long-learning concept.  

The FCH executive board approved to adapt the legal and 
regulative frame as proposed by the project even that 
cannot be proved during project duration. 

The total number of members is 695, in June 2019 the 
number who applied 450 (65%) and passed the exam was 

--- 

                                                           

 
1 (A = in line with plan; B = delayed by ...; C = at risk; D = not possible) 
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Indic

ator 

Target value 

according to PPM  

Actual value Reason for 

deviation  

262. During July 2019 additional exams have be organized 
for 75 candidates. The target to get over 80% from total 
FCH members licensed could be achieved. 

3 A concept for a 
dual-
apprenticeship 
for forest workers 
is developed in 
line with the 
newest 
regulations on 
vocational 
training in Serbia 

Completed. A dual education concept was drafted not 
only for Forest Workers (3 years), but also for Forest 
Technicians (4 years). All project partners are supporting 
the future implementation of a dual education for both 
groups in the Technical Schools. Through the 2 Round 
Table Workshops on Dual Education 12/2018 and 
01/2019 an intensive debate between the project 
partners and internally has been kicked off. Not all 
concerns and questions could be fully answered until the 
end of the project. Major problem for the practical start 
to develop a dual curriculum for Forest Worker could be 
solved in several workshops in spring 2019, but 
Vojvodinašume as one major employer favorites to 
qualify existing Forest Worker on-the-job and to start with 
a dual education of Forest Technicians at the Technical 
School Sremska Mitrovića. In contrast, Srbijašume is ready 
at the end of the project to sign an official “letter of intent 
(LoI)” with the Technical School Kraljevo for a Forest 
Worker curriculum. The LoI handed over to the Ministry 
of Education would be the starting point to develop the 
curriculum.    

Completion was achieved to the extent under direct 
control of the project. The concept is developed and 
approved. Beyond that, first active attempts were made 
to organize the official curriculum development by the 
Ministry of Education (Letter of Intent).     

--- 

4 Improved FMP 
and Monitoring 
Methodology and 
Management 
Guidelines are 
discussed via 
training courses 
and are officially 
adopted as well 
as the FMP bylaw 

Completed with delay. The two times revised FMP 
documents: FMP manual and technical guidelines are 
handed over to the Directorate of Forest (DoF) and are 
published. The same applies for the Management 
Guidelines for eight Management Types. These are now 
part of the compendium “Manual for management 
practice”. 

The FMP Manuals, technical guidelines and the 
management Guidelines has been introduced and actively 
used during the training courses. In addition, 
presentations, the improved FMP software OSNOVA & 
GIS software has been used for the training. 

For the training of the Management Guidelines model 
stands had been established in both of the pilot FMUs. 
Marteloscope technique and software of the EU INTE-
GRATE+ project could be applied to train new 
management strategies.    

--- 
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3.2 Results analysis 

Result 1: The improved FMP & Monitoring Methodology as well as the new 

Management Guidelines for the implementation of sustainable forest management 

are officially adopted and practical postgraduate training at the FCH based on them 

is implemented in form of pilot training courses. 

Evaluation of achievement of result2:  A = in line with the plan 

Detailed results analysis: 

Indic

ator 

Target value according to PPM 

(project planning matrix) 

Actual value Reason 

for 

deviatio

n  

1.1 A new bylaw on FMP is adopted 
considering the improved FMP 
and Monitoring Methodology 
and all related manuals, 
technical guidelines, the 
Management Guidelines and 
the Manual for Management 
Practice by April 2018. 

Bylaw completed, 2 times revised by PWG 
and Ministry to be adopted in February 2019. 
Manuals and guidelines had been one time 
revised by PWG and delivered to the DoF in 
May 2019. The DoF has published the Bylaw 
and all related manuals and technical 
guidelines for comments. A revision took 
place based on the 2nd feedback in July 2019. 

--- 

1.2 A postgraduate training 
program and training materials 
to implement the Improved 
FMP and Monitoring 
Methodology and Management 
Guidelines are elaborated and 
officially adopted by the FCH in 
June 2018. 

Training sites and material developed in 3-4 
months delay compared to the previous 
activity plan.  

The FMP Manuals, technical guidelines and 
the Management Guidelines have been 
introduced and actively used during the 
training courses. In addition presentations 
were develop as training material and the 
improved FMP software OSNOVA & GIS 
software have been used. For the training of 
the Management Guidelines model stands 
had been established in both of the pilot 
FMUs. Marteloscope technique and software 
of the EU INTE-GRATE+ project could be 
applied to train new management strategies. 
“Marteloscope” technique and software of 
the EU INTE-GRATE+ project could be applied 
to train new management strategies.  With 
the support of the FCH application at the 
forest fund in 2018, the data collection 
following the “Marteloscope” approach of the 
INTEGRATE+ (now INFOMAR) project could be 
organized. 11 sites could be measured, 
described and have been used for training of 
the Management Guidelines. Serbia is now 
partner of the INFOMAR network and has 

--- 

                                                           

 
2 (A = in line with plan; B = delayed by ...; C = at risk; D = not possible) 
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Indic

ator 

Target value according to PPM 

(project planning matrix) 

Actual value Reason 

for 

deviatio

n  

integrated the setup of “Marteloscopes” as 
method to use growth and yield plots for 
demonstrations and trainings in the new FMP 
methodology..  

1.3 One training course for future 
trainers regarding the FMP 
Methodology is implemented 
by August 2018 and at least 80 
% of the participants have rated 
it positively. 

First FMP training for trainers held in October 
2018 and additional first training by the new 
trainers – organized by the support project of 
the FCH financed by the Directorate of 
Forests. The rating of participants was 
positive. 

--- 

1.4 One training course for future 
trainers regarding the 
Management Guidelines is 
implemented by August 2018 
and at least 80 % of the 
participants have rated it 
positively. 

Training for trainer course has been moved to 
3/2019 being able to apply the “Model stand” 
and “Marteloscope” approach of the EU 
INTEGRATE+ project. “Super trainer” were 
trained in advance to use the INTEGRATE+ 
software on tablet computers in the field. 
More than 80 % of the participants have 
rated it positively. 

--- 

1.5 After the training of trainers the 
second feedback loop led to 
updated FMP Manual, related 
technical guidelines and 
Management Guidelines. The 
update is officially adopted by 
the Directorate of Forest and 
published by September 2018. 

The activity had to be moved to July 2019.  

Manuals and guidelines had been one time 
revised by PWG and delivered to the DoF in 
May 2019. The 2nd feedback loop analyzed 
the comments received from the “call for 
public comments” by DoF until 01.06.2019. 
This last round of negotiations before final 
approval has been performed on 10.07.2019. 
Documents had been revised and handed 
over to DoF for the final adoption by 
MAFWM.   

--- 

1.6 The trainers have been guided 
to implement a training course 
for engineers regarding a) the 
FMP Methodology and b) the 
Management Guidelines and at 
least 80 % of the participants 
rate it positively. 

A) FMP training:  First organized and financed 
by the FCH in 13.-17.11.2018. More than 80 % 
of the participants have rated it positively. 
Second course with financial support of the 
project and organized by the FCH had to be 
scheduled for 09/2019.  

B) Management Guidelines: Held 01.-

05.07.2019. More than 80 % of the 

participants have rated it positively. 

--- 

 

 Attainment of all objectives could be achieved.   

 The attainment of the objectives could only be achieved with several delays and 

rescheduling of the planned activities.   
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 The attainment was fostered but also the delay caused as Serbian partners have mobilized 

own budgets from the forest fund of DoF. This FCH project has improved the preparation of 

training sites. Additional training courses on FMP could be implemented in November 2018.   
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Result 2: The forestry chamber is able to fulfil the tasks defined in the forest law and 

implements vocational training and practical post-graduate training measures for 

forest engineers based on a licensing system. 

Evaluation of achievement of result3:  A – In line with the revised plan 

Detailed results analysis: 

Indic

ator 

Target value according to 

PPM (project planning 

matrix) 

Actual value Reason 

for 

deviatio

n  

2.1 The organizational 
development of the 
forestry chamber is 
concluded. It is described 
in an internal statute 
including an development 
program for the work of 
the chamber by April 2018 

Completed with a delay. By approval of PWG, FCH 
and SC for all three professional groups the FCH 
will be the Training Center. Technicians and Forest 
Workers will NOT be member of the chamber but 
served by the FCH for practical vocational training 
in form of Trainee Periods, the organization of 
exams and certifications/licensing. Secondly, the 
FCH will be responsible for the postgraduate 
training course program for all professional groups.  

A first office staff has been hired, the planned 
managing director is not established. 

In spring 2019, the FCH – with support of the 
project – handed in a second application for 
funding of postgraduate training courses for all 
three professional groups. The regular application 
at the forest fund of DoF secures the financial 
means to fulfill the role as training center and is 
described in the business plan for the FCH.     

--- 

 

 

 

 

2.2 Standard operational 
procedures for the work of 
the forestry chamber exist 
by May 2018 

Completed with a delay. Based on the final 
decision (June 2019) about the structural changes 
of the FCH - mainly driven by the new role as 
Training Center - proposals to revise the forest law, 
bylaws and the FCH statute are developed. 
Proposals for commissions to develop the annual 
training course catalogue are developed. 

The Business Model calculation for the FCH has 
been updated and handed over to the FCH. 

--- 

2.3 Procedures on awarding / 
retaining of licenses are 
elaborated by May 2018 

Completed 100% done. The essential "Expert 
Commission" was installed and license exams for 
forest engineers are constantly performed since 
2018. The existing bylaw could be used for a kind 
of “transitional license” for engineers working in 
the sector for years. A proposal for the future 
standard procedure for the license exam following 
the trainee period is developed as a proposal for 
an improved bylaw. 

--- 

                                                           

 
3 (A = in line with plan; B = delayed by ...; C = at risk; D = not possible) 
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Indic

ator 

Target value according to 

PPM (project planning 

matrix) 

Actual value Reason 

for 

deviatio

n  

2.4 Based on the procedures 
on awarding of licenses 
more than 80% of the 
engineers have applied to 
receive a license by August 
2019. 

License exams for forest engineers working in the 
field for years are constantly performed since 
2018. The total number of members is 695 in June 
2019; the number who applied 450 (65%) and 
passed the exam was 262. During July 2019 
additional exams have be organized for 75 
candidates. The target to get over 80% from total 
FCH members licensed could be achieved. 

--- 

2.5 The FCH has organized the 
pilot training prepared 
under FoA 1 and the 
related licensing 
procedure is completed by 
December 2018. 

The FCH was involved in the first FMP Training of 
Trainers October 2018 supported and guided by 
the PMT. In addition, FCH was organizing 2 
additional FMP courses held by the new trainers in 
November 2018. 

Completed to 95% at the end of August 2019. 
Several training courses had been rescheduled to 
2019 (see FoA 1 and FoA 3).  One training course 
need to be held in September 2019 (see FoA 1.6). 
Not only the training courses of FoA 1 have been 
organized and supported by the FCH office. Each 
course ended with a test and an evaluation survey.  

--- 

2.6 More than 60% of the 
engineers trained in FMP 
Methodology and 
Management Guidelines 
(see Indicator 1.6) receive 
a license after their exam 
at the FCH. 

All participants of the training courses covering 
FoA 1, 2, 3 and 4 have passed a test. Due to a 
selection of very experienced trainees for ToT and 
first courses led by the new trainer, no trainee 
failed. The new concept of licensing does not 
foresee to get a license by passing one course only.  

--- 

 

 Attainment of all objectives could be achieved but with several delays and revisions of the 

activity and time plan. 
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Result 3: The vocational training and postgraduate training of forest technicians 

improved at a selected training center for postgraduate trainings. 

Evaluation of achievement of result: A – In line with plan 

Detailed result analysis: 

Indic

ator 

Target value according 

to PPM (project 

planning matrix) 

Actual value Reason 

for 

deviatio

n 

3.1 Organizational and 
technical proposals on 
how to setup a training 
center for 
postgraduate training 
based on the existing 
facilities (Schools, FCH) 
exists and changes in 
legal frame are 
proposed by June 
2018. 

Completed with a delay. Very early, the FCH had 
been selected as Training Center. The proposal to re-
build the FCH as central professional association for 
the forestry sector including Technicians and open 
for future Forest Workers was intensively discussed 
and finally not supported by some project partners. 
Forest Technicians are not member of the FCH. The 
FCH is in charge for a) courses for a systematic 
Trainee Period and b) organizing the Postgraduate 
Training program for Technicians. Technicians are 
institutionally involved in setting up of the training 
course catalogue.  

Proposals for changes of the forest law, a new bylaw 
for Forest Technicians, their practical vocational 
training (trainee period), the examination and 
licensing, the postgraduate training and 
maintenance of licenses are developed (see also FoA 
2). 

--- 

3.2 A practical 
postgraduate training 
program is developed 
by September 2018. 

A life-long-learning concept was developed and 
approved. It foresees a systematic Trainee Period for 
Technicians of 12 months. The concept describes it 
as a combined system of a) training on the job and b) 
centrally organized training courses. Forest 
Technicians will pass a license exam at the end of the 
Trainee Period. The License includes the obligation 
to maintain it via Postgraduate Training (as for 
Engineers).  A first catalogue of training courses for 
Forest Technicians has been developed and handed 
over to the FCH. 

--- 

3.3 An improved 
curriculum considering 
more practical training 
and the dual 
apprenticeship concept 
is developed for 
technicians by 
September 2018. 

Completed with delay. For Technicians as for Forest 
Workers a dual education system following the new 
Serbian "law on dual education" has been targeted 
and is widely agreed among the project partners and 
at the end of the project accepted by both of the 
Technical Schools. The Ministry of Education was 
early involved and informed. It supports the project 
activities and targets.  

Two Round Table Workshop on Dual Education 
helped to clarify questions and concerns of all 
project partners but mainly the Technical Schools. 
The second workshop was held on 25.01.2019. 

--- 
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Indic

ator 

Target value according 

to PPM (project 

planning matrix) 

Actual value Reason 

for 

deviatio

n 

The expert team developed a proposal for a dual 
curriculum for the technical schools. 

3.4 Training materials for 
the pilot postgraduate 
training courses are 
developed by October 
2018 and used for the 
pilot training activities. 

Completed with delay. For Theme 1: Management 
Guidelines – material and concept could be taken 
over from FoA 1. 

As Theme 2, a joined course for Forest Technicians 
and Forest Worker has been developed: „Improved 
Harvesting Operations“. Subjects are safe and 
efficient work in felling operations and – especially 
for Technicians – improved wood assorting (see also 
FoA 4.3) 

--- 

3.5 One postgraduate 
training for trainers is 
implemented 
organized by the newly 
selected training 
center by December 
2018. At least 80% of 
the participants of 
each training have 
rated it positively. 

Completed with delay. As the course “Improved 
Harvesting Operations“ was planned as joined 
course for Forest Technicians and Forest Worker a 
first phase of training could be added. A group of 8 
very experienced Forest Workers, Forest Technicians 
and Forest Engineers could be trained at 
HessenForst – Weilburg using the facilities and 
training techniques in Hessen (see 4.6.1.A). This 
group of “Super Trainer” implemented the following 
ToT in Serbia with support of the expert teams. 

Part 1: Field Trip of a team of „Super Trainer“ to 
Weilburg, 08.-12.04.2019  

Part 2: Training of Trainers at Goč, 26.05.-01.06.2019 

--- 

3.6 At least two further 
training courses are 
implemented by the 
newly developed 
training center without 
the support of the 
project and at least 
80% of the participants 
have rated it as 
positive by July 2019. 

Completed. A course introducing the Management 
Guidelines was held on 01.-05.07.2019. More than 
80% of the participants have rated it as positive.  

One course on Improved Harvesting Operations was 
held in Goč, 24.-28.06.2019. More than 80% of the 
participants have rated it as positive. 

--- 

 

 Attainment of all objectives could be achieved, but with several delays and revisions of the 

activity and time plan. 
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Result 4: A concept of vocational training and practical postgraduate training of 

forest workers is developed including a concept for a training center. The 

implementation of practical work in the forest by forester workers is improved by 

pilot training activities for forest workers. 

Evaluation of achievement of result: A – In line with the revised plan 

Detailed result analysis: 

Indic

ator 

Target value according 

to PPM  

Actual value Reason for 

deviation 

4.1 Organizational and 
technical proposal on 
how to setup a training 
center based on the 
existing facilities 
(Schools, FCH) exists 
and changes in the 
legal frame are 
proposed by August 
2018. 

Completed with delay. Very early, the FCH has 
been selected as Training Center for Forest 
Worker as for all other professional groups. The 
proposal to re-build the FCH as central 
professional association for the forestry sector 
including Technicians and open for future 
Forest Workers was intensively discussed and 
finally not supported by some project partners. 
Forest Worker will NOT be member of the FCH.  

It is approved that the FCH is in charge for 
organizing the Postgraduate Training program 
for Forest Worker. A qualification on-the-job is 
part of the training course program organized 
by the FCH. The Forest Workers are 
institutionally involved in setting up of the 
training course catalogue. 

Proposals for changes of the forest law 
regarding the postgraduate training of Forest 
Worker have been developed. Proposals are 
made for changes in the statute of the FCH (see 
also FoA 2). 

--- 

4.2 A concept for a dual-
apprenticeship for 
forest workers is 
developed in line with 
the newest regulations 
on vocational training 
in Serbia by August 
2018. 

Completed 100% with delay. For Forest 
Workers as well as for Technicians a dual 
education system following the new Serbian 
"law on dual education" has been targeted and 
fully agreed among the project partners. It is at 
the end of the project also seen as feasible by 
the Technical Schools having raised most 
concerns during the discussion with the project 
partners and the Ministry of Education in 2019. 
The Ministry of Education was early involved 
and informed. It supports the project activities 
and targets. The expert team developed a 
proposal for a curriculum for the technical 
schools.  

Together with the Technical Schools, a dual 
curriculum has been drafted based on the 
German concept and Serbian legal frame. 

For Forest Worker in practice a “qualification 
on-the-job” was developed. A set of basic 
training courses from the catalogue of courses 
for forest workers can be combined and 

--- 
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Indic

ator 

Target value according 

to PPM  

Actual value Reason for 

deviation 

completed by an examination organized by the 
FCH. The examination consists of 2 parts: 
Theoretical knowledge of various techniques 
and practical work. The commission is setup by 
the Technical Schools and certified Trainers. 
The chamber issues certificates for the trained 
Forest Worker as for the dual educated pupils. 

The two additional Round Table Workshop on 
Dual Education (possible through the project 
amendment 11/2018) helped to clarify 
questions and concerns of all project partners 
but mainly the Technical Schools. The second 
workshop was held on 25.01.2019. 

The initiative of the project to get Srbijašume, a 
group of forest service companies and the 
Technical School in Kraljevo to sign a letter of 
intent for a first group of 15 pupils to be dual 
educated as Forest Worker, could not been 
achieved in the frame of the project. 

4.3 A practical 
postgraduate training 
program is developed 
for forest workers by 
August 2018. 

Completed. The approved concept plans a 3 
years dual education. The exam is performed 
by the Technical Schools and the companies 
involved in the dual system. The certified Forest 
Worker are enrolled at the FCH and have to 
maintain their qualification – as all other 
professional groups – by maintaining the 
certificate via a postgraduate training program.  

A first catalogue of training courses has been 
developed and handed over to the FCH 
allowing forming a detailed annual training 
course program. 

--- 

4.4 Training materials and 
sites for the pilot 
training courses are 
prepared by the newly 
defined training center 
in November 2018. 

Completed. A joined course for Forest Worker 
and Forest Technicians has been developed: 
„Improved Harvesting Operations“. Subjects 
are safe and efficient work in felling operations 
and improved wood assorting (see also FoA 
3.3). Training material regarding newest felling 
techniques, safe and efficient chain saw work 
and the forming of wood assortments has been 
provided for the training courses. 

--- 

4.5 A training course for 
trainer is implemented 
by the newly defined 
training center and 
least 80% of the 
participants have rate 
it as positive by April 
2019. 

Completed. For the development of the joint 
training course “Improved Harvesting 
Operations“ a first phase of training could be 
added by an additional field trip to Hessen. A 
group of eight very experienced Forest 
Workers, Forest Technicians and Forest 
Engineers could be trained at HessenForst – 
Weilburg using the facilities and training 
techniques in Hessen (see also FoA 3.5.1). This 
group of “Super Trainer” implemented the 

--- 
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Indic

ator 

Target value according 

to PPM  

Actual value Reason for 

deviation 

following ToT in Serbia with support of the 
expert teams. 

Part 1: Field Trip of a team of „Super Trainer“ to 
Weilburg (08.-12.04.2019) 

Completed 100% done. 

Part 2: The ToT course “Improved Harvesting 
Operations“ was performed at Goč, 26.05.- 
01.06.2019 

4.6 Two training courses 
are held by the trainers 
and least 80% of the 
participants have rated 
it as positive by July 
2019. 

One course of 5 Technicians and 5 Forest 
Workers each led by the new trainers was held 
at Goč, 24.06.-28.06.2019. Instead of 2 courses 
of 3 days each as originally planned, this joined 
course concept was developed for 5 days. This 
is the reason that only one course led by the 
new trainers has been implemented.    

--- 

 

 Attainment of all objectives could been achieved.   

 Even all activities have been started in time, several delays due to the discussion of the dual 

education concept and the FCH as Training Center occurred. Finally, attainments of all 

indicators could be achieved until August 2019. 
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Result 5: The prerequisites for starting cooperation and partnership between 

German and Serbian institutions and associations on the topic of vocational training 

and practical postgraduate training are established. 

Evaluation of achievement of result: A – In line with plan 

Detailed result analysis: 

Indic

ator 

Target value according to 

PPM (project planning 

matrix) 

Actual value Reason for 

deviation 

5.1 Visits of Serbian 
delegations of overall at 
least 10 participants to 
Germany to prepare 
partnerships with at least 
two organizations / 
institutions by October 
2018. 

Completed. Field trip performed in October 
2018. Beside 7 members of the PWG, the 
Serbian partners have financed the 
participation for 3 experts. Very positive 
resonance from the participants. 

First discussions on a long-term partnership 
with HessenForst ended positive. 

--- 

5.2 A MoU between the FCH 
and a German institution 
on the intended 
cooperation has been 
signed by August 2019. 

A MoA has been prepared and exchanged. It 
will be signed by HessenForst on the German 
side and the MAFWM and the FCH on the 
Serbian during September 2019.  

As without financial funding both sides do not 
see a realistic chance for a lively long-term 
partnership source for funding had been 
retrieved.   

Partnership 
projects 
without a 
clear 
funding are 
not feasible 
for both 
sides 

 

 Attainment of all objectives could be nearly achieved.   

 It was not possible to find a German institution interested in a long-term partnership, that 

is able and willing to finance it by own means. This is also not possible for the FCH as 

Serbian Training Center being main partner in Serbia addressed. It was not possible to 

identify secure funding sources for a concrete partnership. 
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4 OVERALL ASESSMENT4 

4.1 Relevance 

To what extent does the project contribute to achieving the BMEL’s program objectives? 

The project has contributed to improve a sustainable management of forests by the finalization 

and training of the improved forest management planning methodology and the Management 

Guidelines (FoA 1). The innovative link between forest planning and the operative 

implementation given by the new Management Guidelines for Forest Management Types could 

be finalized and trained. That leads to an improved implementation of the close-to-nature forest 

management approach addressing climate change and improved risk management. The trained 

personnel will lead to an increase in sustainable managed forest area. 

First time in Serbia a concept of life-long-learning for all three professional groups has been 

developed and it can be seen as a major innovation. It covers improved, more practical or dual 

curricula, a trainee period at the start of the professional career and an obligation for 

postgraduate training. Programs for the training of forest workers are the first of their kind in 

Serbia. In result the planned strengthening of practical vocational training and setting up a 

postgraduate training has been achieved at the expected level (FoA 2-4). 

 

To what extent is the project relevant for achieving the forest policy objectives of Serbia as well 

as further sectoral targets? 

 The objectives and layout of the project have been in line with the goals set out in the 

policy of the Serbian MAFWM. The Ministry was seeking to implement the results of the 

first BMEL project and initiate structural reforms in the forestry sector supporting the 

implementation of innovations. In this regard, the improvements in vocational and 

postgraduate training of employees and stakeholders employed in this sector are aiming to 

improve the economic and ecological forest management.  

 The relevance of the project’s content and objectives to the Serbian forest sector has been 

confirmed by the strong interest on the project shown by the engagement of all partners in 

the PWG and the Serbian SC. The engagement was related with substantial in-kind 

contributions (staff costs) of Technical Schools, the state forest enterprises, the private 

forest representatives and the members of the Faculty. Moreover, the project got 

immediate and active support by the Ministry of Education in all questions around the dual 

education system envisaged for Technicians and Forest Workers.    

Finally, the interest and success of the trained themes, but also the developed training courses 

themselves has been confirmed by the highly positive reactions of the trained course 

participants (see survey results attached to this report). 

 

                                                           

 
4 Own evaluation of the project according to the criteria: relevance, development policy- related impact, sustainability, effectiveness, 
efficiency 
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4.2 Effectiveness  

To what extent will the defined project goals be achieved?  

The very high extent of achievements and results as well as comments on the extent or security 

of the achievement have been presented in chapter 3.5 and 3.6 as well as in the Annex 7.5.1 in 

detail.   

Delays occurred for all FoA and an unplanned long period for strategic discussions and decision 

making in all relevant partner institutions related with the role of the FCH as Training Center and 

the proposed dual education for Technicians and Forest Workers slowed down the project 

between 11/2018 and 06/2019. 

Even results related to future implementation as the FMP bylaw, the bylaws to regulate 

postgraduate training, implementation of the training center concept of the FCH having a high 

probability to be implemented after the end of the project as approved by the main players in 

the PWG and Serbian SC and pushed by the MAFWM.  

The future of a long-term partnership with German Institutions (FCH and HessenForst Weilburg) 

depends on the availability of a financial funding and on the will to spend efforts to raise the 

funds on both sides.   

4.3 Efficiency  

Was the level of expenditure reasonable in view of the project results and/or in comparison with 

similar projects and are the efforts of the project necessary to achieve the project goals? 

During the inception phase, the extension of the project duration was addressed and recognized 

to a certain extent (4-month extension). Additional costs of the extension for the project 

management could not be materialized. However, in general the measures funded by the 

project were required to achieve the planned objectives. Some more budgets should have been 

allocated to retrieve and translate conceptual material and literature from Germany for the 

purpose of information, training and support of the work of the national experts and the PWG. 

The will and ability of the Serbian partner, MAFWM, for a financial contribution has not been 

used optimally. It was not possible to plan a joint budget during the preparation of the project.  

The additional activities defined and accepted by the amendment from 08/2018 approved 

11/2018, helped a lot to achieve and complete the targets. Especially the two additional field 

visits at HessenForst and the two Round Table Workshops on Dual Education can be mentioned 

here.   

Are the project's outputs (e.g. capacities, knowledge and equipment) actually used? 

Results of the project are produced for direct use or pilot use during the project (i.e. FMP Manual 

is used as training material and is finally accepted as part of the FMP related bylaw by the 

MAFWM).  

 

4.4 Sustainability 

Are the outputs of the project sustainable? 
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 As described in chapter 3.5 and chapter 3.6 the outcome after the end of the project will be 

at nearly complete level.  

 Sustainability of the continuation of project activities is ensured through the support of all 

project objectives by all partner institutions and especially the MAFWM. We see a definite 

will out of the forest sector to complete the final steps towards necessary legal acts to 

implement project results, as long as the same group of decision makers can continue 

based on current political climate in Serbia. 

 The FCH now sees itself as the main actor in the field of postgraduate training and practical 

vocational training (traineeship). As outcome of the business plan and the related re-

organization, a financial support from the forest fund of MAFWM as sustainable financing 

scheme of the FCH activities could be developed relevant beyond the project lifetime. 
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4.5 Impact 

Which effects have been achieved in view of sustainable forest management in the state forest 

beyond the achievements of the objectives of the project? 

Concrete impacts and changes in the forest sector are: 

 The new FMP methodology have been designed with the consideration of relevant forest 

ecosystem services in mind and to implement a consistent strategy for an improved forest 

resource. The new Management Guidelines are considering site conditions, forest functions 

and the close-to-nature ecosystem approach. Employees in the Serbian forest sector will 

apply them from now on. The full adoption of the new FMP methodology and the 

Management Guidelines is nearly completed. Their inclusion in future management plans 

will raise the awareness for sustainable forest management in Serbia. If they are fully 

applied by employees in the Serbian forest sector, the desired positive outcomes can be 

expected  

 The modern Management Guideline can only be successfully implemented if down to the 

Forest Worker the concepts are understood. The intention was to reduce environmental 

damages, stand damages and the risk for forest workers in logging operations. The lack of 

training is a main cause for accidents in forest work. If the new management guidelines can 

be implemented with well skilled Forest Workers after a regular training in the Serbian 

forest sector the desired positive outcomes can be expected.  

 The implementation of the more practical or dual education programs and the 

postgraduate training will lead to an update of and a wider range of skills and knowledge 

for all professional groups. Especially the Forest Worker will first time profit from the new 

educational system. This will increase their value for employers, as they will be suited for a 

wider range of tasks in forest operations especially within the state forest enterprises and 

large private estates, which are able to offer more secure employment opportunities 

 Further, the plans to improve the education and training of Technicians and to add the 

systematic training of Forest Workers will lead to the reduction of logging damages and a 

safer forest work. They lead to additional attractive jobs in the rural areas. If they are fully 

applied by employees in the Serbian forest sector, the desired positive outcomes can be 

expected. 

 Graduates of the new dual education program for Forest Worker will have a much wider 

range of skills and knowledge than is the current standard in Serbia. This will increase their 

value for employers, as they will be suited for a wider range of tasks in forest operations 

especially within the state forest enterprises and large private estates, which are able to 

offer more secure employment opportunities. 

 Based on expert assessments insufficient skills and equipment are the most prevalent 

reasons for work accidents. Since the newly to introduced qualifications focus on these 

issues, improvements are to be the adoption of the new guidelines and their inclusion in 

future management plans will raise the awareness of sustainable forest management in 

state forest land in Serbia. 

 The postgraduate training concept is approved and nearly institutionalized. Pilot training of 

trainers have already been successful applied. The FCH has shown the continuation in 
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development of the Training Center concept by the second application for funding of a 

catalogue of training courses for 2019 – 2020. 

 

To what extent has the project achieved multiplier effects with regard to the diffusion of results? 

 The first objective of the project “vocational training and practical postgraduate training 

programs for relevant professional groups are piloted for implementing sustainable forest 

management” in itself has installed a multiplier for diffusion of results.  

 The training of trainer concept has already been successful within the pilot areas so that 32 

trainers have been established in the fields of improved Forest Management Planning, the 

new Management Guidelines and improved harvesting operations. Additional 30 people of 

all groups including private forest sector could be trained during the project.  

 A wider diffusion is to be expected as the FCH is established as the Training Center for the 

targeted postgraduate training programs for all professional groups. A first office staff has 

been hired, the planned managing director is not established. In spring 2019, the FCH 

handed in a second application for funding of postgraduate training courses for the period 

of 2019 and 2020. The postgraduate training courses are open for private sector service 

companies (e.g. harvest contractors) as well. 

 

What was indirect impact of the German project funds on the Serbian Forest sector and 

institutions? 

The project has a second time successfully initiated a coordinated action in the Serbian Forest 

Sector based on self-identified Themes  

 Theme 1:  Forest management planning, monitoring and management practices and  

 Theme 2: Vocational training and practical postgraduate training programs for relevant 

professional groups, which will be addressed in this assignment. 

and organized it’s development in mainly four „Fields of Activity“. It opened the input of German 

expertise, education and training models, regulations, training materials, tools and direct 

exchange of experiences.  

It allowed an organized and regular involvement of all relevant institutions of the forest sector 

represented by high ranked experts in the PWG, the Serbian SC and a group of national and 

international experts. The project was able to boost the cooperation between practice and 

education. It fostered the cooperation and work in interdisciplinary teams with a clear set of 

objectives. 

Overall it can be stated, that the project was contributing to an “ecological, economic and 

socially sustainable forest management in Serbia”. Concrete, it fostered the following politically 

relevant national and international goals: 

 Introduction of a multifunctional forest management model into the national system to 

improve the ecosystem services of the forest; 

 Climate change mitigation by reducing greenhouse gas emissions from forest management; 

 Biodiversity conservation through the creation of near-natural forests; 

 Enhancing Serbian-German cooperation in the field of forest and wood management. 
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5 RECOMMENDATIONS ON CONTINUATION AFTER 

FUNDING HAS STOPPED 

The following activities to continue after the funding from the side of the German BMEL has 

stopped are recommended: 

Continue with the project setup 

We discussed the following measures with the PWG and especially the FCH as our direct 

contractual partner: 

 The established PWG and Serbian SC shall be kept to continue with the identified steps left 

at the end of this project. 

 The organization and moderation shall be taken over by the FCH – with the new office 

manager as project coordinator. 

 The FCH shall apply for funding of a small follow up project at the forest fund of the DoF. 

FoA 1: Final elaboration and formal approval of the innovative FMP and Monitoring 

Methodology and the Management Guidelines 

 Final adoption of the bylaw for Forest Management Planning, the Management Guidelines 

and the related technical guidelines by the MAFWM 

 Training courses in both themes 1) FMP methodology and 2) The Management Guidelines 

are foreseen for autumn 2019 and 2020. The respective application of the FCH for funding 

is handed in at the DoF and should be approved in September 2019. 

 Biodiversity and carbon smart forestry aspects in the Forest Planning are already essential 

themes of the GEF funded SFM project managed by the FAO. This overlapping project 

allows the continuation of training measures as well as new pilot FMP projects.    

FoA 2: Development and implementation of a licensing procedure for forest 

engineers by the forestry chamber 

 With a growing number of members and related membership fees, the FCH can continue to 

implement the proposal for its professional structure, installing the office and a managing 

director.  

 All proposed adaptations of legal documents and the statutes of the FCH need to be finally 

approved by the FCH’s executive board or - referring to the new proposed bylaws for Forest 

Technicians and Forest Workers - by the MAFWM.  

 The new trainee period for Forest Engineers can be directly planned for a first group of 

applicants once the new bylaw is adopted. 

 The FCH and Forest Faculty shall have the first Kick off session of the proposed and agreed 

External Board of Education. 
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FoA 3: Improvement of the vocational training of forest technicians 

 Technical Schools and state forest enterprises: Prepare a “letter of intent” to initiate the 

dual curriculum for Forest Technicians.   

 The new trainee period for Forest Technicians can be directly planned for a first group of 

applicants once the new bylaw is adopted. 

 The FCH need to install and implement the proposed process to select, evaluate and define 

postgraduate training courses (course catalogue) for Forest Technicians.  

 

FoA 4: Improvement of basic professional knowledge of forest workers 

 Technical Schools and state forest enterprise Srbijašume: Sign a letter of intent for a first 

group of 15 pupils to be dual educated as Forest Worker. This first step to initiate the dual 

education of Forest Worker is already envisaged for autumn 2019. 

 FCH, technical schools and state forest enterprises: Approve the proposed qualification on-

the-job as part of the training course program organized by the FCH.  

 FCH: The Forest Workers are institutionally involved in setting up of the training course 

catalogue. The FCH need to install and implement the proposed process to select, evaluate 

and define postgraduate training courses (course catalogue) for Forest Technicians.  

The FoA 5: Promotion of long-term partnerships between Serbian and German 

institutions on the topic 

FoA 5 was targeting on recommendations on continuation after funding has stopped. All Serbian 

partners have concluded that a long-term partnership with (a) German partner institution(s) is 

helpful and for a continuation and follow up of all activities started under this project. 

A clear willingness to extend the good relation have been expressed in the MoU signed between 

Hessenforst and the FCH as well both related Ministries in Hessen and Serbia.  

 Financing: It has been discussed with the DoF, that two option for a project funding shall be 

initiated: 

- Application of the FCH for an interim funding allowing visiting Hessenforst with the 

target to develop an EU IPA proposal for a “Twinning project”. 

- Application for the EU Twinning program in the frame of the IPA program between EU 

and Serbia. 
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6 ATTACHMENTS 

6.1 Analysis of the project progress (in table format) 

 

6.1.1 Analysis of the project objective 

 

Project objectives  

 

Vocational training and practical postgraduate training programs for relevant professional groups are piloted for 
implementing sustainable forest management  

The officially approved Improved FMP and Monitoring Methodology as well as the Management Guidelines are used as 
integrated part in vocational training and practical postgraduate training programs. 

 
Indicat

or 

Target value according to 

PPM  

Actual value Evaluat

ion 

Reason for 

deviation  

1 Approved postgraduate 
training programs / concepts 
for different target groups 
(engineers, technicians, forest 
workers) 

 (no changes) 

Completed. A life-long-learning concept is developed and approved for Forest 
engineers, Forest Technicians and Forest Worker. Essential new elements are a 
systematic Traineeship for Engineers and Technicians resulting as combination of 
courses and training on the job guided by instructors. Postgraduate training courses 
for all groups are a future obligation to maintain a professional license (Engineers, 
Technicians) or a certificate (Forest Worker). A catalogue of training courses for all 
groups was handed over to the FCH, which is approved as training center for all 
groups.    

All planned training course for trainers as well led by the new trainers planned could 
be implemented. One course had to be moved to 09/2019. Additional courses for 
the new FMP methodology could be financed and organized by the FCH via funding 
from forest fund of DoF. 

A --- 

2 FCH awarded licenses for 
members (engineers) 

 (no changes) 

Completed. The essential "Expert Commission" for license exams and issuing of 
licenses was installed and license exams for forest engineers are constantly 

A --- 
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Indicat

or 

Target value according to 

PPM  

Actual value Evaluat

ion 

Reason for 

deviation  

performed since 2018. The existing bylaw could be used for a kind of “transitional 
license” for engineers working in the sector for years.  

A proposal for the future standard procedure for the license exam following the 
trainee period is developed as a proposal for an improved bylaw based on the new 
life-long-learning concept.  

The total number of members is 695, in June 2019 the number who applied 450 
(65%) and passed the exam was 262. During July 2019 additional exams have be 
organized for 75 candidates. The target to get over 80% from total FCH members 
licensed could be achieved. 

3 A concept for a dual-
apprenticeship for forest 
workers is developed in line 
with the newest regulations 
on vocational training in 
Serbia 

 (no changes) 

Completed. A dual education concept was drafted not only for Forest Workers (3 
years), but also for Forest Technicians (4 years). All project partners are supporting 
the future implementation of a dual education for both groups vi the Technical 
Schools. Through the 2 Round Table Workshops on Dual Education 12/2018 and 
01/2019 an intensive debate between the project partners and internally has been 
kicked off. Not all concerns and questions could be fully answered until the end of 
the project. Major problem for the practical start to develop a dual curriculum for 
Forest Worker could be solved in several workshops in spring 2019, but 
Vojvodinašume as one major employer favorites to qualify existing Forest Worker 
on-the-job and to start with a dual education of Forest Technicians at the Technical 
School Sremska Mitrovica. In contrast Srbijašume is ready at the end of the project 
to sign an official “letter of intent (LoI)” with the Technical School Kraljevo for a 
Forest Worker curriculum. The LoI handed over to the Ministry of Education would 
be the starting point to develop the curriculum.        

A To get a LoI signed 

by the project 

partners could not 

be achieved in 

time. 

4 Improved FMP and 
Monitoring Methodology and 
Management Guidelines are 
discussed via training courses 
and are officially adopted as 
well as the FMP bylaw 

 (no changes) 

Completed with delay. The two times revised FMP documents: FMP manual and 
technical guidelines are handed over to the Directorate of Forest (DoF) and are 
published. The same is applies for the Management Guidelines for eight 
Management Types. These are now part of the compendium “Manual for 
management practice”. 

A --- 
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Indicat

or 

Target value according to 

PPM  

Actual value Evaluat

ion 

Reason for 

deviation  

The FMP Manuals, technical guidelines and the management Guidelines has been 
introduced and actively used during the training courses. In addition presentations, 
the improved FMP software OSNOVA & GIS software has been used for the training. 

For the training of the Management Guidelines model stands had been established 
in both of the pilot FMUs. Marteloscope technique and software of the EU INTE-
GRATE+ project could be applied to train new management strategies.    

Evaluation of attainability of the 
objective: 

Attainment of all objectives could finally be achieved even if the time line had to be revised substantially. It was also 
achieved by additional budgets from one budget amendment and the additional means provided by the FCH (forest 
fund of DoF). 

Interpretation of the project progress 
with regard to INDICATORS of the 
project objective including reasons for 
deviations from project planning 

See above. 

Acc. to evaluation key: A = attained; B =partly attained; C = not attained; D = attainment impossible; E = evaluations are not required at present. 
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6.1.2 Analysis of the project results 

 

Result 1: The improved FMP & Monitoring Methodology as well as the new Management Guidelines for the implementation of sustainable forest management 
are officially adopted and practical postgraduate training at the FCH based on them is implemented in form of pilot training courses. 

 

Indica

tor 

Target value according to PPM Actual value Evaluatio

n 

Reason for 

deviation  

1.1 A new bylaw on FMP is adopted considering 
the improved FMP and Monitoring 
Methodology and all related manuals, technical 
guidelines, the Management Guidelines and 
the Manual for Management Practice by April 
2018. 

 (No changes) 

Bylaw completed, 2 times revised by PWG and Ministry to be adopted in 
February 2019. Manuals and guidelines had been one time revised by 
PWG and delivered to the DoF in May 2019. The Bylaw and all related 
manuals and technical guidelines has been published by the DoF for 
comments. A revision took place based on the 2nd feedback in July 2019. 

A --- 

1.2 A postgraduate training program and training 
materials to implement the Improved FMP and 
Monitoring Methodology and Management 
Guidelines are elaborated and officially 
adopted by the FCH in June 2018. 

(No changes) 

Training sites and material developed in 3-4 months delay compared to 
the previous activity plan.  

The FMP Manuals, technical guidelines and the Management Guidelines 
have been introduced and actively used during the training courses. In 
addition presentations were develop as training material and the 
improved FMP software OSNOVA & GIS software have been used. For the 
training of the Management Guidelines model stands had been 
established in both of the pilot FMUs. Marteloscope technique and 
software of the EU INTE-GRATE+ project could be applied to train new 
management strategies.   

A --- 

1.3 One training course for future trainers 
regarding the FMP Methodology is 
implemented by August 2018 and at least 80 % 
of the participants have rated it positively. 

(No changes) 

First FMP training for trainers held in October 2018 and additional first 
training by the new trainers – organized by the support project of the FCH 
financed by the Directorate of Forests. The rating of participants was 
positive. 

A --- 
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Indica

tor 

Target value according to PPM Actual value Evaluatio

n 

Reason for 

deviation  

1.4 One training course for future trainers 
regarding the Management Guidelines is 
implemented by August 2018 and at least 80 % 
of the participants have rated it positively. 

(no changes) 

Training for trainer course has been moved to 3/2019 being able to apply 
the “Model stand” and “Marteloscope” approach of the EU INTEGRATE+ 
project. “Super trainer” were trained in advance to use the INTEGRATE+ 
software on tablet computers in the field. More than 80 % of the 
participants have rated it positively. 

A --- 

1.5 After the training of trainers the second 
feedback loop led to updated FMP Manual, 
related technical guidelines and Management 
Guidelines. The update is officially adopted by 
the Directorate of Forest and published by 
September 2018. 

(no changes) 

The activity had to be moved to July 2019.  

Manuals and guidelines had been one time revised by PWG and delivered 

to the DoF in May 2019. The 2nd feedback loop analyzed the comments 

received from the “call for public comments” by DoF until 01.06.2019. 

This last round of negotiations before final approval has been performed 

at 10.07.2019. Documents had been revised and handed over to DoF for 

the final adoption by MAFWM.   

A --- 

1.6 The trainers have been guided to implement a 
training course for engineers regarding a) the 
FMP Methodology and b) the Management 
Guidelines and at least 80 % of the participants 
rate it positively. 

(no changes) 

A) FMP training:  First organized and financed by the FCH in 13.-
17.11.2018. More than 80 % of the participants have rated it positively. 
Second course with financial support of the project and organized by the 
FCH had to be scheduled for 09/2019.  

B) Management Guidelines: Held 01.-05.07.2019. More than 80 % of the 
participants have rated it positively. 

A --- 

Evaluation of attainability of the objective A 

Interpretation of the project progress with regard to 
INDICATORS of the project objective including reasons 
for deviations from project planning 

The attainment of the objectives could only be achieved with several delays and rescheduling of the 
planned activities.   

The attainment was fostered but also the delay caused as Serbian partners have mobilized own 
budgets from the forest fund of DoF. This FCH project has improved the preparation of training sites. 
Additional training courses on FMP could be implemented in November 2018.  

Acc. to evaluation key: A = attained; B =partly attained; C = not attained; D = attainment impossible; E = evaluations are not required at present. 
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Result 2: The forestry chamber is able to fulfil the tasks defined in the forest law and implements vocational training and practical postgraduate training measures 
for forest engineers based on a licensing system. 

 

Indica

tor 

Target value according to PPM Actual value Evaluat

ion 

Reason for 

deviation  

2.1 The organizational development of the 
forestry chamber is concluded. It is 
described in an internal statute including 
an development program for the work of 
the chamber by April 2018 

(No changes) 

Completed with a delay. By approval of PWG, FCH and SC, for all three professional 
groups the FCH will be the Training Center. Technicians and Forest Workers will 
NOT be member of the chamber but served by the FCH for practical vocational 
training in form of Trainee Periods, the organization of exams and 
certifications/licensing. Secondly the FCH will be responsible for the postgraduate 
training course program for all professional groups.  

A first office staff has been hired, the planned managing director is not established. 

In spring 2019 the FCH – with support of the project – handed in a second 
application for funding of postgraduate training courses for all three professional 
groups. The regular application at the forest fund of DoF secures the financial 
means to fulfill the role as training center and is described in the business plan for 
the FCH.     

A 

 

--- 

 

 

 

 

2.2 Standard operational procedures for the 
work of the forestry chamber exist by May 
2018 

(No changes) 

Completed with a delay. Based on the final decision (June 2019) about the 
structural changes of the FCH - mainly driven by the new role as Training Center - 
proposals to revise the forest law, bylaws and the FCH statute are developed. 
Proposals for commissions to develop the annual training course catalogue are 
developed. 

The Business Model calculation for the FCH has been updated and handed over to 
the FCH. 

A --- 

2.3 Procedures on awarding / retaining of 
licenses are elaborated by May 2018 

(No changes) 

Completed 100% done. The essential "Expert Commission" was installed and license 
exams for forest engineers are constantly performed since 2018. The existing bylaw 
could be used for a kind of “transitional license” for engineers working in the sector 
for years. A proposal for the future standard procedure for the license exam 
following the trainee period is developed as a proposal for an improved bylaw. 

A --- 
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Indica

tor 

Target value according to PPM Actual value Evaluat

ion 

Reason for 

deviation  

2.4 Based on the procedures on awarding of 
licenses more than 80% of the engineers 
have applied to receive a license by 
August 2019. 

(No changes) 

License exams for forest engineers working in the field for years are constantly 
performed since 2018. The total number of members is 695 in June 2019, the 
number who applied 450 (65%) and passed the exam was 262. During July 2019 
additional exams have be organized for 75 candidates. The target to get over 80% 
from total FCH members licensed could be achieved. 

A --- 

2.5 The FCH has organized the pilot training 
prepared under FoA 1 and the related 
licensing procedure is completed by 
December 2018. 

(No changes) 

The FCH was involved in the first FMP Training of Trainers October 2018 supported 
and guided by the PMT.  In addition FCH was organizing 2 additional FMP courses 
held by the new trainers in November 2018. 

Completed to 95% at the end of August 2019. Several training courses had been 

rescheduled to 2019 (see FoA 1 and FoA 3).  One training course need to be held in 

September 2019 (see FoA 1.6). Not only the training courses of FoA 1 have been 

organized and supported by the FCH office. Each course ended with a test and an 

evaluation survey.  

A --- 

2.6 More than 60% of the engineers trained in 
FMP Methodology and Management 
Guidelines (see Indicator 1.6) receive a 
license after their exam at the FCH. 

(No changes) 

All participants of the training courses covering FoA 1, 2, 3 and 4 have passed a test. 

Due to a selection of very experienced trainees for ToT and first courses led by the 

new trainer, no trainee failed. The new concept of licensing does not foresee to get 

a license by passing one course only.  

A --- 

Evaluation of attainability of the objective: A   

Interpretation of the project progress with regard 
to INDICATORS of the project objective including 
reasons for deviations from project planning 

Attainment of all objectives could be achieved but with several revisions of the activity and time plan. 

   

Acc. to evaluation key: A = attained; B =partly attained; C = not attained; D = attainment impossible; E = evaluations are not required at present. 
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Result 3: The vocational training and postgraduate training of forest technicians improved at a selected training center for postgraduate trainings. 

 

Indic

ator 

Target value according to PPM Actual value Evaluat

ion 

Reason for 

deviation  

3.1 Organizational and technical proposals on 
how to setup a training center for 
postgraduate training based on the existing 
facilities (Schools, FCH) exists and changes in 
legal frame are proposed by June 2018. 

(No changes) 

Completed with a delay. Very early the FCH has been selected as Training 
Center. The proposal to re-build the FCH as central professional association for 
the forestry sector including Technicians and open for future Forest Workers 
was intensively discussed and finally not supported by some project partners. 
Forest Technicians are not member of the FCH. The FCH is in charge for a) a 
systematic Trainee Period b) organizing the Postgraduate Training program for 
Technicians. Technicians are institutionally involved in setting up of the training 
course catalogue.  

Proposals for changes of the forest law, a new bylaw for Forest Technicians, 
their practical vocational training (trainee period), the examination and 
licensing, the postgraduate training and maintenance of licenses are developed 
(see also FoA 2). 

A --- 

3.2 A practical postgraduate training program is 
developed by September 2018. 

(No changes) 

A life-long-learning concept was developed and approved. It foresees a 
systematic Trainee Period for Technicians of 12 months. The concept describes 
it as a combined system of a) training on the job and b) a centrally organized 
training courses. Forest Technicians will pass a license exam at the end of the 
Trainee Period. The License includes the obligation to maintain it via 
Postgraduate Training (as for Engineers).  A first catalogue of training courses 
for Forest Technicians have been developed and handed over to the FCH. 

A --- 

3.3 An improved curriculum considering more 
practical training and the dual apprenticeship 
concept is developed for technicians by 
September 2018. 

(No changes) 

Completed with delay. For Technicians as for Forest Workers a dual education 
system following the new Serbian "law on dual education" has been targeted 
and is widely agreed among the project partners and at the end of the project 
also accepted by both of the Technical Schools. The Ministry of Education was 
early involved and informed. It supports the project activities and targets.  

A --- 
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Indic

ator 

Target value according to PPM Actual value Evaluat

ion 

Reason for 

deviation  

Two Round Table Workshop on Dual Education helped to clarify questions and 
concerns of all project partners but mainly the Technical Schools. The second 
workshop was held at 25.01.2019. 

The expert team developed a proposal for a dual curriculum for the technical 
schools. 

3.4 Training materials for the pilot postgraduate 
training courses are developed by October 
2018 and used for the pilot training activities. 

(No changes) 

Completed with delay. For Theme 1: Management Guidelines – material and 
concept could be taken over from FoA 1. 

As Theme 2 a joined course for Forest Technicians and Forest Worker has been 
developed: „Improved Harvesting Operations“. Subjects are safe and efficient 
work in felling operations and – especially for Technicians – improved wood 
assorting (see also FoA 4.3) 

A --- 

3.5 One postgraduate training for trainers is 
implemented organized by the newly selected 
training center by December 2018. At least 
80% of the participants of each training have 
rated it positively. 

(No changes) 

Completed with delay. As the course “Improved Harvesting Operations“  was 
planned as joined course for Forest Technicians and Forest Worker a first phase 
of training could be added. A group of 8 very experienced Forest Workers, 
Forest Technicians and Forest Engineers could be trained at HessenForst – 
Weilburg using the facilities and training techniques in Hessen (see also 
4.6.1.A). These group of “Super Trainer” implemented the following ToT in 
Serbia with support of the expert teams. 

Part 1: Field Trip of a team of „Super Trainer“ to Weilburg, 08.-12.04.2019  

Part 2: Training of Trainers at Goč, 26.05.-01.06.2019 

A --- 

3.6 At least two further training courses are 
implemented by the newly developed 
training center without the support of the 
project and at least 80% of the participants 
have rated it as positive by July 2019. 

(No changes) 

Completed.  A course introducing the Management Guidelines was held 01.-
05.07.2019. More than 80% of the participants have rated it as positive.  

One course on Improved Harvesting Operations was held in Goč, 24.-
28.06.2019 year. More than 80% of the participants have rated it as positive. 

A --- 

Evaluation of attainability of the objective: A   
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Indic

ator 

Target value according to PPM Actual value Evaluat

ion 

Reason for 

deviation  

Interpretation of the project progress with regard to 
INDICATORS of the project objective including reasons 
for deviations from project planning 

Attainment of all objectives could be achieved but with several revisions of the activity and time plan. 

  

Acc. to evaluation key: A = attained; B =partly attained; C = not attained; D = attainment impossible; E = evaluations are not required at present. 
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Result 4: A concept of vocational training and practical postgraduate training of forest workers is developed including a concept for a training center. The 
implementation of practical work in the forest by forester workers is improved by pilot training activities for forest workers. 

 

Indic

ator 

Target value according to PPM Actual value Evalu

ation 

Reason for 

deviation  

4.1 Organizational and technical proposal on 
how to setup a training center based on the 
existing facilities (Schools, FCH) exists and 
changes in the legal frame are proposed by 
August 2018. 

(No changes) 

Completed with delay. Very early the FCH has been selected as Training Center for 
Forest Worker as for all other professional groups. The proposal to re-build the FCH 
as central professional association for the forestry sector including Technicians and 
open for future Forest Workers was intensively discussed and finally not supported 
by some project partners. Forest Worker will NOT be member of the FCH.  

It is approved that the FCH is in charge for organizing the Postgraduate Training 
program for Forest Worker. A qualification on-the-job is part of the training course 
program organized by the FCH. The Forest Workers are institutionally involved in 
setting up of the training course catalogue. 

Proposals for changes of the forest law regarding the postgraduate training of Forest 
Worker have been developed. Proposals are made for changes in the statute of the 
FCH (see also FoA 2). 

A --- 

4.2 A concept for a dual-apprenticeship for 
forest workers is developed in line with the 
newest regulations on vocational training in 
Serbia by August 2018. 

(No changes) 

Completed 100% with delay. For Forest Workers as well as for Technicians a dual 
education system following the new Serbian "law on dual education" has been 
targeted and fully agreed among the project partners. It is at the end of the project 
also seen as feasible by the Technical Schools having raised most concerns during 
the discussion with the project partners and the Ministry of Education in 2019. The 
Ministry of Education was early involved and informed. It supports the project 
activities and targets. The expert team developed a proposal for a curriculum for the 
technical schools.  

Together with the Technical Schools a dual curriculum has been drafted based on 
the German concept and Serbian legal frame. 

For Forest Worker in practice a “qualification on-the-job” was developed. A set of 
basic training courses from the catalogue of courses for forest workers can be 
combined and completed by an examination organized by the FCH. The examination 
consists of 2 parts: Theoretical knowledge of various techniques and practical work. 
The commission is setup by the Technical Schools and certified Trainers. The 

A --- 
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Indic

ator 

Target value according to PPM Actual value Evalu

ation 

Reason for 

deviation  

chamber issues certificates for the trained Forest Worker as for the dual educated 
pupils. 

The two additional Round Table Workshop on Dual Education (possible through the 
project amendment 11/2018) helped to clarify questions and concerns of all project 
partners but mainly the Technical Schools. The second workshop was held at 
25.01.2019. 

The initiative of the project to get Srbijašume, a group of forest service companies 
and the Technical School in Kraljevo to sign a letter of intent for a first group of 15 
pupils to be dual educated as Forest Worker, could not been achieved in the frame 
of the project. 

4.3 A practical postgraduate training program is 
developed for forest workers by August 
2018. 

(No changes) 

Completed. The approved concept plans a 3 years dual education. The exam is 
performed by the Technical Schools and the companies involved in the dual system. 
The certified Forest Worker are enrolled at the FCH and have to maintain their 
qualification – as all other professional groups – by maintaining the certificate via a 
postgraduate training program.  

A first catalogue of training courses has been developed and handed over to the FCH 
allowing to form a detailed annual training course program. 

A --- 

4.4 Training materials and sites for the pilot 
training courses are prepared by the newly 
defined training center in November 2018. 

(No changes) 

Completed. A joined course for Forest Worker and Forest Technicians has been 
developed: „Improved Harvesting Operations“. Subjects are safe and efficient work 
in felling operations and improved wood assorting (see also FoA 3.3). Training 
material regarding newest felling techniques, safe and efficient chain saw work and 
the forming of wood assortments has been provided for the training courses. 

A --- 

4.5 A training course for trainer is implemented 
by the newly defined training center and 
least 80% of the participants have rate it as 
positive by April 2019. 

(No changes) 

Completed. For the development of the joint training course “Improved Harvesting 
Operations“ a first phase of training could be added by an additional field trip to 
Hessen. A group of eight very experienced Forest Workers, Forest Technicians and 
Forest Engineers could be trained at HessenForst – Weilburg using the facilities and 
training techniques in Hessen (see also FoA 3.5.1). These group of “Super Trainer” 
implemented the following ToT in Serbia with support of the expert teams. 

Part 1: Field Trip of a team of „Super Trainer“ to Weilburg (08.-12.04.2019) 

Completed 100% done. 

A --- 
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Indic

ator 

Target value according to PPM Actual value Evalu

ation 

Reason for 

deviation  

Part 2: The ToT course “Improved Harvesting Operations“ was performed at Goč, 
26.05 - 01.06.2019 

4.6 Two training courses are held by the 
trainers and least 80% of the participants 
have rated it as positive by July 2019. 

(No changes) 

One course of 5 Technicians and 5 Forest Workers each led by the new trainers was 
held in Goč, 24-28.06.2019. Instead of 2 courses of 3 days each as originally planned, 
this joined course concept was developed for 5 days. This is the reason that only one 
course led by the new trainers has been implemented.    

A --- 

Evaluation of attainability of the objective: A   

Interpretation of the project progress with regard to 
INDICATORS of the project objective including 
reasons for deviations from project planning 

Even all activities have been started in time, several delays due to the discussion of the dual education 
concept and the FCH as Training Center occurred. Finally attainments of all indicators could be achieved 
until August 2019.  

Acc. to evaluation key: A = attained; B =partly attained; C = not attained; D = attainment impossible; E = evaluations are not required at present. 
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Result 5: The prerequisites for starting cooperation and partnership between German and Serbian institutions and associations on the topic of vocational training 
and practical postgraduate training are established. 

 

Indic

ator 

Target value according to PPM Target value 

according to 

PPM  

Actual value Evaluat

ion 

Reason for 

deviation  

5.1 Visits of Serbian delegations of 
overall at least 10 participants to 
Germany to prepare partnerships 
with at least two organizations / 
institutions by October 2018. 

(no changes) Completed. Field trip performed in October 2018. Beside 7 
members of the PWG, the Serbian partners have financed the 
participation for 3 experts. Very positive resonance from the 
participants. 

First discussions on a long-term partnership with HessenForst 
ended positive. 

A --- 

5.2 A MoU between the FCH and a 
German institution on the intended 
cooperation has been signed by 
August 2019. 

(no changes) A MoA has been prepared and exchanged. It will be signed by 
HessenForst on the German side and the MAFWM and the FCH 
on the Serbian during September 2019.  

As without financial funding both sides do not see a realistic 
chance for a lively long-term partnership source for funding had 
been retrieved.   

B Partnership 
projects 
without a 
clear funding 
are not 
feasible for 
both sides 

Evaluation of attainability of the objective: B   

Interpretation of the project progress with regard to 
INDICATORS of the project objective including reasons 
for deviations from project planning 

It was not possible to find a German institution interested in a long-term partnership, that is able and 

willing to finance it’s by own means. This is also not possible for the FCH as Serbian Training Center being 

main partner in Serbia addressed. It was not possible to identify secure funding sources for a concrete 

partnership.  

Acc. to evaluation key: A = attained; B =partly attained; C = not attained; D = attainment impossible; E = evaluations are not required at present. 
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6.2 Overview of services rendered  

6.3 Overview of services rendered  

6.3.1 Partner 

6.3.2 Personnel  

Focal points have been nominate by the Serbian Partners at the start of the project. The focal 

points ware at the same time member of the PWG. The focal point for project steering of the 

Forest Directorate has been contracted in February 2018 as national expert for Forest 

management planning and monitoring: Mr. Radivoj Kaurin. The president and project focal point 

of the Forestry Chamber, Aleksandar Vorkapic, has been contracted as National Backstopper 

beside Prof. Milan Medarević. Both are acting as chairmen of the PWG.  

The PWG and its commissions have been established in 11/2017. The system was well 

functioning due to the regular participation of most assigned members.  

In-kind contribution had been provided in form of staff for the establishment of training sites 

from both state forest enterprises. They also provided cars for all training sessions. 

The Forestry Chamber (FCH) contributed to the project by its application for a funding of 

additional training measures and the option to extend the training program in June 2018. The 

project finally has been accepted in September 2018. The FCH could finally hire the Forest 

Faculty to support the establishment of well documented training sites in a format of “Model 

Stands” including “Marteloscope” plots between September and November 2018. With tis 

support the data collection following the “Marteloscope” approach of the INTEGRATE+ (now 

INFOMAR) project. 11 sites could be measured described and have been used for training of the 

Management Guidelines. Serbia is now partner of the INFOMAR network and has integrated the 

setup of “Marteloscopes” as method to use growth and yield plots for demonstrations and 

trainings in the new FMP methodology. 

 

6.3.3 Translation  

Srbijašume had offered services from both of their translators. The service have been used for 

the round table workshops on dual education in 12/2018 and 1/2019 for translation from and 

to English. During summer 2019 and at the end of the project translation of resulting project 

documents and training material from Hessenforst and other German and international sources 

had been given to several translation service companies. 

 

6.3.4 Material and building measures, operating and maintenance costs  

Material and building measures were not foreseen by the project. The project office was 

provided with the Forestry Faculty. Operating costs for the office space (Internet, electricity, 

heating, water) are covered by donation of the Faculty. 
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Following the implementation agreement a vehicle and fuel should have been provided by the 

FCH. It was not available in 2017 and 2018.  

In 1/2019 the Chamber as partner has been reminded again and directly from the side of the 

BMEL to provide a car and fuel. The 4-wheel drive project car has been finally available in 2019 

and the travel budget was not been overspent as in 2018. The car was useful for all training 

measures in 2019.    

 

6.3.5 Education and training  

Training measures of the partner organization have not been planned in the project. 

As mentioned at chapter on personnel the FCH had applied for a fund supporting postgraduate 

training in the forest sector published by the Forest directorate in April 2018. The project finally 

had been accepted in September 2018. Additional FMP related training courses could been 

implemented for forest planning experts.  

In spring 2019, the FCH – with support of the project – handed in a second application for funding 

of postgraduate training courses for all three professional groups. The regular application at the 

forest fund of DoF secures the financial means to fulfill the role as training center and is 

described in the business plan for the FCH.     

 

6.3.6 Implementation Agreement 

The implementation agreement had been discussed at the end of the inception phase and finally 

at the SCM (14.12.2017). Slight changes have been made and the updated version - changed 

after the first SC meeting - has been approved and signed by the executive board of the chamber 

early in 2018. 

This final version has not been changed until end of the project in August 2019.  

 

 

6.3.7 German side 

6.3.8 Personnel, travel costs, auxiliary staff -31.08.2019 

The national project coordinator, Dr. Nenad Petrovic was hired as planned in 11/2017as well as 

Ms. Teodora Cvetkovic as office manager.  

To support the activities in the FoA 1: Final elaboration and formal approval of the innovative 

FMP and monitoring methodology and the management guidelines the Serbian partners 

proposed to add national experts. The following experts have been contracted in 02/2108: 

 R. Kaurin – Forest Directorate – Expert in FMP & Monitoring and Forest Management 

 B. Sljukic – Forest Faculty – Scientist and expert in Forest Planning 

 Z. Bakovic – Srbijasume – Head of the department for Forest Management (Silviculture)  
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Two national backstoppers acting at the same time as chairpersons of the PWG, Prof. M. 

Medarevic covering the Theme 1 and A. Vorkapic, president of the FCH, covering the Theme 2 

during project implementation had been hired in 02/2018.  

The teams of national and international experts for each of the Field of Activity, started their 

planned inputs in January 2018 or latest in February 2018 with activities planned for the FoA 1 

and FoA 2. From the team offered by HessenForst for FoA 3: Improvement of the vocational 

training of forest technicians Uwe Huber had the lead and was supported by Hans-Karl Lang. 

From the team offered for FoA 4: Improvement of basic professional knowledge of forest 

workers Florian Lohberger was performing the consulting missions to Serbia and was assisted 

by Martin Stein during the ToT courses in Hessen and at Goć in May 2019. 

The new activities planned within the proposed contract amendment from 04.10.2018 led to 

several changes in the inputs of the hired internationals and national experts and to extensions 

of the time budgets and contract periods for 2019. After the approval of the amendment at 

07.11.2018, for several teams the contracts had been extended and the ToR adapted. 

In 2019 the planned inputs of the expert teams have not been extended anymore but the time 

plan for several missions and training courses had to be shifted backwards for 1 month, in a few 

case up to 2 months.  

 

6.3.9 Material and building measures 

As mentioned above, the project office is still in place at the Forestry Faculty. New office 

equipment had been purchased as most of the IT infrastructure had been handed over to the 

Serbian partners at the end of the first project.  

With the increased budget for office equipment asked for in the request for project adaptation 

in 12/2017 the project was able to support the FCH establishment by purchasing office 

equipment and some furnishings in spring 2018. 

As part of the new activities drafted in 07/2018 a training in a special “Marteloscope” software 

and approach from the EU INTEGRATE+ project was asked for. The approach foresees to work 

with mobile computers in the field allowing that trainees mark the trees in the marteloscope 

plot virtually via the special INTEGRATE+ software. Four semi-rugged tablets could been 

purchased in December 2018 and had been used in all training courses related with FMP and 

the Management Guidelines.  

All material and tools purchased for the project activities and the project office have been 

handed over to the FCH at the end of the project. 

 

6.3.10 Resources for education and training of the partner  

Training measures were important part of the assignment and are planned for FoA 1, 2, 3 and 

4. The training courses could have been implemented as planned, but the time plan had to be 

adapted and shifted several times. The first training – activity 1.4.A FMP Training for Trainers – 

had been successfully completed in 2018. The trainer team could then implement additional 

FMP related training courses in 2018. These courses has been financed in the frame of the FCH 

project but had been intensively prepared and supported by the PMT.  
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Moreover the field trip to Hessen and the training center Weilburg 11/2018 was an important 

training measure. Two more field trips to Hessenforst for the teachers of technical schools and 

the preparation of ToT courses for Forest Technicians and Forest Workers had been successfully 

implemented in 2019. 

Some of the training courses planned 2018 were finally rescheduled and moved to 2019 within 

the proposal for a contract amendment approved 07.11.2018. One course – a training led by the 

new trainers in FMP had even to be shifted to 09/2019 due to delays caused by summer vacation 

in July and August. 

The project had established a cloud service to allow open access of all relevant files, databases 

and tools via a central platform. Here the draft and final project results – reports and 

presentations of the short term experts were made available to the PWG, the Commissions and 

the expert teams.   

A bilingual website had development and shall be published in July 2018 allowing to present the 

existing and future project results (http://innovative-fmp-serbia.com/index.php/en/vocational-

and-practical-postgraduate-training).  

 

6.3.11 Deviations from the planned assignment  

No deviations from the implementation agreement finally approved by the FCH early in 2018 

occurred during the project. The exception was that the BMEL funding had partly compensated 

the travel costs caused by the missing project car and fuel in 2017 and 2018. However It could 

been solved by cost neutral reallocation of budgets.  
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6.4 List of all documents compiled for the project  

6.4.1 Detailed list of all documents 

Project documents marked in red color are new and can be found attached to this report as 

separate documents.  

FoA Act-No. Activities and related documents 

Inception 
Phase 

0 Inception phase  

Request for adaptation of the Technical Project 
proposal 

2017-12-29 BMEL2 Requests-
Adaptation_Letter.pdf 

2017-12-28 BMEL2 Requests-Adaptation.pdf 

Proposal for an adapted PPM 2017-12-27 PPM BMEL2 Serbien_v4_ENG.pdf 

Proposal for an adapted STE intervention plan 2017-12-27 Einsatzplan_STE.pdf 

0.1 Kick-Off Meeting 

Introduction to the project  2017_12_14_BMEL2_Serbia_Kick-Off-
Intro_AWe.pdf 

2017-12-10 Presentation BMEL2_ENG-
SRB_KickOff.pdf 

Introduction Forestry Chamber CFE for BMEL project_SRB-ENG_12122017.pdf 

Introduction Technical School Kraljevo and 
Sremska Mitrovica 

Skola tehnihnicara_Kraljevo.pdf 

Prezentacija - PSH skola Sr. Mitrovica.pdf 

Training and apprenticeship at HessenForst 2017-12-14 HessenForst_Training_Inst_ENG.pdf 

0.2 Project Working Group - Kick-Off Meeting 

Agenda and presentation 2017-12-01-1st PWG-Meeting-
SERB_ENG_v3.pdf 

0.3 First Steering Committee Meeting 

Agenda and presentation 2017_12_14_BMEL2_Serbia_SteerCom_pres.pd
f 

FoA 1: Final 
elaboration 
and formal 
approval of 
the 
innovative 
FMP and 
Monitoring 
Methodolog
y and the 
Managemen
t Guide-lines 

1.1.A A) Finalization of the Improved FMP Methodology 

Technical guidelines for GIS and remote sensing 
(draft) 

2018-04-22 TG FMP_GIS&RS_v2.pdf 

Final version of presentation: Improving financial 
planning and controlling in forestry  

2018_03_25_improved_financial_plan.pdf 

Final Report: Improving financial planning and 

controlling in forestry  

2018_03_29_Hanewinkel_mission_1_FMP.pdf 

Final version of new version of the Technical 
Guideline for FMP Inventory 

2017-04-22 FMP-Serbia 
TG_Inventory_v2018.pdf 

Final technical guideline: Management Objectives 
(final) 

2018-10-25_TG Management-
Objectives_Form_v2.pdf 

Technical guidelines: Data collection (final) 2018-11-05_Guidelines and manual for data 
collection_v6.pdf 

FMP process manual (final) 2018-12-02_FMP-Manual_final.pdf 

Code book and SIFRE (final) 2018-11-30 Sifre_kodni_final.xlsx 

FMP report template document (final) 2018-12-02 Tekstualni_deo_osnove_final.pdf 

Final Report FoA 1 of the expert team regarding 
finalization of the improved methodology  

2018-12-28 Report on activities_2018_FoA 
1_Bakovic_ENG-SRB.pdf 

Technical guidelines for GIS and remote sensing 
extended and updated (final) 

2019-09-16_BMEL-TG-forGIS-RS-SER-ENG.pdf  
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FoA Act-No. Activities and related documents 

Technical guidelines for establishment of G&Y 
plots (updated from BMEL1)  

2019-05-25 TG-G&Y-plots.pdf 

1.1.B B) Complete Management Guidelines  

Final version of the “Manual for management 
practice”. At the moment under translation into 
English. 

2018-11-30 BMEL-Manual-management-
practices-SERB_v6.pdf 

Approved “Manual for management practice” 
describing the Management Type system and 
definition of silvicultural systems (Femelschlag, 
Shelter wood system etc.) and management 
practices.  

2019-03-16-BMEL-Manual-management-
practices-SERB_v7.pdf  

 

Presentation regarding close to nature forest 
management approach 

2019_08_22_BMEL_close to nature 
principles.pdf 

Presentation regarding forest management types 
as new elements in forest management 

2019_08_22_BMEL forest development 
types.pdf 

1.2. Experts Feedback (Part 1) & FMP Bylaw 

Final draft of the FMP Bylaw handed over to the 
Directorate of Forest 

2018-06-19 New-Pravilnik_ENG-SERB_5.pdf 

Final version of the FMP Bylaw handed over to 
the Directorate of Forest 

2018-12-02 New-Pravilnik_ENG-SERB_6.pdf 

1.3. Training Material & Training Program 

Demonstration plots data  2018-12-16_M-scope-data-sheet_template.xls 

Training material used for the training of trainer 
courses in 1.4.A  FMP & Monitoring (Material 
produced in addition to the FMP manuals and 
technical guidelines) 

Compiled in the following folder: 

…\BMEL_Resulting_Documents\FoA_1\1.3\201
9\FMP-ToT-materials 

Training material used for the training of trainer 
courses in 1.4.B  Management Guidelines 
(Material produced in addition to the 
Management Guidelines by Management Types 
and the Manual for Management Practice) 

Compiled in the following folder: 

…\BMEL_Resulting_Documents\FoA_1\1.3\201
9\Management_Guidelines_ToT_materials 

1.4.A Training of Trainers: FMP & Monitoring 

Agenda for the 9 days training 2018-10-08 Agenda-Training 
weeks_SRB_ENG.pdf 

PPT presentation as guide for each day during 
training weeks 

2018-10-11 BMEL2_FMP-TrainingTrainer_ENG-
SRB.pdf 

Test questions for participants 2018-10-31 FMP-
TrainingTrainers_Test_SERB.pdf 

Course evaluation  2018-11-10 BMEL 
2_Report_Evaluation_Training_FMP_Trsic.pdf 

1.4.B Training of Trainers: Management Guidelines 

Agenda for the training course 2019-03-18 Agenda-Mgmt-GL-
Training_SRB_ENG.pdf 

Presentation: Guide for each day of the training 
week 

2019-03-18-Intro-Mgmt-GL-training.pdf 

Test questions for participants 2019-03-23_Test_SRB-ENG.pdf 

Course evaluation  2019-03-23 BMEL2_Evaluation_Training_MGMT 
Guidelines.pdf 

1.5.1 Experts Feedback (part 2) & Approval 

1.6. Support of training courses led by the new trainers  

Agenda for the training 2019-07-01_05_Agenda-Mgmt-GL-
Training_SRB.pdf 

Test questions for participants 2019-07-11_Test_SRB-ENG.pdf 
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FoA Act-No. Activities and related documents 

 Course evaluation 2019-07-11 
BMEL2_Evaluation_Training_MGMT 
Guidelines_Trsic_July 2019.pdf 

FoA 2: 
Developmen
t and 
implementat
ion of a 
licensing 
procedure 
for forest 
engineers by 
the forestry 
chamber 

 

 2.1 Support restructuring process of FCH 

Workshop with the Chamber Commission 
09.03.2018: Presentation of “System of 
Chambers” 

2018-03-
14_PresentationChamberSystem_ENG_SERB.pd
f 

Workshop with the Chamber Commission 
14.03.2018: Presentation and protocol  

on concepts for a  

– Basic license 

– Maintenance of the basic license 

– Transitional license for 2018 

2018-04-18 License_BusinessPlan_SRB-ENG.pdf 

2018-06-14 Chamber Budget_BWi.xlsx 

Protocols of important FoA 2 - Chamber 
Commission meetings 

2018-04-19 FoA2_Protocol_v3.pdf 

Presentation of the main structure and figures of 
the “Business Plan for the FCH”, 14.06.2018 

2018-06-14 
PresentationBusinessplan_ENG_SERB.pdf 

Calculations Business plan; 14.06.2018 2018-06-14 Chamber Budget_BWi.pdf 

Improvement on the Report on the Business plan, 
14.06.2018 

2018-06-14_Org_Norm_Struct_FCH_SRB-
ENG_BWi_NP.pdf 

Final proposal on target organizational structure 
of the chamber considering  the new role as 
Training Center and evaluation of a financial 
sustainability 

2019-08-20-BMEL-FCH-ORG-ENG_SER.pdf 

 

 2.2 Standard operation procedures for FCH 

Workshop and protocol on the improvements on 
laws and regulations; 01.06.2018 

Analysis of the FCH structure and missing 
regulations as well as recommendations for 
changes in the legal frame to define the FCH as 
postgraduate training center 

2018-06-02_Org_Norm_Struct_FCH_ENG.pdf 

Forest law – proposal for adaptation  2019-08-
31_BMEL_Forest_Law_Final_proposal_SER 
ENG.pdf 

Forestry Chamber Statute (refering article is 92) 2019-08-31_BMEL_FCH Statute_SER ENG.pdf 

Bylaw for examination (refering article is 95, 
missing: adaptation of the „Program“ = themes 
for examination) 

2019-08-
31_BMEL_bylaw_licensing_existing_engineers_
SER_ENG.pdf 

Proposal for a revised bylaw /statute describing 
the Trainee period, examination, licensing and 
the obligation postgraduate training of Engineers:  

1) program and the manner of conducting the 
traineeship period and (refering article 95) – new 
proposal 

2a) Form of the record of the professional 
examination (refering article 95) – new proposal 

2b) Certification of licensed engineers (refering 
article 95) – new proposal 

3) Postgraduate training and maintenance of the 
license (refering to article 92) – new proposal  

2019-08-
31_BMEL_Bylaw_postgraduate_education_SER
_ENG.pdf 

 2.3 Licensing procedure 

Final proposal on target organizational structure 
of the chamber including the new role as Training 
Center and incl. the business plan for the FCH  

See above in 2.1 document:  

2019-08-20-BMEL-FCH-ORG-ENG_SER.pdf 

 2.4 Support first licensing 

 2.5 Live-long-learning concept 
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FoA Act-No. Activities and related documents 

Mission report Life-long learning: Improved 
curriculum for forest students  

2018_05_13_FoA2-Hanewinkel_Uni-
Curiculum_mission_rep.pdf 

Final report describing the improved curriculum 
for the Forest Faculty  

2019-05-13-BMEL-University-curriculum-
improvement_ENG_SER.pdf 

Analysis and Comparison of the Curricula of the 
BSc Forestry programs in Belgrade and Freiburg - 
Suggestions for improvements of the Serbian 
curriculum 

FoA2_5_Hanewinkel_Faculty_Curriculum.pdf 

Mission report Life-long learning: Postgraduate 
training for engineers  

2018_06_08_FoA2_FCHLang_Mission_rep_Lifel
ong_en.pdf 

Presentation of a concept for a systematic trainee 
education for forest engineers  

2018-05-17 FoA 2_Life-long-
Learning_WKS_SRB-ENG_fin.pdf 

Presentation of a postgraduate training program 
for forest engineers 

2018-05-17 FoA 2_FCH-Postgraduate 
training_SRB-ENG_fin.pdf 

Postgraduate training program for forest 
engineers: First version of Catalogue of training 
courses 

2018-08-01 BMEL2 
Postgrad_Courses_Short_Catalogue_ENG-
SRB_v1.pdf 

Catalogue proposal with course layouts for 
Engineers  

2018-08-01 
BMEL_Postgrad_Courses_Catalogue_Engineers_
ENG-SRB_fin.pdf 

Report describing the Life-long-learning concept 
as approved in July 2018  

2019-08-
31_BMEL_Long_Life_Learning_concept_ENG_S
ER.pdf 

2.6 Feasibility test: Training & licensing  

 Final report of the expert team - Development 
and implementation of a licensing procedure for 
forest engineers by the forestry chamber 

2019-09-16 FoA2-Final-Report_SER_ENG.pdf 

FoA 3: 
Improvemen
t of the 
vocational 
training of 
forest 
technicians 

 

3.1. Organization of  training center and training program 

3.1.1. Training center for postgraduate training 

 Presentation: Introduction - Improvement of the 
vocational training of forest technicians – 
template HessenForst 

2018_17_04_BMEL2_Serbia_FoA_3_Intro_SER_
ENG_v2.pdf 

Report: Training center and postgraduate training 
approach for Forest Technicians 

2018_04_27_KZEBericht_Huber_1.pdf 

3.1.2. Draft adaptation of the legal frame 

3.1.2 Proposal for a bylaw describing the Trainee 
period, examination and licensing and the 
obligation of postgraduate training for Forest 
Technicians. 

It includes regulations for a board which collects 
and decides about postgraduate training courses 
for the Technicians (at the Chamber) 

See above document in 2.2:  2019-08-
31_BMEL_Bylaw_postgraduate_education_SER
_ENG.pdf 

3.1.3. Postgraduate training program (lifelong learning) 

Presentation: Joined approach for Technicians 
and Forest Worker: Dual education and 
postgraduate training via Chamber 

2018-06-22 FoA3&4_Commission-WKS_fin.pdf 

Report: Joined approach for technicians and 
forest worker: Dual education and postgraduate 
training via Chamber 

2018-06-
23_Projektbericht_Huber_W_SRB_2_EN.pdf 

Presentation: Overview on the concept 
developed for vocational training and 
postgraduate training for Forest Technicians and 
Forest Workers plus a survey to get  a wider 
feedback from stakeholders 

2018-07-19 BMEL2-Survey-
Training_ENG_SER.pdf 

Report: Improvement of the vocational training 
for Forest Technicians 

2018-07-
20_Projektbericht_Huber_W_SRB_3_EN.pdf 
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FoA Act-No. Activities and related documents 

Report FoA 3 of the expert team regarding 
concept of dual education for Forest Technicians  

2018-12-29 Report on activities_2018_FoA 
3_ENG-SRB.pdf 

Catalogue proposal with course layouts for 
Technicians  

2019-08-31_BMEL_Postgraduate_Course 
Catalog_technicians_ENG_SER.pdf 

3.2 Revision of curricula 

Presentation: Dual concept in forestry 2018-09-19 FoA 
3&4_MoE_Clarification_DualConcepts.pdf 

Presentation: Dual Education for Forest 
Technician and Forest Worker (part 1) 

2018-12-6_Dual_education_WKS1_SRB-
ENG.pdf 

Presentation of the proposed life-long-learning 
system for Forest Technicians with a focus on the 
4-years dual curriculum 

2018-07-19 FoA 3_Comission_WKS_fin_SRB-
ENG_incl_comm.pptx 

Document describing the improved 4-years dual 
curriculum for Forest Technicians 

2019-08-31 BMEL2 FoA3.2-Curriculum-
Technicians_ENG_SERB.pdf 

3.3. Certification scheme 

3.4. Training Material  

Training of Trainers theme 2: Improved 
Harvesting operations 

Training material prepared in combination with 
material used in HessenForst for training and 
some material used in Serbia for education of 
forest workers in praxis  

(Joint course forest technicians and forest 
workers) 

 2019-04-30_BMEL_First Aid.pptx 

 2019-04-30_BMEL_Rules of the 
profession and study on safety at 
work.pptx 

 2019-04-30_BMEL_Cutting 
Techniques.pptx 

 2019-04-30_BMEL_Tree felling 
techniques.pptx 

 2019-04-30_BMEL_Safety parts of a 
chainsaw.pptx 

 2019-04-30_BMEL_Preparation and 
maintenance of a chainsaw.pptx 

 2019-04-30_BMEL_Standard for 
wood making of wood 
assortments.ppt 

3.5. Technical support training courses  

3.5.1. Training of trainers (New theme 2) 

Training of Trainers course held at Goć: Improved 
Harvesting operations: presentations, agenda and 
evaluation of the course 

(Joint course forest technicians and forest 
workers) 

 2019-05-26_cutting_ 
technique_eng_serb_improved.pptx 

 2019-05-
26_debranching_SER_ENG.ppt 

 2019-05-26_Harvesting_lines_ENG-
SRB.ppt 

 2019-05-26_box_cutting_techniques 

 2019-05-26_Agenda_SER_ENG.pdf 

 2019-05-
26_Course_Evaluation_report_SER_E
NG.pdf 

 2019-05-26_Assessment of tree 
before felling_SRB.pdf 

 2019-05-26_GA_2009_04_A01_DE-
SRB.pdf 

3.5.2. Support of training courses led by the new trainers (Theme 1) 

Training course Management Guidelines for 
engineers led by the new trainers: including 
agenda, evaluation 

 2019-06-24_Course 
evaluation_MGT_GL_SER_ENG.pdf 

 2019-06-
24_Agenda_MGT_GL_SER_ENG.pdf 

3.5.3. Support of training courses led by the new trainers (Theme 2) 
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FoA Act-No. Activities and related documents 

Training course Improved Harvesting Operation 
led by the new trainers: Agenda, evaluation 

(Joint course forest technicians and forest 
workers) 

 2019-07-30_Agenda_SER_ENG.pdf  

 2019-07-
30_Course_Evaluation_report_SER_E
NG.pdf 

3.6. Evaluation of trainings 

 Final report of the expert team - Improvement of 
the vocational training of forest technicians 

2019-08-
31_BMEL_Final_Report_technicians_SER_ENG.p
df 

FoA 4: 
Improvemen
t of basic 
professional 
knowledge 
of forest 
workers 

 

4.1 Shortcomings in operations  

4.2. Apprenticeship concept 

4.2.1. Training Center 

 Presentation: Joined approach for Technicians 
and Forest Worker: Dual education and 
postgraduate training via Chamber 

See at FoA 3 also in pdf format 

4.2.2. Adapt the legal frame 

Proposal for a bylaw describing the examination 
and certification and the obligation of 
postgraduate training for Forest Workers.  

 

See above following document in 2.2 :   

 2019-08-
31_BMEL_Bylaw_postgraduate_education_SER
_ENG.pdf 

4.2.3 Curriculum development  

Presentation: Introduction to the Forest Worker 
education in Germany – the dual approach for 
Serbia  

2018-06-22 FoA4 FW Dual 
System_ENG_SERB.pdf 

Presentation: Education as a skilled forest worker 
within the framework of the dual education 
system 

2018-07-19 Curriculum_Final_SERB_ENG.pdf 

Presentation at first Round Table Workshop on 
Dual Education: Dual Education for Forest 
Technician and Forest Worker  

2018-12-6_Dual_education_WKS1_SRB-
ENG.pdf 

Report FoA 4 of the expert team regarding 
concept of dual education for forest workers  

2018-12-28 Report on activities_2018_FoA 
4_ENG-SRB.pdf 

Forest Worker dual curriculum for Hessen – 
Germany (in ENG) 

2019-01-23 Curriculum-Forest-Workers-at-
Hessen_ENG.pdf 

Document describing the 3-years dual curriculum 
proposed  for Forest Workers 

2019-08-31 BMEL2 FoA4.2.3-Curriculum-
ForestWorkers.pdf 

4.2.4. Postgraduate training program (lifelong learning) 

Catalogue proposal with course layouts for Forest 
Workers  

2019-08-31_BMEL_Postgraduate_Course 
Catalog_workers_ENG_SER.pdf 

4.3. Curriculum for trainer of forest workers  

Proposal for a curriculum to qualify 
trainers/instructors of forest workers 

2019-08-31 BMEL2 FoA4.3-Curriculum-
Instructor-ForestWorker_ENG_SERB.pdf 

4.4. Job profiles for trainers of forest workers 

Proposal for a requirement profile for 
trainers/instructors of forest workers 

2019-08-04 FoA4 Trainer-Profile-of-
reqirements_ENG_SER.pdf 

4.5. Training Material 

Training of Trainers theme 2: Improved 
Harvesting operations 

Training material prepared in combination with 
material used in HessenForst for training and 
some material used in Serbia for education of 
forest workers in praxis 

(Joint course forest technicians and forest 
workers) 

See above  following documents in 3.4 :    

 2019-04-30_BMEL_First Aid.pptx 

 2019-04-30_BMEL_Rules of the 
profession and study on safety at 
work.pptx 

 2019-04-30_BMEL_Cutting 
Techniques.pptx 

 2019-04-30_BMEL_Tree felling 
techniques.pptx 
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 2019-04-30_BMEL_Safety parts of a 
chainsaw.pptx 

 2019-04-30_BMEL_Preparation and 
maintenance of a chainsaw.pptx 

 2019-04-30_BMEL_Standard for 
wood making of wood 
assortments.ppt 

4.6. Technical support training courses  

4.6.1. Training of trainers 

ToT course: Improved Harvesting Operation at 
Goč: presentations, agenda and evaluation of the 
course 

(Joint course forest technicians and forest 
workers) 

See above  following documents in 3.5.1: 

 2019-05-26_cutting_ 
technique_eng_serb_improved.pptx 

 2019-05-
26_debranching_SER_ENG.ppt 

 2019-05-26_Harvesting_lines_ENG-
SRB.ppt 

 2019-05-26_box_cutting_techniques 

 2019-05-26_Agenda_SER_ENG.pdf 

 2019-05-
26_Course_Evaluation_report_SER_E
NG.pdf 

 2019-05-26_Assessment of tree 
before felling_SRB.pdf 

 2019-05-26_GA_2009_04_A01_DE-
SRB.pdf 

4.6.2 Support of training courses led by new trainers 

 Training course Improved Harvesting Operation 
led by the new trainers: Agenda, evaluation 

(Joint course forest technicians and forest 
workers) 

See above  following documents in 3.5.3: 

 2019-07-
30_Course_Evaluation_report_SER_E
NG.pdf 

 2019-07-30_Agenda_SER_ENG.pdf 

4.7. Evaluation of training 

4.8. Final PWG Workshop 

 Presentations held at the final PWG workshop 
June 2019 at Goč 

 2019-06-26 BMEL2-Agenda-Final-
PWG-Meeting_SERB_ENG.pdf 

 2019-06-26_BMEl2-Final-PWG-
WKS_FoA 4_ENG_SERB.pdf 

 2019-06-26_BMEl2-Final-PWG-
WKS_FoA1_ENG_SERB.pdf 

 2019-06-26_BMEl2-Final-PWG-
WKS_FoA2 - stevo-v2_TC.pdf 

 2019-06-26_BMEl2-Final-PWG-
WKS_FoA2_ENG_SERB.pdf 

 2019-06-26_BMEl2-Final-PWG-
WKS_FoA3_ENG_SERB.pdf 

 2019-06-26_BMEL2-Final-PWG-
WKS_FoA5_ENG_SERB.pdf 

 2019-06-26_BMEL2-Final-PWG-
WKS_Intro_ENG_SERB.pdf 

 2019-06-26_BMEL2-Final-PWG-
WKS_Outlook_ENG_SERB.pdf 

 Final report of the expert team – Improvement of 
basic professional knowledge of forest workers 

2019-08-
31_BMEL2_Final_Report_Workers_SER_ENG.pd
f 

FoA 5: 
Promotion of 

5.1. Inputs from German partner institutions via experts 

5.2. Establishing of contacts 
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FoA Act-No. Activities and related documents 

long-term 
partnerships 
between 
Serbian and 
German 
institutions 
on the topic 

5.2 Memorandum of Understanding – HessenForst - 
FCH 

2019-08-31_BMEL_MoU-Long-term-
partnership-Serbia-Hessen_v2_ENG.pdf 

5.3. Delegation visit 

Agenda for the delegation visit to HessenForst 2018-11-17 
Agenda_Hessen_Visit_Serbian_Delegation_engl
_srp.pdf 

Presentation: Project Introduction for Field Trip to 
Hessen 18.11.2018 

2018-11-17 Presentation 
BMEL2_ENG_forHessen.pdf 

Delegation visit to HessenForst: Report (Hans-Karl 
Lang) 

2018-12-20 
Bericht_Delegation_Serbien_FBZ_2018_ENG.pd
f 

 Final report - Promotion of long-term 
partnerships between Serbian and German 
institutions on the topic 

2019-08-31 FoA5-Long-term-
partnership_ENG_SER.pdf 
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6.4.2 Overview about the main products / resulting documents  

The following table highlights the central products out of the table above (chapter 6.3.1), where 

all delivered documents are addressed. 

FoA Act- 
No. 

Product / resulting document File name 

FoA 2-4 2.5; 3.1; 

3.2; 
4.2.3; 
4.2.4 

Document describing the Life-long-learning concept as 
approved in July 2018  

2019-08-31_BMEL_Long_Life_Learning_concept_ENG_SER.pdf 

FoA 2 2.5 Document describing the improved curriculum for the Forest 
Faculty  

2019-05-13-BMEL-University-curriculum-
improvement_ENG_SER.pdf 

FoA 2 2.1 Target organizational structure of the chamber including the 
new role as Training Center and incl. the business plan for 
the FCH  

2019-08-20-BMEL-FCH-ORG-ENG_SER.pdf 

FoA 3 3.2 Document describing the improved 4-years dual curriculum 
for Forest Technicians 

2019-08-31 BMEL2 FoA3.2-Curriculum-
Technicians_ENG_SERB.pdf 

FoA 4 4.2.3 Document describing the 3-years dual curriculum proposed  
for Forest Workers 

2019-08-31 BMEL2 FoA4.2.3-Curriculum-ForestWorkers.pdf 

FoA 4 4.3 Proposal for a curriculum to qualify trainers/instructors of 
forest workers 

2019-08-31 BMEL2 FoA4.3-Curriculum-Instructor-
ForestWorker_ENG_SERB.pdf 

FoA 4 4.4 Proposal for a requirement profile for trainers/instructors of 
forest workers 

2019-08-04 FoA4 Trainer-Profile-of-reqirements_ENG_SER.pdf 

FoA 2-4 2.2; 
3.1.2; 
4.2.2 

Forest law – proposal for adaptation  2019-08-31_BMEL_Forest_Law_Final_proposal_SER ENG.pdf 

FoA 2 2.2 Forestry Chamber Statute (refering article is 92) 2019-08-31_BMEL_FCH Statute_SER ENG.pdf 

FoA 2 2.2 Bylaw for examination (refering article is 95, missing: 
adaptation of the „Program“ = themes for examination) 

2019-08-
31_BMEL_bylaw_licensing_existing_engineers_SER_ENG.pdf 

FoA 2 2.2 Proposal for a revised bylaw /statute describing the Trainee 
period, examination, licensing and the obligation 
postgraduate training of Engineers:  

1) program and the manner of conducting the traineeship 
period and (refering article 95) – new proposal 

2a) Form of the record of the professional examination 
(refering article 95) – new proposal 

2b) Certification of licensed engineers (refering article 95) – 
new proposal 

3) Postgraduate training and maintenance of the license 
(refering to article 92) – new proposal  

2019-08-
31_BMEL_Bylaw_postgraduate_education_SER_ENG.pdf 

FoA 3 3.1.2; 
3.1.3; 

3.3 

Proposal for a bylaw describing the Trainee period, 
examination and licensing and the obligation of 
postgraduate training for Forest Technicians. 

It includes regulations for a board which collects and decides 
about postgraduate training courses for the Technicians (at 
the Chamber) 

See above at 2.2 

FoA 4 4.2.2; 
4.2.3; 
4.2.4 

 

Proposal for a bylaw describing the examination and 
certification and the obligation of postgraduate training for 
Forest Workers.  

It includes regulations for a board, which collects and 
decides about postgraduate training courses for the Forest 
Worker (at the Chamber).   

See above at 2.2 

FoA 2 2.5 Catalogue proposal with course layouts for Engineers  2018-08-01 
BMEL_Postgrad_Courses_Catalogue_Engineers_ENG-
SRB_fin.pdf 

FoA 3 3.1.3 Catalogue proposal with course layouts for Technicians  2019-08-31_BMEL_Postgraduate_Course 
Catalog_technicians_ENG_SER.pdf 
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FoA Act- 
No. 

Product / resulting document File name 

FoA 4 4.2.4 Catalogue proposal with course layouts for Forest Workers  2019-08-31_BMEL_Postgraduate_Course 
Catalog_workers_ENG_SER.pdf 

FoA 1 1.3 Training material: FMP methodology   

FMP training material used for the training of trainer courses  Compiled in the following folder: 

…\BMEL_Resulting_Documents\FoA_1\2019\1.3\FMP-ToT-
materials 

Training material: Management Guidelines  

Management Guidelines Training material used for the 
training of trainer courses  

Compiled in the following folder: 

…\BMEL_Resulting_Documents\FoA_1\2019\1.3\Managemen
t_Guidelines_ToT_materials 

FoA 3 & 
4 

3.4; 4.5 Training of Trainers theme 2: Improved Harvesting 
operations 

Training material prepared in combination with material 
used in HessenForst for training and some material used in 
Serbia for education of forest workers in praxis  

(Joint course forest technicians and forest workers) 

 2019-04-30_BMEL_First Aid.pptx 

 2019-04-30_BMEL_Rules of the profession and 
study on safety at work.pptx 

 2019-04-30_BMEL_Cutting Techniques.pptx 

 2019-04-30_BMEL_Tree felling techniques.pptx 

 2019-04-30_BMEL_Safety parts of a chainsaw.pptx 

 2019-04-30_BMEL_Preparation and maintenance 
of a chainsaw.pptx 

 2019-04-30_BMEL_Standard for wood making of 
wood assortments.ppt 

FoA 4 4.8 Presentations held at the final PWG workshop June 2019 at 
Goč 

 2019-06-26 BMEL2-Agenda-Final-PWG-
Meeting_SERB_ENG.pdf 

 2019-06-26_BMEl2-Final-PWG-WKS_FoA 
4_ENG_SERB.pdf 

 2019-06-26_BMEl2-Final-PWG-
WKS_FoA1_ENG_SERB.pdf 

 2019-06-26_BMEl2-Final-PWG-WKS_FoA2 - stevo-
v2_TC.pdf 

 2019-06-26_BMEl2-Final-PWG-
WKS_FoA2_ENG_SERB.pdf 

 2019-06-26_BMEl2-Final-PWG-
WKS_FoA3_ENG_SERB.pdf 

 2019-06-26_BMEL2-Final-PWG-
WKS_FoA5_ENG_SERB.pdf 

 2019-06-26_BMEL2-Final-PWG-
WKS_Intro_ENG_SERB.pdf 

 2019-06-26_BMEL2-Final-PWG-
WKS_Outlook_ENG_SERB.pdf 

FoA 2  Final report of the expert team - Development and 
implementation of a licensing procedure for forest engineers 
by the forestry chamber 

2019-09-16 FoA2-Final-Report_SER_ENG.pdf 

FoA 3  Final report of the expert team - Improvement of the 
vocational training of forest technicians 

2019-08-31_BMEL_Final_Report_technicians_SER_ENG.pdf 

FoA 4  Final report of the expert team – Improvement of basic 
professional knowledge of forest workers 

2019-08-31_BMEL2_Final_Report_Workers_SER_ENG.pdf 

FoA 5  Final report - Promotion of long-term partnerships between 
Serbian and German institutions on the topic 

2019-08-31 FoA5-Long-term-partnership_ENG_SER.pdf 

FoA 5 5.2 Memorandum of Understanding – HessenForst - FCH 2019-08-31_BMEL_MoU-Long-term-partnership-Serbia-
Hessen_v2_ENG.pdf 
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6.5 Attachment of selected important documents 

As indicated in Attachment 7.3, the listed documents and reports are attached as digital copies 

to this report.  
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6.6 Documentation of current project planning  

6.6.1 Project planning matrix (PPM)  

Hereafter the latest Project Planning Matrix (Version 4) including changes made asked during 

the first Steering Committee Meeting (14.12.2017) is presented. It contains the related activities 

planned to attain the indicators and results. For each activity the status at 31.08.2019 has been 

described and the progress has been evaluated. 
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Version 6                                                                                                                                                                        Date: 31.08.2019 Planned period: 11/2017- 08/2019 (22 Months) 

Title: Promotion of Vocational and Practical Postgraduate Training in the Serbian Forestry Sector (Project number: W-SRB 17-01) 
 

 

Development goal: Ecological, economic and socially sustainable forest management in Serbia is implemented. 
 

 
 

 Indicators 
 

 Sources of verification 
 

 Assumptions 
Project objectives: 

1. Vocational training and practical 
postgraduate training programs for 
relevant professional groups are 
piloted for implementing 
sustainable forest management  

2. The officially approved Improved 

FMP and Monitoring Methodology 

as well as the Management 

Guidelines are used as integrated 

part in vocational training and 

practical postgraduate training 

programs 

 

 

 The FMP bylaws is enacted in 30.04.2018 as binding 
legal document for future FMP, Forest Monitoring, and 
Forest Management  

o based on the Improved FMP and Monitoring 
Methodology and  

o the Forest Management Guidelines 

 Selected existing educational institutions (FCH, 
technical school etc.) offer postgraduate training 
programs for different target groups (engineers, 
technicians, workers) by July 2019. In case of Engineers 
and Technicians, the Improved FMP and Monitoring 
Methodology as well as the Management Guidelines 
are used. 

 A first group of FCH licensed forest engineers applies 
improved skills in FMP, Monitoring and forest 
management by July 2019 

 A concept for a dual-apprenticeship for forest workers 
is  developed and allows a concrete start of education 
in line with the newest regulations on dual 
apprenticeship in Serbia by July 2019 

 

 

 MAFWM publications 

 Project progress report of 
consultant & ISTE reports 

 Protocols of license issuing 

 ISTE reports  

 Official documents bylaw and 
related FMP Manual, Technical 
guidelines and the Management 
Guidelines 

 Compilation of implemented 
curricula and postgraduate 
training programs 

 

 

The political will to improve 
and support vocational 
training and practical 
postgraduate training 
programs in the forestry 
sector. 

The will to improve the 
forest resources in Serbia by 
implementation of a 
sustainable, multifunctional, 
close to nature forest 
management. 

The necessary budgets and 
in kind contributions as 
foreseen by the activity plan 
are available. 

 
  



 

 

 
 

 

 

 Results 
 

 Indicators 
 

 

 Sources of verification 
 

 Assumptions 

Field of Activity / Result 1:  

The improved FMP & Monitoring 
Methodology as well as the new 
Management Guidelines for the 
implementation of sustainable forest 
management are officially adopted and 
practical postgraduate training at the 
FCH based on them is implemented in 
form of pilot training courses. 

 

 1.1. A new bylaw on FMP is adopted considering the 
improved FMP and Monitoring Methodology and all 
related manuals, technical guidelines, the Management 
Guidelines and the Manual for Management Practice by 
April 2018. 

 1.2 A postgraduate training program and training 
materials to implement the Improved FMP and 
Monitoring Methodology and Management Guidelines 
are elaborated and officially adopted by the FCH in June 
2018. 

 1.3 One training course for future trainers regarding the 
FMP Methodology is implemented by August 2018 and 
at least 80 % of the participants have rated it positively. 

 1.4. One training course for future trainers regarding the 
Management Guidelines is implemented by August 
2018 and at least 80 % of the participants have rated it 
positively. 

 1.5 After the training of trainers the second feedback 
loop led to updated FMP Manual, related technical 
guidelines and Management Guidelines. The update is 
officially adopted by the Directorate of Forest and 
published by September 2018. 

 1.6. The trainers have been guided to implement a 
training course for engineers regarding a) the FMP 
Methodology and b) the Management Guidelines and at 
least 80 % of the participants rate it positively. 

 

 Protocols of the PWG  

 STE protocols and reports  

 Bylaw published by the MAFWM 

 Training program and training 
material documents, description of 
demonstration plots 

 Training protocols of trainers  

 Training evaluation sheets of each 
participant of each training 

 > 80 % of the participants of the 
mentioned trainings rate the 
respective training as positive. 

 Forest chamber licenses 

 

 Available in kind 
contribution of the 
partners. 

 The fine tuning and 
finalization of the 
Improved FMP 
Methodology and the 
Management Guidelines is 
completed in time by the 
Serbian “FMP 
Commission”  

 Excellent trainers involved 
in the development of the 
methodology for FMP & 
Monitoring as well as 
Management Guidelines 
will be selected. 

 The employers are 
financing trainers and 
participants. 

 Fast adoption process for 
the bylaw 

 Chamber is functioning  
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Act Nr. Title_Activity Description of the planned activities Status – August 2019 Start Duration End 

1.1.A A) Finalization of the 
Improved FMP 
Methodology 

A) Finalization of the improved Methodology  Completed 100% done. The two times revised FMP 
documents: FMP manual and technical guidelines are 
handed over to the Directorate of Forest (DoF) and are 
published.  

20.12.17 4.4 30.04.18 

1.1.A.1  Technical guidelines for GIS and remote sensing  

Adapt and approve a new version of the Inventory 
instructions 

Completed 100% done, DELAY 6 months. Approval by PWG, 
delivered to DoF 

20.12.17 4.4 30.04.18 

1.1.A.2  Update of the „Codebook”,  implementation of the 
codebook into OSNOVA software 

Completed 100% done, DELAY 12 months. Update in the 
improved version of the FMP software OSNOVA (electronic 
codebook) delivered to the DoF 

20.12.17 4.4 30.04.18 

1.1.A.3  Improved analysis of DOZNAKA in OSNOVA Software;   Completed 100% done, 6 months delay. Part of the improved 
version of the FMP software OSNOVA delivered to the DoF 

20.12.17 4.4 30.04.18 

1.1.A.4  New function for “Plan Seca” (Einschlagsplanung) 
(incorporate Excel sheet) in OSNOVA software 

Completed 100% done, 6 months delay. Part of the improved 
version of the FMP software OSNOVA delivered to the DoF 

20.12.17 4.4 30.04.18 

1.1.A.5  Completion of a new chapter structure and reporting 
features for the economic analysis and planning for 
the FMP document 

Completed 100% done DELAY 6 months. 20.12.17 4.4 30.04.18 

1.1.B B) Complete  
Management 
Guidelines  

B) Development of forest management guidelines for 
not previously included management groups:  
Develop 10 MG and a manual about how to use it (4 + 
6 new MG)  

Completed, 100% done, DELAY 12 months. Rationales: See 
above at 1.1.A.  
Management Guidelines for eight Management Types are 
now part of the compendium “Manual for management 
practice”(see 1.1.B.4) 

20.12.17 4.4 30.04.18 

1.1.B.1  Analysis of the new central forest database adding 
statistical information to the management guidelines  

Completed 20.12.17 4.4 30.04.18 

1.1.B.2  Development of a final list of Management TYPES! Completed 20.12.17 2.8 30.04.18 

1.1.B.3  Incorporate the results of the team Hochbichler for 
coppice of Beech and Oak 

Completed; 2 new Management Guidelines formed 20.12.17 4.4 30.04.18 

1.1.B.4  Develop a “Manual for management practice” 
describing the system and definition of Silvicultural 
Systems (Femelschlag, Shelter wood etc.)  

Completed 100% done with good inputs from ISTE Kohnle, 
DELAY 3 months. Important input for the Training. Approved 
by PWG. Delivered to DoF 05/2019. Second revision by DoF 
after 2nd feedback in July 2019. 

20.12.17 5.4 30.04.18 

1.1.B.5  Definition of Management guidelines - Why using 
Management guidelines; System of Management 
types (GT); 

Completed 100% done with good inputs from ISTE Kohnle, 
DELAY 6 months. Important input for the Training. Approved 
by PWG. Part of the “Manual for management practice”. 

20.12.17 5.4 30.04.18 

1.2. Experts Feedback 
(Part 1) & FMP Bylaw 

Presentation and discussion of improved 
methodology with technical planers, scientists and 
decision-makers and if necessary adaption of 
materials taking the feedback into account. After a 
defined hearing and commenting process, the 
guidelines can then be finally adopted. The official 

Completed 100% done. Bylaw and all related manuals and 
technical guidelines has been published by the DoF for 
comments in May 2019.  

01.02.18 2.9 30.04.18 



 

 

Act Nr. Title_Activity Description of the planned activities Status – August 2019 Start Duration End 

recognition, and thus the mandatory application of 
the guidelines, takes place by decree of the ministry.  

1.3. Training Material & 
Training Program 

Transfer of the final Management Guidelines and of 
the FMP manuals into practical instruction and 
educational material (in Serbian language). After that 
the training contents proposed by the project need to 
be defined and structures and corresponding training 
material need to be produced. Since much attention 
is drawn on the aspect of practicing vocational and 
postgraduate training in the project, suitable 
demonstration areas, which can be used for training 
and examination purposes on the ground, should be 
taken into account.  

Completed 100% done. The FMP Manuals, technical 
guidelines and the Management Guidelines have been 
introduced and actively used during the training courses. In 
addition presentations were develop as training material and 
the improved FMP software OSNOVA & GIS software have 
been used. 

For the training of the Management Guidelines model stands 
had been established in both of the pilot FMUs. 
Marteloscope technique and software of the EU 
INTEGRATE+ project could be applied to train new 
management strategies.   

01.03.18 7.6 15.10.18 

1.4.A Training of Trainers: 
FMP & Monitoring 

A) Training of Trainers allowing the presentation and 
discussion of improved methodology with a wider 
group of FMP planers and silvicultural experts from 
the practice and if necessary adaptation of materials 
taking the feedback into account.   

Completed 100% done. ToT course was held in 10/2018.  16.07.18 3.5 30.10.18 

1.4.B Training of Trainers: 
Management 
Guidelines 

B) Training of Trainers allowing the presentation and 
discussion of improved methodology with a wider 
group of silvicultural experts and “tree marking” 
engineers from the practice and if necessary 
adaptation of materials taking the feedback into 
account.  

Completed 100% done. ToT course was held in 03/2019. 16.07.18 8.6 30.03.19 

1.4.B.2 Training of Trainers: 
Management 
Guidelines - Training 
Course 

NEW: Additional Training for supertrainer to be able 
to use and understand the Marteloscope technique. 
3-days Training in Marteloscope software and 
approach from INTEGRATE+ project for the “super 
trainer” selected to held the first training for trainers. 

Completed 100% done. Rescheduled for spring 2019 and 
shortened. “Supertrainer” were trained to use the 
INTEGRATE+ software on tablet computers in the field. More 
than 80 % of the participants have rated it positively. 

16.07.18 8.6 30.03.19 

1.5. Experts Feedback 
(part 2) & Approval 

After a defined hearing and commenting process, the 
a) FMP Methodology and the b) Management 
Guidelines can then be finally adopted. The official 
recognition, and thus the mandatory application of 
the guidelines, takes place by decree of the ministry.  

Completed 100% done. Based on comments received from 
the “call for public comments” by DoF until 01.06.2019. This 
last round of negotiations before final approval has been 
performed at 10.07.2019. Documents had been revised and 
handed over to DoF for the final adoption by MAFWM.  

31.03.19 1.0 30.04.19 

1.6. Support of training 
courses led by the 
new trainers  

For topics A) and B): training courses led by the new 
trainers (trained in the context of activity 1.4) with a 
wide group of forest engineers as “final customers”. 
The training covers both topics the A) improved FMP 
and monitoring methodology as well as B) the new 
Management Guidelines. Here is another link to the 
activities in the FoA 2: The training is organized and 
coordinated by the FCH 

Completed 100% done.  

A) FMP training:  First organized and financed by the FCH in 
13.-17.11.2018.More than 80 % of the participants have 
rated it positively. Second course with financial support of 
the project and organized by the FCH had to be scheduled 
for 09/2019. Delay 3 months. Rationale: No approval by 
Vojvodinašume as there were no directors and deputy 
directors from July 2019 to September 2019 on position.  

B) Management Guidelines: Held 01.-05.07.2019. More than 
80 % of the participants have rated it positively. 

01.05.19 2.0 30.06.19 
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 Results 
 

 Indicators 

 
 

 

 Sources of verification 
 

 Assumptions 

Field of Activity / Result 2:  

The forestry chamber is able to fulfil the 
tasks defined in the forest law and 
implements vocational training and practical 
postgraduate training measures for forest 
engineers based on a licensing system. 

 

 2.1 The organizational development of the forestry 
chamber is concluded. It is described in an internal 
statute including an development program for the work 
of the chamber by April 2018 

 2.2 Standard operational procedures for the work of 
the forestry chamber exist by May 2018 

 2.3 Procedures on awarding / retaining of licenses are 
elaborated by May 2018 

 2.4 Based on the procedures on awarding of licenses 
more than 80% of the engineers have applied to receive 
a license by August 2019. 

 2.5. The FCH has organized the pilot training prepared 
under FoA 1 and the related licensing procedure is 
completed by December 2018. 

 2.6 More than 60% of the engineers trained in FMP 
Methodology and Management Guidelines (see 
Indicator 1.6) receive a license after their exam at the 
FCH. 

 

 

 Protocols of the PWG  

 STE protocols and reports  

 Approved institutional statute 
and included long term 
development program of FCH 

 Approved standard operational 
procedures of FCH 

 Approved procedures on 
awarding licenses / certificates of 
FCH 

See result 1 / FoA 1: 

 Training protocols of trainers  

 Training evaluation sheets of 
each participant of each training 

 > 80 % of the participants of the 
mentioned trainings rate the 
respective training as positive. 

 Forest chamber licenses 

 

 Available in kind 
contribution of the 
partners. 

 The decision-making 
procedures of the FCH are 
functioning. 

 Will of the Serbian partners 
to demonstrate the 
functioning of the FCH 

 

  



 

 

 

Act 
Nr. 

Title_Activity Description of the activities Status – August 2019 Start Dura
tion 

End 

 2.1 Support 
restructuring process 
of FCH 

Technical support of the restructuring process of the 
forestry chamber and elaboration of a long-term 
concept 

Completed 100% done. DELAY 14 months.  

It is approved by PWG, FCH and SC that for all three professional groups the 
FCH will be the Training Center. Technicians and Forest Workers will NOT be 
member of the chamber but served by the FCH for practical vocational 
training in form of Trainee periods, the organization of exams and 
certifications/licensing. Secondly the FCH will be responsible for the 
postgraduate training course program for all professional groups.  

A first office staff has been hired, the planned managing director is not 
established. 

20.12.17 4.4 30.04.18 

 2.2 Standard operation 
procedures for FCH 

Support of the forestry chamber in developing their 
standard operational procedures (among other things 
structures and procedures, responsibilities and legal 
aspects, personnel issues, technical contents, etc.),  

Completed 100% done. DELAY 8 months. Based on the final decision about 
the structural changed of the FCH – mainly driven by the new role as Training 
Center - proposals to revise the forest law, bylaws and the FCH statute are 
developed. Proposals for commissions to develop the annual training course 
catalogue are developed. 

The Business Model calculation for the FCH has been updated and handed 
over to the FCH. 

15.02.18 10.5 31.12.18 

2.2.1 Standard operation 
procedures for FCH 

NEW activity: 2 more workshop days allowing to define 
how Technicians and Forest Worker can be member of 
the chamber and adopt legal and statute frame of FCH. 

Completed 100% done. Slight DELAY. The planned workshops moderated by 
B. Wippel had been rescheduled for 02/2019.  

15.02.18 10.5 31.12.18 

 2.3 Licensing procedure Elaboration of licensing procedures including e.g. 
examination guidelines 

Completed 100% done. The essential "Expert Commission" was installed and 
license exams for forest engineers are constantly performed since 2018. The 
existing bylaw could be used for a kind of “transitional license” for engineers 
working in the sector for years. A proposal for the future standard procedure 
for the license exam following the trainee period is developed as a proposal 
for an improved bylaw.  

15.02.18 3.5 31.05.18 

 2.4 Support first 
licensing 

Technical guidance and support of the first licensing 
processes   

Completed 100% done. The total number of members is 695 in June 2019, 
the number who applied 450 (65%) and passed the exam was 262. During 
July 2019 additional exams have be organized for 75 candidates. The target 
to get over 80% from total FCH members licensed could be achieved. 

16.07.18 11.6 30.06.19 

 2.5 Live-long-learning 
concept 

Development of a life-long-learning concept: It consists 
of a newly developed postgraduate training program 
and an improved curriculum for the university 
education considering demands of the forestry practice 

Completed 100% done. Concept developed and agreed. A) Improved 
curriculum for the University. B) Concept for a systematic trainee year 
(“Referendariat” approach) as combination of training on the job and central 
courses organized by the FCH. C) Postgraduate training concept related with 
the license. License forces the regular postgraduate training as obligation to 
maintain it. Catalogue with proposed training courses for the next 3-4 years  

15.02.18 4.5 30.06.18 

 2.6 Feasibility test: 
Training & licensing 

Development of a feasibility testing in the context of 
licensing procedures  
Support of the substantial and logistical preparation 
(e.g. selection of training areas) of training events and 
examinations 

Completed to 95% at the end of August. Several training courses had been 
rescheduled to 2019 (see FoA 1 and FoA 3).  One training course need to be 
held in September 2019 (see FoA 1.6). 

16.07.18 5.6 31.12.18 
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 Results 
 

 Indicators 
 

 Sources of verification 
 

 Assumptions 

Field of Activity / Result 3:  

The vocational training and postgraduate 
training of forest technicians improved at a 
selected training center for postgraduate 
trainings. 

 

 3.1 Organizational and technical proposals on how to 
setup a training center for postgraduate training based 
on the existing facilities (Schools, FCH) exists and 
changes in legal frame are proposed by June 2018. 

 3.2 A practical postgraduate training program is 
developed by September 2018. 

 3.3 An improved curriculum considering more practical 
training and the dual apprenticeship concept is 
developed for technicians by September 2018. 

 3.4 Training materials for the pilot postgraduate 
training courses are developed by October 2018 and 
used for the pilot training activities. 

 3.5 One postgraduate training for trainers is 
implemented organized by the newly selected training 
center by December 2018. At least 80% of the 
participants of each training have rated it positively. 

 3.6 At least two further training courses are 
implemented by the newly developed training center 
without the support of the project and at least 80% of 
the participants have rated it as positive by July 2019. 

 

 Protocols of the PWG  

 STE protocols and reports  

 Postgraduate Training program  

 Revised curriculum including 
elements of dual apprenticeship 
describes a more practice oriented 
vocational training  

 Printed training materials 

 Training protocols of trainers  

 Training evaluation sheets of each 
participant of each training 

 

 

 Available in kind 
contribution of the 
partners. 

 A training center can be 
defined and preliminary 
approved (PWG). 

 Excellent trainers from 
practice, schools and 
university are selected.  

 The employers are 
financing trainers and 
participants. 

 Will of the Serbian 
partners to demonstrate 
the functioning of the 
newly defined training 
center via pilot activities. 

 

  



 

 

Act 

Nr. 

Title_Activity Description of the planned 

activities 

Status - August 2019 Start Duration End 

3.1. Organization of  
training center and 
training program 

Organize postgraduate trainings for 
active forest technicians: ToR: 1. 
supporting the organization of 
postgraduate trainings of active forest 
technicians (among other things 
clarifying competencies, definition of 
contents, etc.). (ex. 3.1) 

Completed 100% done.  

See descriptions of status at the sub-activities below. 

01.04.18 7.1 01.12.18 

3.1.1. Training center  Discuss a training center for forest 
technicians (legal, organizational, 
facilities, equipment) 

Completed 100% done. Finally DELAY 9 months. Very early the FCH has been 
selected as Training Center. The proposal to re-build the FCH as central 
professional association for the forestry sector including Technicians and 
open for future Forest Workers was intensively discussed and finally not 
supported by some project partners. Forest Technicians are not member of 
the FCH. The FCH is in charge for a) a systematic Trainee Period b) organizing 
the Postgraduate Training program for Technicians. Technicians are 
institutionally involved in setting up of the training course catalogue.  

01.04.18 7.1 31.10.18 

3.1.2. Draft adaptation of the 
legal frame 

Draft respective bylaws  Completed 100% done. Finally DELAY 9 months. 

Proposals for changes of the forest law, a new bylaw for Forest Technicians, 
their practical vocational training (trainee period), the examination and 
licensing, the postgraduate training and maintenance of licenses are 
developed (see also FoA 2) 

Proposals are made for changes in the statute of the FCH (see also FoA 2). 

01.06.18 5.1 01.12.18 

3.1.3. Postgraduate training 
program (lifelong 
learning) 

Postgraduate Training Program Completed 100% done. DELAY 4 months.  

Approved is the obligation for a systematic Trainee Period for Technicians of 
12 months. The concept describes it as a combined system of a) training on 
the job and b) a centrally organized training courses. Forest Technicians will 
pass a license exam at the end of the Trainee Period. The License includes the 
obligation to maintain it via Postgraduate Training (as for Engineers).   

01.06.18 5.1 02.11.18 

3.2 Revision of curricula Prepare new or amended existing 
curricula for Forest technicians (ex 3.2) 

Completed 100% done. DELAY 4 months.  

For Technicians as for Forest Workers a dual education system following the 
new Serbian "law on dual education" has been targeted and widely agreed 
among the project partners especially by the Technical Schools. The Ministry 
of Education was early involved and informed. It supports the project 
activities and targets. The expert team developed a proposal for a curriculum 
for the technical schools.  

01.06.18 10.1 30.03.19 

3.2.1A Revision of curricula 
(phase 2) 

Additional WKS for Revision of curricula 
for forest Technicians (together with 
FoA 4) : 2 round table workshops on 
dual education were scheduled for 
December 2018  

Completed 100% done. First Round Table Workshop on Dual Education has 
been completed in 12/2018.  

01.06.18 10.1 30.03.19 

3.2.1.B Revision of curricula 
(phase 2) 

Additional WKS for Revision of curricula 
for forest Technicians (together with 
FoA 4): 2 round table workshops on 
dual education were scheduled for 
January 2019. 

Completed 100% done. The second workshop was held at 25.01.2019. 01.06.18 10.1 30.03.19 
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Act 

Nr. 

Title_Activity Description of the planned 

activities 

Status - August 2019 Start Duration End 

3.3. Certification scheme Discuss a certificate scheme in analogy 
to the license system of the FCH. 
Establish a  certification scheme for 
forest technicians who pass the training 
(ex 3.5) 

Completed 100% done. Instead of a certification the term licensing was taken 
over for Forest Technicians as well. The concept approved by the PWG and 
FCH plans a 6-month trainee period. It ends with a license exam. Like for the 
Forest Engineers the license is related with the obligation to maintain it via 
regular postgraduate training courses. As Forest Technicians are not member 
of the FCH, the project proposed a new bylaw regulating the trainee period, 
the exam and the licensing as well as the postgraduate training.   

01.06.18 10.1 31.03.19 

3.4. Training Material Develop adapted training material:  2 
thematic topics and 2 courses (ex.3.2) 
(Training topics:  Theme 1: 
Management Guidelines and Theme 2  

Completed 100% done. Theme 1: Management Guidelines – material and 
concept could be taken over from FoA 1. 

As Theme 2 a joined course for Forest Technicians and Forest Worker has 
been developed: „Improved Harvesting operations“. Subjects are safe and 
efficient work in cutting and – especially for Technicians – improved wood 
assorting (see also FoA 4.3) 

15.06.18 3.1 15.03.19 

3.4.1 Training Material Additional Mission to complete the 
work on Training Material - combined 
with 2nd WKS on revision of Curriculum 
(together with FoA 4) 

Completed 100% done in January 2019 

 

15.06.18 8.6 28.02.19 

3.5. Technical support 
training courses  

Give technical support of the first 
trainings:  a) training-for-trainer courses 
and b) 2 training courses taken over by 
the new trainers (ex 3.3) 

Completed 100% done.  

See descriptions of status at the sub-activities below. 

01.09.18 10.6 15.07.19 

3.5.1. Training of trainers 
(New theme 2) 

Training of Trainers for theme 2 Completed 100% done. As the course “Improved Harvesting operations“ was 
planned as joined course for Forest Technicians and Forest Worker a first 
phase of training could be added. A group of 8 very experienced Forest 
Workers, Forest Technicians and Forest Engineers could be trained at 
HessenForst – Weilburg using the facilities and training techniques in Hessen 
(see also 4.6.1.A). These group of “Super Trainer” implemented the following 
ToT in Serbia with support of the expert teams. 

Part 1: Field Trip of a team of „Super Trainer“ to Weilburg (08.-12.04.2019)  

Part 2: Training of Trainers at Goč (26.05 - 01.06.2019) 

01.09.18 11.1 30.07.19 

3.5.2. Support of training 
courses led by the new 
trainers (Theme 1) 

Training Technicians in Theme 1: 
Management Guidelines 

Completed 100% done.  A course introducing the Management Guidelines 
was held 01.-05.07.2019. More than 80% of the participants have rated it as 
positive. 

01.03.19 5.1 31.07.19 

3.5.3. Support of training 
courses led by the new 
trainers (Theme 2) 

Training Technicians in Theme 2 Completed 100% done.  A course Improved Harvesting Operations was held 
in Goč, 24.-28.06.2019 year. More than 80% of the participants have rated it 
as positive. 

01.03.19 5.1 31.07.19 

3.6. Evaluation of trainings Evaluate the training (ex 3.6.) Completed 100% done. Lessons learned and recommendations are part of 
the final report of the expert team. 

01.09.18 10.6 15.07.19 

  



 

 

 

 Results 
 

 Indicators 
 

 Sources of verification 
 

 Assumptions 

Field of Activity / Result 4:  

A concept of vocational training and 
practical postgraduate training of forest 
workers is developed including a concept 
for a training center. The implementation of 
practical work in the forest by forester 
workers is improved by pilot training 
activities for forest workers. 

 

 4.1 Organizational and technical proposal on how to 
setup a training center based on the existing facilities 
(Schools, FCH) exists and changes in the legal frame are 
proposed by August 2018. 

 4.2 A concept for a dual-apprenticeship for forest 
workers is developed in line with the newest 
regulations on vocational training in Serbia by August 
2018. 

 4.3 A practical postgraduate training program is 
developed for forest workers by August 2018. 

 4.4 Training materials and sites for the pilot training 
courses are prepared by the newly defined training 
center in November 2018. 

 4.5 A training course for trainer is implemented by the 
newly defined training center and least 80% of the 
participants have rate it as positive by April 2019. 

 4.6 Two training courses are held by the trainers and 
least 80% of the participants have rated it as positive by 
July 2019. 

 

 Protocols of the PWG  

 STE protocols and reports 

 Curriculum for the apprenticeship 
of forest workers 

 Proposal for a legal definition of 
the apprenticeship  

 Postgraduate training program 
document 

 Printed training materials 

 Training protocols of trainers  

 Training evaluation sheets of each 
participant of each training 

 

 

 Available in kind 
contribution of the 
partners. 

 A training center can be 
defined and preliminary 
approved (PWG). 

 Excellent trainers from 
practice, schools and 
university are selected.  

 The employers are 
financing trainers and 
participants. 

 Will of the Serbian 
partners to demonstrate 
the functioning of the 
newly defined training 
center via pilot activities. 
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Act Nr. Title_Activity Description of the activities Status – August 2019 Start Duration End 

4.1 Shortcomings in 

operations 
Analyze shortcomings in the forest 
operations (ex 4.1) 

Completed 100% done. Chapter of the final report of the expert team. 01.04.18 1.5 15.05.18 

4.2. Apprenticeship concept Develop a concept for the apprenticeship 
for forest workers:  An organizational and 
technical concept on how to improve 
vocational training and practical 
postgraduate training at a responsible 
training center exist. (ex 4.6) 

Completed 100% done.  
See description of status at the sub-activities. 

01.05.18 7.6 15.03.19 

4.2.1. Training Center Discuss a training center for forest 
workers (legal, organizational, facilities, 
equipment) 

Completed 100% done. Finally DELAY 3 months. Very early the FCH has 
been selected as Training Center for Forest Worker as for all other 
professional groups. The proposal to re-build the FCH as central 
professional association for the forestry sector including Technicians and 
open for future Forest Workers was intensively discussed and finally not 
supported by some project partners. Forest Worker will not be member 
of the FCH.  

It is approved that the FCH is in charge for organizing the Postgraduate 
Training program for Forest Worker. A qualification on-the-job is part of 
the training course program organized by the FCH. The Forest Workers 
are institutionally involved in setting up of the training course catalogue. 

01.05.18 2.5 15.03.19 

4.2.2. Adapt the legal frame Draft respective bylaws  Completed 100% done. Finally DELAY 8 months. 

Proposals for changes of the forest law regarding the postgraduate 
training of Forest Worker have been developed. Proposals are made for 
changes in the statute of the FCH (see also FoA 2). 

01.07.18 5.1 30.11.18 

4.2.3 Curriculum 

development  
Develop a concept and curriculum for the 
apprenticeship for forest workers 

Completed 100% done. DELAY 4 months.  

For Technicians as for Forest Workers a dual education system following 
the new Serbian "law on dual education" is targeted and fully agreed 
among the project partners especially by the Technical Schools. The 
Ministry of Education was early involved and informed. It supports the 
project activities and targets. The expert team developed a proposal for 
a curriculum for the technical schools.  

Together with the Technical Schools a dual curriculum has been drafted 
based on the German concept and Serbian legal frame. 

For Forest Worker in practice a “qualification on-the-job” was 
developed. A set of basic training courses from the catalogue of courses 
for forest workers can be combined and completed by an examination 
organized by the FCH. The examination consists of 2 parts: Theoretical 
knowledge of various techniques and practical work. The commission is 
setup by the Technical Schools and certified Trainers. The chamber 
issues certificates for the trained Forest Worker as for the dual educated 
pupils. 

The initiative of the project to get Srbijašume, a group of forest service 
companies and the Technical School in Kraljevo to sign a letter of intent 
for a first group of 15 pupils to be dual educated as Forest Worker, could 
not been achieved in the frame of the project..  

01.06.18 10.1 30.03.19 



 

 

Act Nr. Title_Activity Description of the activities Status – August 2019 Start Duration End 

4.2.3.1.A Curriculum 

development 
Additional WKS for Revision of curricula 
for forest Technicians (together with FoA 
3) : 2 round table workshops on dual 
education were scheduled for December 
2018  

Completed 100% done. First Round Table Workshop on Dual Education 
has been completed in 12/2018.  

01.06.18 10.1 30.03.19 

4.2.3.1.B Curriculum 

development 
Additional WKS for Revision of curricula 
for forest Technicians (together with FoA 
3): 2 round table workshops on dual 
education were scheduled for January 
2019. 

Completed 100% done. The second workshop was held at 25.01.2019. 01.06.18 10.1 30.03.19 

4.2.4. Postgraduate training 

program (lifelong 

learning) 

Develop a postgraduate training program 
(lifelong learning) 

Completed 100% done.  

The approved concept plans a 3 years dual education. The exam is 
performed by the Technical Schools and the companies involved in the 
dual system. The certified Forest Worker are enrolled at the FCH and 
have to maintain their qualification – as all other professional groups – 
by maintaining the certificate via a postgraduate training program. A first 
catalogue of training courses has been developed.  
   

01.06.18 10.1 30.03.19 

4.3.A Curriculum for trainer of 

forest workers 
Develop a new job profile and curriculum 
for trainers of forest workers (ex.4.2) 

Completed 100% done. DELAY 6 months. 

Based on the requirement profile for future trainer of Forest Worker 
(see 4.4) a curriculum for trainers has been developed by the expert 
team. 

15.07.18 8 28.02.19 

4.3.B Curriculum for trainer of 

forest workers 
Field Trip with School Teachers to 
HessenForst 

Completed 100% during February 2019. 
 

15.07.18 7 04.02.19 

4.4. Job profiles for trainers 

of forest workers 
Develop job profiles for future trainers of 
forest workers (ex 4.5) 

Completed 100% done. DELAY 6 months. 

The expert team developed a requirement profile for future trainer of 
Forest Worker, which can be applied in analogue form for any trainer to 
be qualified for the postgraduate training program. 

15.07.18 8 28.02.19 

4.5. Training Material Develop adapted training material:  
Potential themes are work safety and 
felling techniques (ex 4.6) 

Completed 100% done. DELAY 2 months. 

A joined course for Forest Technicians and Forest Worker has been 
developed: „Improved Harvesting Operations“. Subjects are safe and 
efficient work in felling operations and improved wood assorting (see 
also FoA 3.3). Training material regarding newest felling techniques, safe 
and efficient chain saw work and the forming of wood assortments has 
been provided for the training courses. 

01.09.18 6 28.02.19 

4.6. Technical support 

training courses  
Support and implement first trainings-of-
trainer and first training by the trainers 
(ex 4.3) 

Completed 100% done.   

See description of status at the sub-activities. 

15.02.19 5 15.07.19 

4.6.1.A Training of trainers Field Trip with School Teachers to 
HessenForst. Dual system education for 
forest workers  at HessenForst – 
Weilburg  

Completed 100% done. 

For the development of the joint training course “Improved Harvesting 
operations“a first phase of training could be added by this field trip to 
Hessen. A group of 8 very experienced Forest Workers, Forest 
Technicians and Forest Engineers could be trained at Hessen-Forst – 
Weilburg using the facilities and training techniques in Hessen (see also 

15.02.19 5 30.06.19 
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Act Nr. Title_Activity Description of the activities Status – August 2019 Start Duration End 

FoA 3.5.1). These group of “Super Trainer” implemented the following 
ToT in Serbia with support of the expert teams. 

Part 1: Field Trip of a team of „Super Trainer“ to Weilburg, 08.-
12.04.2019 

4.6.1. B Training of trainers Training of Trainers Completed 100% done. 

The ToT course “Improved Harvesting Operations“ was performed at 
Goč, 26.05 - 01.06.2019 

15.02.19 5 30.06.19 

4.6.2 Support of training 

courses led by new 

trainers 

Courses for Forest Workers Completed 100% done. 

A course for Technicians and Workers led by the new trainers was held in 
Goč, 24-28.06.2019 with 10 participants 

01.07.19 1 30.07.19 

4.7. Evaluation of training Evaluate the trainings and propose 
amendments (ex 4.4) 

Completed 100% done. 

Lessons learned and recommendations are part of the final report of the 
expert team. 

15.02.19 5 15.07.19 

  



 

 

 

 Results 
 

 Indicators 
 

 Sources of verification 
 

 Assumptions 

Field of Activity / Result 5:  

The prerequisites for starting cooperation 
and partnership between German and 
Serbian institutions and associations on the 
topic of vocational training and practical 
postgraduate training are established. 

 

 5.1 Visits of Serbian delegations of overall at least 10 
participants to Germany to prepare partnerships with 
at least two organizations / institutions by October 
2018. 

 5.2 A MoU between the FCH and a German institution 
on the intended cooperation has been signed by August 
2019. 
 

 

 Study Tour Report 

 Evaluation documents of the 
organizer and participants 

 Institutional pre-agreement 
concerning long term partnerships 

 

 Serbian and German 
partners provide sufficient 
financial resources to 
maintain partnership and 
cooperation beyond the 
project period. 

 

Act Nr. Title_Activity Description of the 

activities 

Status - June 2018 Start Duration End 

5.1. Inputs from German 

partner institutions via 

experts 

Inputs from German experts in all 
FoA with their knowledge and 
experience regarding all Fields of 
Activities 

Completed 100% done. 
All selected ISTE opened and deepened the relations between German 
institutions (FVA Freiburg, Forstverein, Forest Faculty Freiburg, HessenForst 
Training Center Weilburg) and the Serbian forest sector.  

20.12.17 19 30.06.19 

5.2. Establishing of 

contacts 

Establishing first contacts to 
German partner organizations 
and institutions via the 
international experts of the 
targeted institutions 

Identified and addressed as first-hand partner for a long-term partnership have 
been HessenForst and the Weilburg-Training center and “Deutsche 
Forstverein” as partner for the FCH. Options for a long term partnership 
forming a potential “Third-phase-Serbia-project” have been discussed with a 
positive resonance with HessenForst. 

Discussed outline of a long-term partnership:  

 5 years partnership project  

 Regular field visits in both countries  

 German support for the new trainee education (Engineers and 
Forest Technicians)  

 Education of trainers  

 Provision of more training material for implementing new dual-
education curricula at technical schools  

 Regular exchange of staff. 

 Key issue to be solved: How can Serbian and German partners 
provide sufficient financial resources to maintain partnership and 
cooperation? 

A MoA will be signed by HessenForst and the MAFWM and the FCH during 
September 2019.  

As without financial funding both sides do not see a realistic chance for a lively 
long-term partnership source for funding had been retrieved.   

20.12.17 12 15.12.18 

5.3. Delegation visit Preparation and supervision of a 
Serbian delegation visit to 
Germany 

Completed 100% in November 2019 

The representatives of the PWG got the opportunity to visit this central 
training center for postgraduate education and postgraduate training. They got 

01.10.18 2 30.11.18 
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Act Nr. Title_Activity Description of the 

activities 

Status - June 2018 Start Duration End 

an inside of its institutional set-up, the legal frame, the business model and 
several practical examples of training courses. The field trip allowed to develop 
the contacts and the approach for a future long-term partnership. 

 

 

 
 



 

 

6.7 Photographic documentation  

 

Photo 1: Second workshop with main stakeholder in Serbian forest sector regarding introduction 

of Dual System of education in technical schools in Serbia (Hotel Šumadija Belgrade January 

2019) 
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Photo 2: Future trainers of Forest Workers and Forest Technicians at the Forestry Training 

Center Weilburg of HessenForst. Introduction to the future trainers’ didactic and presentation 

skills (Hessen, April 2019)  



 

 

 

Photo 3: Future trainers of Forest Workers and Forest Technicians at the Forestry Training 

Center Weilburg of HessenForst. First part of the training of trainers in timber harvesting 

operation (Hessen, April 2019) 
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Photo 4: Second part of the training for trainers in timber harvesting operation (Training Center 

Goč, May 2019) 



 

 

 
Photo 5: Second training in the new Forest Management Guidelines. Use of tablets and Marteloscope 
approach at G&Y demonstration plots. Training in virtual marking (July 2019) 
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Photo 6: Field trip during the final PWG workshop (June 2019 at Goč). Practical presentation of 

the derivation of a management strategy for a forest stand using the Forest Management 

Guidelines in combination with the marteloscope approach visualizing the results of virtual 

marking of trees at a G&Y demonstration plot. 

 

 

 



 

 

6.8 Complete documentation of material resources handover to implementing body  

The material resources have been given to the Forestry Chamber as main project partner. FCH decided by their executive board decision to give certain 

material resources to the Faculty of Forestry as it is specified in last column in table below. As main reason for leaving certain equipment to Faculty of 

Forestry is involvement of faculty staff in future preparation and implementation of training activities which will be organized by FCH.   

ID Amount Item No of 
Invoice 

Date Value 

(RSD) 

Value 
(EUR) 

Transfer of 
ownership   

Arrangement among the Serbian project 
partners 

IN1 - 3 3 Monitor DELL LED 23.8" P2417H A26 12.12.2017 86,997.00 728.44 End of project 
Two monitors given as donation to the 
Faculty of Forestry   

IN4-5 2 
Docking station - LENOVO ThinkPad Ultra 
Dock 40A20090EU 

A26 12.12.2017 43,998.00 368.40 End of project 
Two docking station given as donation to the 
Faculty of Forestry   

IN6 1 Lenovo Ideapad laptop  06.12.2017  639.00 End of project  

IN7 1 Camera - SONY Cyber-Shot DSC-H300 A26 12.12.2017 24,999.00 209.32 End of project  

IN8 1 Printer - BROTHER MFC -J6920DW A27 13.12.2017 52,990.00 443.69 End of project Given as donation to the Faculty of Forestry   

IN9 1 Windows A73 31.01.2018 34,699.00 293.34 End of project  

IN10 1 Microsoft Office A73 31.01.2018 23,999.00 202.88 End of project  

IN11 2 Table for office B361 02.10.2018 28,872.00 246.60 End of project Given as donation to the Faculty of Forestry   

IN11-13 4 Lenovo Yoga book tablets B474 28.12.2018 256,560.00 2,166.71 End of project 
One tablets given as donation to the Faculty 
of Forestry   

    Total: 553,114.00 5,298.38   
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